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Abstract 

Title:  Existence of Ballistic Capture Transfer Trajectories from Trans-Lunar Injection to 

Lunar Polar Orbit for all Lunar Phases at Time of Departure 

Author: Anthony Lawrence Genova 

Advisor: Brian Kaplinger, Ph.D. 

This dissertation reveals several families of trajectories that can reduce the change in 

velocity (ΔV) required to transfer from trans-lunar injection (TLI) to a lunar polar circular 

orbit with 100 km altitude by up to 26.5% compared to conventional transfers. The primary 

hypothesis states that such trajectories, termed lunar polar ballistic capture (LPBC) 

transfers, exist for all lunar phases at the time of lunar departure (i.e., initial lunar flyby). 

The existence of LPBC transfers for all lunar phases can enable missions with ride-share 

restrictions (CubeSat), limited propellant capability (small spacecraft), and/or payloads that 

are not time sensitive (cargo). Evidence to support the primary hypothesis is provided by a 

procedure, created in STK Astrogator, equipped to handle the complex gravitational 

dynamics associated with LPBC transfers via an N-body dynamical model and Runge-

Kutta numerical integrator. Other results of this dissertation include: 1) classification of 

LPBC transfers into families according to motion, proximity to Sun-Earth Lagrange points, 

and apogee quadrant location in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame, 2) limitations of 

LPBC transfers and the procedure in practice, and 3) applications of LPBC transfers and 

the procedure to/from other orbits and planetary bodies including geosynchronous transfer 

orbit (GTO), geostationary orbit (GEO), a near-Earth asteroid (NEA), and Mars. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Dissertation Executive Summary  

Given the renewed plans for crewed and robotic exploration of the Moon by the 

United States [1-3] and other governments [4-12], along with industry [13, 14] and 

academia [15-19], there is a near-term need to analyze trajectories that connect the Earth 

and Moon. The starting point for these exploration plans generally involves a spacecraft 

departing Earth orbit from a conventional trans-lunar injection (TLI) which yields an 

arrival at the Moon 2 to 6 days after injection [20-23]. This ride on TLI may be shared by 

smaller spacecraft (e.g., CubeSat missions [15-19]). Plans typically require final states near 

the lunar south pole which hosts exploration-friendly mountain peaks lit by the Sun most 

of the time [24-26] (i.e., a prime site for a solar power generator) and permanently 

shadowed craters with water ice [27, 28] (which can be used to make rocket propellant, 

Blue Origin’s plan [29]). Thus, this dissertation focuses on the transfer of a spacecraft from 

a conventional TLI to a low (100 km) lunar polar circular orbit. 

To achieve lunar polar orbit, the perigee altitude of the post-TLI trajectory must be 

raised to lunar distance, dL, which can be accomplished by several trajectory methods that 

minimize passes through the Van Allen radiation belts (i.e., minimum perigee altitude > 

58,000 km [30]). Table 1.1 summarizes trajectory methods previously studied by the 

author in order of ascending transfer duration required; solution images are seen in Figure 

1.1. 
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Table 1.1 — Summary of Trajectory Methods from TLI to Lunar Polar Circular 

Orbit. 

Method 
Number 

Initial 

Lunar 

Flyby 

Type 

Duration 

from TLI  

to LOI 

(days) 

ΔV for 

Lunar 

Capture 

(m/s) 

Total ΔV 

(post-TLI) 

(m/s) 

Max 

Range 

from 

Earth 

(km) 

Relevant 

Past 

Missions 

& variants 

Deviation 

in Position 

due to Off-

Nominal 
Maneuvers 

1 Direct 

Insertion 
2.9-5.5 ~160 798-900 Lunar 

Distance 
Apollo 11, 

LRO, et al 

Low 

2 Polar 17.0 225.5 906.1 Lunar 

Distance 
LCROSS Low 

3 Trailing 27.4 126.3 874.5 475,000 Apollo 13 Low 

4 Polar 31.2 118.8 827.4 580,000 LCROSS Low 

5 Leading 35.3 148.8 843.1 550,000 TESS  Low 

6 Trailing 52.0 126.9 850.8 840,000 Apollo 13 Low 

 

7 

Leading 

or 

Trailing 

 

72-314 

 

0 

 

648 

2.6 

million 

HITEN, 

ARTEMIS, 

GRAIL 

 

High 

 

     * dL = Lunar Distance from Earth varies between 356,500 km and 406,700 km 

 

While lunar orbit insertion (LOI) directly from a conventional TLI (Method #1) yields 

the lowest transfer duration (< 6 days) among the seven methods considered, the ΔV costs 

for lunar capture and LOI are relatively high which can prohibit cargo routes intended to 

aid crewed exploration of the Moon and/or lunar spacecraft with limited propulsion 

systems (e.g., CubeSat). The two transfers that require polar lunar flybys (Methods #2 and 

#4, see [31] and [32]) yield steep lunar re-encounters which enables elliptical pole-sitting 

lunar orbits [32], but the ΔV for capture and LOI are once again high. Transfers that are 

variants of Earth-Moon periodic orbits [33, 34] utilize either leading (Method #5) or 

trailing (Methods #3 and #6) edge lunar flybys, yet ΔV required for capture and LOI 

remain high. Method #7 employs either a leading-edge or trailing-edge lunar flyby via a 

lunar polar ballistic capture (LPBC) transfer (i.e., capture ΔV = 0) with perigee raised 
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primarily by solar gravity [35-39]. While LPBC transfers possess the longest durations 

(i.e., 72 to 314 days) the total ΔV required post-TLI can be reduced up to 26.5% compared 

to Method #1 [38, 39, 40] which can enable lunar cargo routes [41] and ridesharing 

CubeSat missions to the Moon with propellant mass fractions of ~10% [42].  

 

Figure 1.1 — Trajectory Methods from TLI to 100 km Lunar Polar Circular Orbit. 

Additionally, Method #7 trajectories and more general LETs can enable: 1) ΔV 

reduction to/from other orbits and bodies such as geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO), 

geostationary orbit (GEO), near-rectilinear halo orbit (NRHO), Phobos, and Deimos,        

2) global access to the lunar surface [38], 3) Contingency/abort recovery scenarios [39, 43], 

4) constellation deployment [44], 5) intersection of interplanetary bodies including near-

Earth asteroids (NEAs) and Mars, and 6) crewed deep-space missions such as servicing the 

James Webb Space Telescope or retrieval of a quarantined extraterrestrial sample [45]. 
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For context, Methods #1-7 and trajectories by Parker and Anderson [38] are 

superimposed on Topputo’s graph of ΔV vs. Δt (i.e., transfer duration) [46] seen in Figure 

1.2 where symbols indicate a particular Earth-Moon transfer trajectory according to the 

relevant author(s). However, unlike Methods #1-7, not all trajectories in Topputo’s original 

graph include the initial lunar flyby and high-fidelity gravitational model required in this 

dissertation. Note that the ΔV needed for TLI to depart LEO is included in Topputo’s 

graph; this value was calculated by the author as 3,150.51 m/s and is thus assumed for 

Methods #1-7 and plotted accordingly. As seen from Figure 1.2, the ΔV requirement for 

Method #7 is within 100 m/s of the theoretical minimum ΔV calculated by Sweetser [47]. 

 

Figure 1.2 — Transfer trajectory ΔV and transfer duration from LEO to a 100 km 

circular orbit around the Moon. Vertical line represents maximum transfer duration 

considered by [46] while horizontal line represents theoretical minimum ΔV from 

[47]. Methods #1-7 correspond to Table 1.1 entries. Modified from [46]. 
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Only five spacecraft have flown more general versions of LPBC transfers known as 

ballistic lunar transfers (BLTs): HITEN in 1990 [43], two spacecraft from the Acceleration, 

Reconnection, Turbulence, and Electrodynamics of the Moon’s Interaction with the Sun 

(ARTEMIS) mission in 2009 [48], [49], and two spacecraft from the Gravity Recovery and 

Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission in 2011-2012 [50]. However, several CubeSat 

missions plan to fly LPBC transfers after sharing a ride, no earlier than Nov. of 2021 [51], 

with NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) Artemis-1 mission: Lunar Polar Hydrogen 

Mapper (LunaH-Map) [42, 52], Lunar Ice Cube [53], Cislunar Explorers [16], and Lunar 

Flashlight [54]. More CubeSat missions may fly LPBC transfers after competing to 

rideshare with the Artemis-2 mission [55]. Given the advantages and near-term need to 

calculate and better understand LPBC transfers, this dissertation focuses on Method #7. 

The high range in mission duration for LPBC transfers is primarily due to solar 

gravity perturbations on the spacecraft that vary in magnitude and direction depending on 

the lunar phase at the time of initial lunar flyby. The primary hypothesis states that LPBC 

transfer solutions exist for all lunar phases in the Hawaiian lunar calendar, which was used 

by many cultures in antiquity and includes ~30 phases in a lunar cycle [56]. 

Two key results of this dissertation are a numerical procedure for obtaining LPBC 

transfer solutions and the solutions themselves for all lunar phases. The global solution set 

is intended to aid space mission designers that can choose the lunar phase at time of initial 

lunar flyby (e.g., to minimize propellant required) and those that cannot (e.g., to enable 

ridesharing and missions with propulsion system constraints). Other results include the 

classification of LPBC transfers into families and application of the numerical procedure 

to/from other orbits and bodies including GTO, GEO, a NEA, and Mars. 
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1.2 Hypotheses 

1.2.1 Primary Hypothesis 

The primary hypothesis of this dissertation is stated as follows: 

For all lunar phases at the time of initial lunar encounter, there exists at least two 

transfer solutions from a TLI with 28.5° inclination to a 100-km lunar polar 

circular orbit via ballistic capture, one solution utilizing a leading-edge lunar flyby 

and the other a trailing-edge flyby. Constraints include: 1) Total targeting ΔV ≤ 

270 m/s, 2) Multiple revolution transfers around the Earth are not permitted, 3) 

Post-flyby perigee altitude > 58,000 km, 4) Lunar flyby altitude ≤ 10,000 km. 

1.2.2 Secondary Hypotheses 

Secondary hypotheses are also investigated: 

1) The trajectories from section 1.2.1 can be classified into families according to 

apogee quadrant location and/or looping, “figure-8” (self-crossing) motion around 

or near Sun-Earth Lagrange point 1 (SE-L1) or Sun-Earth Lagrange point 2 (SE-

L2) as viewed in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

2) For a lunar phase that yields a transition between distinct families, at least one 

LPBC transfer solution exists from each neighboring family. 

3) The procedure used to support section 1.2.1 can be applied directly or indirectly to 

generate LETs to/from other orbits and bodies including GTO, GEO, and Phobos. 

4) LETs can reduce ΔV requirements to/from a variety of other orbits and bodies 

such as GTO, GEO, NRHO, Phobos, and Deimos. 
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5) LETs can be created to allow a trajectory to enter Lagrange point orbits and 

intersect interplanetary bodies such a NEA, Mars, Phobos, and Deimos. 

6) LETs can enable lunar missions that use spacecraft with low thrust-to-mass ratios 

(i.e., 1 mN to 14 kg), contingency/abort recovery scenarios, and deep-space crewed 

mission possibilities. 

1.3 Key Definitions 

Key terms found in the hypotheses as well as throughout this dissertation are defined. 

1.3.1 Trans-Lunar Injection 

Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI) is a maneuver generally performed by a launch vehicle’s 

upper stage deep in Earth’s gravity well in the trajectory’s velocity direction to increase the 

apogee altitude to lunar distance, dL. In general, a TLI transfer trajectory requires 2-6 days 

to reach the Moon [38] and is the most common lunar transfer flown [20-23]. 

This dissertation utilizes a TLI with initial orbit inclination constrained to 28.5°, 

which can be designed to yield a due east launch from the Cape Canaveral Air Force 

Station (CCAFS) or Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Per the primary hypothesis, two types 

of solutions are needed for each lunar phase: one with a leading-edge flyby on initial lunar 

closest approach and one using a trailing-edge lunar flyby. The arithmetic mean (AM) 

transfer duration of TLI transfer segments (Earth to initial Moon encounter) among all 

LPBC transfer solutions is 3.976 days with a range of 2.9 to 5.5 days. 

For the leading-edge flyby case, the spacecraft passes in front of the Moon in the 

direction of the Moon’s velocity with respect to the Earth. The subsequent motion is self-

crossing (“figure-8” shaped) around the Moon as viewed in an inertial frame. The perigee 
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altitude of the transfer trajectory is targeted above the Van Allen radiation belts (> 58,000 

km). An example of a TLI with a leading-edge lunar flyby is displayed in Figure 1.3 (left). 

A trailing-edge flyby involves the spacecraft passing behind the Moon (i.e., near the 

Moon’s most recent position viewed in the Earth-centered inertial reference frame. Proper 

targeting of this flyby’s altitude can yield a maximum rEarth > 1 million km which is 

required for this dissertation’s numerical results; improper targeting can yield Earth-escape 

(i.e., C3Earth
 > 0). Since there is no perigee pass directly after the lunar flyby, there is one 

less control variable used for generating the trailing-edge results, namely that of a 

maneuver at this post-flyby perigee (Figure 1.3, right). 

    

Figure 1.3 — Leading (left) and Trailing (right) Edge post-TLI transfer. Views in the 

Earth inertial reference frame. 
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1.3.2 Lunar Phase 

The lunar phase is determined by the sunlit portion of the Moon as observed from 

Earth. The Sun-Earth-Moon (SEM) angle is measured between the Earth-Sun and Earth-

Moon position vectors and depends on the lunar phase. A new moon, first quarter moon, 

full moon, and third quarter moon correspond to a SEM angle of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° 

respectively [57]. Thus, the lunar phase can be quantified with the value of SEM angle. 

However, the four lunar phases of waxing/waning gibbous and waxing/waning crescent 

correspond to nearly 90° ranges of SEM angle. A more useful grid to a mission designer 

would involve solutions to all lunar phases of the Hawaiian lunar calendar, which has been 

used in antiquity by many cultures and contains ~30 lunar phases every lunar cycle (i.e., 

new moon to new moon as in Figure 1.4) [56]. Since the lunar cycle repeats every ~29.5 

days, the elapsed time between lunar phases is approximately one day (Figure 1.4). 

For purposes of classifying LPBC transfers, the lunar phase is recorded at the time of 

the initial lunar encounter. It is required to generate at least two LPBC transfer solutions 

for every lunar phase which equates to at least 30 pairs of solutions with each pair 

separated in SEM angle by ~12°. This dissertation focuses on the 30-day lunar cycle from 

December 1st, 2024 to December 30th, 2024 which is visualized by matching images of 

Hawaiian lunar phases (from [58]) to the location of initial lunar encounter (post-TLI) in 

the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame (Figure 1.4). 

Since the Moon’s orbital period is relatively constant, it is the lunar phase or SEM 

angle that dictates significant topological changes (e.g. in family type) to LPBC transfer 

trajectories, not the exact month or year chosen for analysis [38]. Thus, this dissertation 

focuses on a particular lunar cycle over a 360° range of SEM angles. 
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Figure 1.4 — Hawaiian Lunar Phases matched with initial TLI. Grid created from 

the trailing-edge lunar flyby solution set, with Phase #1 on Dec. 1, 2024 and Phase #30 

on December 30, 2024. Images of lunar phases from [58] are modified to represent 

views from Earth’s northern hemisphere. 

1.3.3 Lunar Polar Ballistic Capture 

Lunar ballistic (or gravitational) capture requires the two-body characteristic energy, 

C3, of a spacecraft’s trajectory to be negative [35] with respect to the Moon (C3Moon
 < 0), 

where C3 is defined as twice the total specific (i.e., per unit mass) energy, ԑ: 
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              𝐶3 =  2ԑ = 2(ԑ𝑘 + ԑ𝑝)                                       1.1 

Note that ԑ includes the specific kinetic energy, ԑk, which divides the conventional form of 

kinetic energy, KE = 
𝑚𝑉2

2
 by the mass such that ԑk = 

𝑉2

2
, where V represents the spacecraft’s 

velocity. The specific potential energy, ԑp, is obtained by first calculating the work, W, and 

potential energy, PE, needed to move a spacecraft from rest (i.e. at infinity where ԑ = 0) to 

a radial distance between the bodies, r: 

                         𝑃𝐸 =  −𝑊 = −∫ 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑟

∞
𝑑𝑟 = −∫ 𝐹𝑐

𝑟

∞
𝑑𝑟                    1.2 

The centripetal force, Fc, is equal to the gravitational force, Fg, and defined according to an 

inverse square law derived by Newton and known as his law of gravitation [59]: 

                                                𝐹𝑔 = −
G𝑀𝑚

𝑟2
                                                1.3 

where G = the gravitational constant = 6.673 × 10−20  
𝑘𝑚3

(𝑘𝑔)𝑠2 from [60], M = the mass of 

the primary body, m = the mass of the secondary body, and again r = the radial distance 

between the two bodies. Since lim
𝑟→∞

1

𝑟
= 0, calculation of PE follows as: 

           𝑃𝐸 = −∫ 𝐹𝑔
𝑟

∞
𝑑𝑟 = −∫ −

G𝑀𝑚

𝑟2

𝑟

∞
𝑑𝑟 =  −

G𝑀𝑚

𝑟
= −

𝜇𝑚

𝑟
              1.4 
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where μ = GM = the standard gravitational parameter of the primary body. Also note that r 

was chosen at infinite distance rather than equal to zero, since the latter would yield infinite 

energy due to lim
𝑟→0

1

𝑟
= ∞ . Now, the specific potential energy, ԑp, is written as: 

                                           ԑ𝑝 = 
𝑃𝐸

𝑚
=

−𝜇

𝑟
                                                 1.5 

The total specific energy, ԑ, is defined in more detail as: 

                                     ԑ = ԑ𝑘 + ԑ𝑝 = 
𝑉2

2
−

𝜇

𝑟
                                        1.6 

and thus, from Equations 1.1 and 1.6, C3 can be related to the total specific energy as: 

                                      𝐶3 =  2ԑ = v2 −
2𝜇

𝑟
                                           1.7 

However, there are several conditions that must be met, including C3Moon< 0, to 

achieve a LPBC. The first two conditions are stated by Yamakawa in 1992 [35] while 

conditions #3 and #4 are added to support this dissertation’s primary hypothesis: 

1) C3Moon < 0 km2/s2 at perilune 

2) Trajectory must surpass 100,000 km distance from the Moon within 50 days, 

propagated in backward time from perilune  

3) Capture trajectory must contain a 100 km altitude at perilune 

4) Capture trajectory must contain 90° orbit inclination at perilune 
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Yamakawa’s first condition (#1) and the two added conditions (#3 and #4) are 

generally targeted directly to create LPBC solutions in Chapter 3. However, for cases that 

have already achieved a strong ballistic capture in an intermediate step, it is sufficient to 

target the altitude and inclination only, with C3Moon < 0 km2/s2 following indirectly. After 

conditions #1, #3, and #4 are met, Yamakawa’s second condition (#2) is easily met without 

additional targeting given the presented trajectories emanate from well beyond Moon 

before achieving ballistic capture. 

An example of a strong (i.e., relatively low C3Moon) LPBC is seen in Figure 1.5 where 

the trajectory completes two full orbits with C3Moon < 0 km2/s2 before escaping the Moon. 

Since a lunar ballistic capture is temporary [37], the notional design will include an 

insertion maneuver at capture to enter a 100 km circular polar orbit around the Moon. 

 

Figure 1.5 — Lunar Polar Ballistic Capture. Two lunar orbits are completed before 

spacecraft achieves escape velocity with respect to the Moon. View in the Moon 

inertial frame, from above the lunar north pole normal to the lunar orbit plane. 
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1.3.4 Lunar Polar Circular Orbit 

Following ballistic capture at the Moon, the final required condition required of an 

LPBC transfer solution is a lunar polar circular orbit with 100 km altitude. A lunar polar 

orbit is valuable to both crewed and robotic missions given the proximity yielded to both 

lunar poles which contain water ice in permanently shadowed craters [27-28] and peaks of 

near-eternal sunshine [24-26]. A lunar polar orbit can also host a communications relay 

network [44, 61] and is amenable to global mapping of the Moon’s surface [22, 23, 50]. 

To assess the stability of the candidate lunar polar circular orbit with 100 km initial 

altitude, a numerical integrator was used for orbit propagation within an N-body force 

model. The initial epoch for this stability analysis was chosen as May 1, 2025 12:00:00.000 

UTC (coordinated universal time) which is the AM date of ballistic capture among LPBC 

transfer solutions presented in Chapter 3. Critical parameters of the orbit such as lunar 

altitude and inclination are recorded throughout the selected 60 days of analysis (i.e., at 

least two lunar cycles) and generally sufficient time to account for changes to a mission 

plan (e.g., a landing delay) after entering lunar orbit. Test case orbits contain varying 

values of the longitude of the ascending node (LAN) to analyze lunar polar orbits in 

different planes as viewed in a Moon-centered inertial reference frame (Figure 1.6); see 

section 2.4 for definitions of angular orbital parameters (e.g., LAN) and reference frames. 

Over the analyzed 60-day timespan, the orbit’s true altitude, HMoon, above the Moon’s 

surface for all test cases varied between 54.12 km and 145.64 km with an AM of 99.84 km 

(Figure 1.7) while the inclination varied between 88.89 and 91.20° with an AM of 90.002° 

(Figure 1.8), thus the orbit appears sufficiently stable for purposes of maintaining positive 

altitude and a ground track near the lunar poles. 
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Figure 1.6 — Lunar polar circular orbits with initial altitude of 100 km. LAN is 

varied from 0° to 360° in 30° increments (green = 0° to 150°; red = 180° to 330°). 

Views in the Moon inertial reference frame, above lunar north pole and normal to 

lunar equatorial plane (right). 

 

 

Figure 1.7 — Lunar Altitude vs. epoch for stability test cases. Lunar polar circular 

orbits are numerically integrated for 60 days using an N-body model in STK, with 

LAN varied from 0° to 360° in 30° increments.  
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Figure 1.8 — Lunar Orbit Inclination vs. Epoch for stability test cases. Lunar polar 

circular orbits are numerically integrated for 60 days using an N-body model in STK, 

with LAN varied from 0° to 360° in 30° increments.  

1.3.5 Solution Families and Characteristics 

Per the relevant secondary hypotheses, the solution sets presented in Chapter 3 must 

be sorted into families with two pairs of solutions needed for lunar phases that yield family 

transitions. Two broad families, Halo and Ellipse, are defined according to the following 

characteristics as viewed normal to the lunar orbit plane in the Sun-Earth rotating frame: 

1) Halo (SE-L1 or SE-L2): Trajectory shape must be self-crossing (“figure-8”) and 

satisfy at least one of the following conditions: 

a. Trajectory circles/loops SE-L1 or SE-L2 

b. Trajectory passes within 250,000 km of SE-L1 or SE-L2 
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Specific Halo family determined by which Lagrange point is closest to trajectory: 

SE-L1 or SE-L2. 

2) Ellipse (Quadrant II or IV): Trajectory shape may or may not be self-crossing 

(“figure-8”). If the trajectory shape is not self-crossing, then the solution is sorted 

into an Ellipse family. If the trajectory crosses itself, then it must satisfy both of 

the following conditions to be sorted into an Ellipse family: 

a. Trajectory does not circle/loop SE-L1 or SE-L2 

b. Trajectory does not pass within 250,000 km of SE-L1 or SE-L2 

The quadrant location of apogee (either quadrant II or IV, or whichever is closest) 

determines the specific Ellipse family that a trajectory is sorted into. 

 

From these two broad Halo and Ellipse families, four distinct families are possible: 

1) Halo SE-L1 

2) Halo SE-L2 

3) Ellipse Quadrant II 

4) Ellipse Quadrant IV 

 

Examples of all four family types are displayed in Figure 1.9. The two presented Halo 

family solutions contain a self-crossing shape and circle SE-L1 and SE-L2, respectively. 

Neither of the two presented Ellipse family solutions are self-crossing; both apogee 

locations are greater than 250,000 km from either SE-L1 or SE-L2 and located in either 

quadrant II or IV. 
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Figure 1.9 — Family Types of LPBC Transfer Solutions. View is in the Earth-

centered, Sun-Earth rotating frame.  

1.4 Background and Motivation 

Small spacecraft, such as CubeSats and other secondary payloads, may face 

propulsion and operational challenges that increase risk for cislunar and other deep space 

missions. For example, the LunaH-Map CubeSat has a propulsion system with a low 

thrust-to-mass ratio (~0.07 
𝑚𝑁

𝑘𝑔
) and thus cannot perform the time-critical LOI maneuver 

directly from a conventional TLI [52]. Fortunately, LPBC transfers yield weak 

gravitational capture at the Moon and thus do not require a conventional LOI. Cargo routes 

benefit from LPBC transfers as well, given the reduction in ΔV required from post-TLI to 
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LOI (up to 26.5%). As such, current human exploration lunar architecture plans of the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are considering more general 

forms of LPBC transfers for their cargo routes [41]. 

Previous work by the author [39, 42] has shown evidence for the existence of such 

LPBC transfer solutions for narrowly spaced values of initial SEM angle, which governs 

the solar perturbations on a spacecraft’s trajectory. Since a small spacecraft typically shares 

a ride with a larger (primary) spacecraft, the former is not generally afforded the freedom 

of selecting initial conditions such as SEM angle. Thus, the existence of LPBC transfer 

solutions throughout a 360° range of SEM angle (i.e., all 30 lunar phases) at time of initial 

perilune would be a powerful result for small spacecraft. 

1.5 Literature Review 

Given the limited literature on LPBC transfers, related trajectory families are included 

in this section to provide more context to the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4. A 

timeline of major milestones in the field such as space missions and trajectory design 

methods is presented along with a table summarizing past, present, and future missions that 

include LPBC transfers. 

1.5.1 Definitions of Trajectory Transfer Types 

The LPBC transfer trajectories explored in this dissertation are a subset of a more 

general trajectory type termed low-energy transfers (LETs) [38], the latter of which contain 

near-zero, negative values of C3 at apoapsis with respect to the central body. 
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A LET does not necessarily encounter the Moon but when the trajectory yields a state 

of ballistic capture at the Moon, the LET is termed a ballistic lunar transfer (BLT); thus, 

BLTs are a subset of LETs (Figure 1.10). 

 

 

Figure 1.10 — Relationships between LETs, BLTs, and LPBC transfers.  

The transfer type focused on in this dissertation assumes the launch vehicle provides 

the ΔV for TLI to yield a lunar flyby 2.9 to 5.5 days later during the outbound leg and 

again upon achieving polar ballistic capture. This trajectory is termed a LPBC transfer, 

which is a subset of BLTs and LETs (Figure 1.10). The more general LET is noted when 

the trajectory deviates from an LPBC transfer yet retains C3Earth ~0 km2/s2. 
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1.5.2 Low-Energy Transfers 

The first spacecraft to fly a LET was originally named International Sun-Earth 

Explorer-3 (ISEE-3) and had a goal of measuring the interaction between the solar wind 

and Earth’s magnetic field [62]. Since this dissertation is expected to generate LPBC 

transfer solutions with varying apogee locations near both SE-L1 an SE-L2, it is helpful to 

present ISEE-3’s trajectory as an example of LETs given the range of apogee locations 

visited by the spacecraft: near both SE-L1 and SE-L2, quadrant I, and quadrant II upon 

Earth-escape (stylized view in Figure 1.11). In the Sun-Earth rotating frame, the ISEE-3 

trajectory contained a self-crossing shape near SE-L2 on two separate occasions and was 

the first spacecraft to enter a halo orbit, which circled SE-L1. ISEE-3 entered its extended 

mission phase after leaving the SE-L1 halo orbit in 1982 and was re-named the 

International Cometary Explorer (ICE) with the new goal studying the Earth’s 

geomagnetic field and performing a comet flyby [62]. 

Although a LET does not necessarily encounter the Moon, the ICE spacecraft did just 

that (five times), not with the purpose of achieving lunar orbit, but rather for modifying its 

semi-major axis and orbit orientation to achieve its extended mission goals via a double 

lunar swingby technique devised by Dr. Farquhar [63]. Extended mission goals were 

achieved including the ICE spacecraft’s flight through the tail of comet Giacobini-Zinner 

at a 7,800 km altitude on Sep. 11, 1985 [62]. 

While routine contact with ICE was suspended by NASA in 1997, the ISEE-3 Reboot 

Project made two-way contact with ICE on May 29, 2014 and thrusters were fired on July 

2, 2014 for the first time in ~27 years [64], [65]. Contact was lost again on September 16, 

2014 [66]. The elaborate and complex trajectory for ICE was designed by Drs. Robert 
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Farquhar and David Dunham [62], [67]. Of note is that the term “halo orbit” used for 

family classification in this dissertation was coined in 1966 by the late Dr. Farquhar [68] 

who lived to witness Earth’s re-contact of ICE in 2014. 

 

 

Figure 1.11 — Trajectory design for the ISEE-3 mission. View is in the Sun-Earth 

rotating reference frame, from [38]. 

After ICE’s historic mission, several other spacecraft executed LET transfers 

including: Wind, The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) [69], Advanced 

Composition Explorer (ACE), Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [70], 

Genesis [71], Herschel Space Observatory [72], Planck [73], Gaia [74], Spektr-RG [75], 

and Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) [76]. Many of these missions flew a halo 

(or variant such as a Lissajous) orbit around SE-L1 or SE-L2. The trajectory of ISEE-3 

demonstrated a halo orbit around SE-L1 that crossed itself near SE-L2; although SE-L2 is 

not circled/looped, the trajectory’s proximity to SE-L2 (e.g., apogee epoch of February 8, 

1983) exhibits characteristics of the LPBC Halo family defined in section 1.3.5. 
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For an example of a mission that flew a halo orbit around SE-L2, the WMAP 

trajectory is displayed in Figure 1.12. After multiple revolutions around Earth, the WMAP 

spacecraft performed a trailing-edge, energy boosting flyby (similar to that used for 

trailing-edge lunar flyby LPBC transfers) before achieving its SE-L2 halo orbit ~1.5 

million km from Earth [70]. 

 

Figure 1.12 — WMAP trajectory design with five revolutions around Earth. View is 

in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. From [70].  

1.5.3 Ballistic Lunar Transfers 

Achieving a lunar ballistic capture was originally not thought to be possible for a 

spacecraft launched from Earth. In 1946 the Soviets stated this impossibility; however, 

their model did not include gravitational perturbations by the Sun [77] which can enable 

lunar ballistic capture for transfers with apogee locations well beyond lunar distance. 
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In 1968, Conley showed a ballistic capture using dynamical systems methods that 

targeted a periodic orbit via its “neck”; however, solar gravity was excluded from the 

model [78]. Ballistic capture is possible without solar gravity, but the perigee altitude of 

the transfer orbit must be significantly raised, to greater than 50,000 km [37], which has 

been previously studied by the author [79] but is out of scope for this dissertation. 

Lunar ballistic capture was first demonstrated by a spacecraft during the HITEN 

mission in December of 1990 [36]. The Japanese HITEN spacecraft was previously named 

Mu Space Engineering Spacecraft A (MUSES-A) and meant to deliver the probe Hagoromo 

to the Moon. However, a communications failure on board the probe led to a re-purposing 

of the MUSES-A spacecraft (and re-naming to HITEN) which had enough fuel for a LET to 

the Moon, but not for a conventional transfer. Dr. Edward Belbruno and Jim Miller 

implemented “Weak Stability Boundary (WSB) Theory” which used a midpoint matching 

technique to design a BLT and salvage the HITEN mission (Figure 1.13), [40, 80, 81]. 

In the year 2000, Koon et al. used techniques also found in Conley’s method to create 

an almost completely ballistic capture transfer trajectory in the lunar orbit plane [82, 83]. In 

2002, Ivashkin designed a transfer that began in either lunar orbit or from the lunar surface 

and, after a transition to an elliptical orbit with more total energy, achieved a C3 value with 

respect to the Moon slightly below 0 km2/s2 [84]. At this energy, solar gravity is strong 

enough to raise C3Moon
 above 0 km2/s2, thus achieving a ballistic escape, essentially the 

reverse of a ballistic capture. The trajectory would then reach SE-L1 or SE-L2 about 1.5 

million km from Earth to take advantage of strong solar perturbations and reduce the 

perigee altitude to 50 km [84-87]. 
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Figure 1.13 — Trajectory design for the HITEN mission. View is the projection onto 

the ecliptic plane with Sun direction noted at time of TLI. Consecutive tick marks 

represent five days of flight duration. Modified from [36].  

Since 2006, Parker has analyzed a wide variety of LET families to EM Lagrange 

points, lunar orbit (using BLTs), and the lunar surface [88-91]; in 2013 Parker and 

Anderson classified LET and BLT families according to the SEM angle at the time of lunar 

ballistic capture (i.e., lunar arrival) using dynamical systems theory [38]. Also see 

Topputo’s collection of Earth-Moon transfers (Figure 1.2) and associated references, some 

of which yield lunar ballistic capture [46] such as Sweetser’s calculation of the theoretical 

minimum ΔV required to enter a 100 km LLO from LEO [47]. 

The next mission, after Hiten, to send spacecraft to lunar orbit via ballistic lunar 

capture was ARTEMIS which was composed of two spacecraft from the five-spacecraft 

constellation The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms 

(THEMIS) [48]. The two ARTEMIS spacecraft were the first to orbit EM-L1 and EM-L2, 

which was accomplished via a BLT (Figure 1.14) that arrived in the lunar vicinity near 
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EM-L2 in 2009. Months later, the spacecraft departed EM-L1 to enter a lower (i.e., higher 

energy with respect to the Moon) lunar orbits [48]. Of note is the EQUilibriUm Lunar-

Earth point 6U Spacecraft (EQUULEUS) expects to share a ride on SLS’s Artemis-1 

mission and fly a similar BLT to EM-L2 [92]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14 — Trajectories for both ARTEMIS spacecraft. View is in the Earth-

centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. From [48]. 

Two years after ARTEMIS reached the Moon, two GRAIL spacecraft, GRAIL-A (Ebb) 

and GRAIL-B (Flow), became the fourth and fifth spacecraft to fly on a BLT (with perigee 

raised to lunar distance primarily by solar gravity) [50]. This noteworthy mission was able 

to determine the lunar gravity field with high precision and map the Moon’s interior, made 

possible by both GRAIL spacecraft tracking each other in nearly identical lunar orbits [50]. 

The BLTs flown by both spacecraft were very similar, with arrivals separated by ~25 

hours on December 31, 2011 and January 1, 2012 (Figure 1.15). Note that GRAIL’s launch 

window of 26 days spanned a relatively small range of SEM angles compared to the full 

360° range required to support this dissertation’s primary hypothesis. 
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Figure 1.15 — GRAIL transfer trajectories. Both trajectories (spacecraft GRAIL-A 

and GRAIL-B) displayed in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. From [50]. 

1.5.4 Lunar Polar Ballistic Capture Transfers 

LPBC transfer solutions begin on TLI and initially encounter the Moon on its leading-

edge or trailing-edge, which yields a maximum rEarth > 1 million km and eventual lunar 

polar orbit via polar ballistic capture at the Moon. Given the somewhat restrictive 

definition of an LPBC transfer, no spacecraft has yet flown this transfer type. However, 

renewed interest in exploration of the Moon has translated into missions planning to use 

LPBC transfers as part of their baseline plans [93]. Given this recent need for designing 

practical LPBC transfers, literature in this area (especially with respect to space mission 

design) has emerged only in the last several years. 
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The spacecraft planning to fly LPBC transfers are co-manifested on SLS’s Artemis-1 

mission and are thus small (CubeSat with 6U volume) and contain low mass (≤ 14 kg), 

with some utilizing low-thrust (1 mN) propulsion systems to accomplish their lunar orbit 

goals via ballistic capture. One such CubeSat is LunaH-Map, which utilizes an LPBC 

transfer with a high-altitude ballistic capture to yield a lunar polar orbit [52]. After capture, 

LunaH-Map plans to implement low-thrust braking maneuvers to yield an elliptical, south 

pole-sitting orbit required for the science phase of the mission (Figure 1.16). 

Folta et al. published [53] a similar trajectory for the Lunar Ice Cube spacecraft which 

is also planning to be co-manifested with LunaH-Map and Lunar Flashlight [54]. In 

August of 2018, Genova & Kaplinger published LPBC transfer solutions over a broad 

range of SEM angles using similar low thrust-to-mass ratio (~0.07 
𝑚𝑁

𝑘𝑔
) assumptions [42]. 

 

    

Figure 1.16 — LunaH-Map CubeSat mission trajectory design from TLI to LLO. 

Views in both the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame (left) and 

Moon-centered, Moon inertial reference frame (right). From [52].  
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This dissertation expands on the author’s most recent work by including both leading-

edge and trailing-edge lunar flyby solution sets of LPBC transfers for all lunar phases. 

 

1.5.5 Summary 

Major milestones in the field encompassing LETs are summarized in the timeline seen 

in Figure 1.17.  The timeline begins in 1946 when the Soviets believed that lunar ballistic 

capture was impossible, follows with significant missions and developed methods in the 

field, and ends with the current state of the art work done on LPBC transfers which are 

planning to be flown by lunar CubeSats no earlier than Nov. 2021 [51]. 

 

 

Figure 1.17 — Chronology of Major Milestones concerning development and 

application of LET, BLT, and LPBC transfer trajectories.  
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Given the definitions of LETs, BLTs, and LPBC transfers, there is a close relationship 

between the latter two. Specifically, both BLTs and LPBC transfers attain a state of lunar 

ballistic capture while LETs do not necessarily enter lunar orbit or pass near the Moon. 

Therefore, Table 1.2 was created to provide a summary in list form for the more closely 

related BLTs and planned LPBC missions only. Note that not all missions listed in Table 

1.2 appear in the timeline. 

 

Table 1.2 — Past, Present, and Future Missions with BLT or LPBC transfers.  

Mission 

Name 

Transfer 

Type 

Mission Summary 

HITEN BLT First Spacecraft to achieve lunar ballistic capture (1990);        

re-purposed from original orbit. 

ARTEMIS BLT Pair of Spacecraft (part of 5-spacecraft constellation) orbited the 

Moon and were the first to orbit EM-L1 and EM-L2. 

GRAIL BLT Pair of Spacecraft (ebb and flow) that measured lunar gravity 

field to high precision (2011-2012). 

Cislunar 

Explorers 

BLT Water Propulsion Technology Demonstration (Polar Orbit not 

confirmed, otherwise trajectory type would be an LPBC 

transfer). Planning to fly on SLS Artemis-1. 

EQUULEUS BLT Study of lunar impact flashes and demonstration of trajectory 

control techniques [92]. 

LunaH-Map LPBC CubeSat utilizing solar electric low-thrust propulsion with goals 

to map hydrogen in south pole lunar ice [93]. Planning to fly on 

SLS Artemis-1. 

Lunar Ice 

Cube 

LPBC CubeSat utilizing solar electric low-thrust propulsion with 1-4 

micron broadband IR spectrometer and microcryocooler, to 

measure volatile distribution as a function of time of day [93]. 

Planning to fly on SLS Artemis-1. 

Lunar 

Flashlight 

LPBC CubeSat utilizing green propulsion with active source laser and 

NIR detector for polar surface ice measurements [93]. Planning 

to fly on SLS Artemis-1. 
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1.6 Objectives  

The objectives to achieve the set of results mentioned in the Abstract and section 1.7 

are listed as follows: 

1) Confirm the existence of LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar phases at the time of 

initial perilune. Compile solutions in a catalogue of data tables and trajectory 

images. 

2) Devise a procedure to generate LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar phases per 

Objective #1. 

3) Classify results from Objective #1 into families as defined in section 1.3. 

4) For a lunar phase that yields a transition between distinct families, show that at 

least one LPBC transfer solution exists from each neighboring family. 

5) Determine applications of utilizing LPBC transfers and the associated numerical 

procedure, in support of the relevant secondary hypotheses (listed in section 1.2.2). 

6) Determine limitations of utilizing LPBC transfers and the associated numerical 

procedure. 
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1.7 Contributions 

Contributions from this dissertation are summarized as nine results: 

Result #1:  The existence of leading-edge and trailing-edge ballistic capture transfer 

trajectories emanating from TLI and ending in a state of lunar polar orbit via ballistic 

capture for all lunar phases at time of initial lunar encounter, solved in the N-body 

problem. Solutions provided in a catalogue containing trajectory images and data tables. 

Result #2:  A numerical procedure to generate the trajectories in Result #1. 

Result #3:  Family classification of solutions from the catalogue produced in Result 

#1, with family members containing similar topological features when viewed in the Sun-

Earth rotating reference frame. 

Result #4:   For a lunar phase that yields a transition between distinct families, at least 

one LPBC transfer solution is generated from each neighboring family. 

Result #5:   Direct and indirect application of the numerical procedure to generate 

LETs to/from other orbits and bodies including GTO, GEO, and Phobos. 

Result #6:   Design of LETs to reduce ΔV requirements to/from other orbits and 

bodies including GTO, GEO, NRHO, Phobos, and Deimos. 

Result #7:   Modification of LPBC transfers to yield Lagrange point orbits and 

intersection of interplanetary bodies including a NEA, Mars, Phobos, and Deimos. 

Result #8:   Application of LETs to low thrust-to-mass ratio spacecraft, contingency 

scenarios, and deep-space crewed mission possibilities.  

Result #9:   Presentation of limitations resulting from utilization of LPBC transfers 

and the associated numerical procedure. 
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1.8 Dissertation Structure 

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 includes the methodology relevant to trajectory design such as an introduction to 

the two, three, four, and N-body problems, a focus on conic sections describing Keplerian 

orbital elements, reference frames, orbit planes, force models, trajectory analysis tools, and 

the numerical procedure used to obtain the results. 

Chapter 3 includes the numerical LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar phases to 

support the primary hypothesis listed in section 1.2.1. Classification of LPBC transfers into 

families is presented, along with identification of lunar phases that yield transitions 

between distinct families. Limitations of using LPBC transfers and the associated 

procedure are discussed, which includes a sensitivity analysis for a selected solution. 

Chapter 4 contains a variety of applications using LPBC transfer solutions, LETs, and 

the numerical procedure presented in Chapter 2. These applications are broadly 

categorized into four areas: 1) Modification of the numerical results and associated 

procedure to construct LETs to/from other orbits and bodies (GTO, GEO, and Phobos),    

2) Design of LETs to reduce ΔV required to/from other orbits and bodies (GTO, GEO, 

NRHO, Phobos, and Deimos), 3) Modification of LPBC transfers to yield intersection with 

interplanetary bodies including a NEA, Mars, Phobos, and Deimos, and 4) Space mission 

applications including: LET transfers to enable missions using spacecraft with low thrust-

to-mass ratios, contingency scenarios, and deep-space crewed mission possibilities. 

Chapter 5 provides conclusions and recommendations for future work, while 

Appendices A and B contain trajectory data tables and images, sorted by families for 

leading and trailing-edge LPBC transfer solutions, respectively. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 

This chapter begins by presenting the equations of motion for two or more bodies and 

follows with a focus on conic sections to establish the foundation and nomenclature needed 

to describe and analyze trajectories in this dissertation. Also presented are details 

concerning the numerical method/procedure used to generate this dissertation’s results, 

including relevant reference frames, force models, assumptions, and constraints. 

2.1 Gravitational Motion due to Two or More Bodies 

Equations of motion corresponding to the two, three, and four body problem are 

presented, followed by a section on the N-body problem, the latter of which is similar to 

that used to generate the numerical results in Chapter 3. 

2.1.1 Two-Body Problem 

The motion of one body relative to another is considered Keplerian, an example of the 

restricted two-body problem (R2BP), if the following assumptions hold: 1) The mass of the 

orbiting spacecraft is assumed to be much lower than that of the central body, 2) The shape 

of the central body is spherical, 3) The mass of the central body is concentrated at its center 

(point mass assumption via the Shell Theorem [59]), and 4) Motion results from gravity 

only (i.e., no atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, etc.). These assumptions yield 

motion restricted to that of conic sections (circle, ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola); radial 

motion is possible but out of scope for this dissertation. Such motion is termed Keplerian 
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due to Johannes Kepler’s three (empirical) laws of planetary motion, which were created 

from Tycho Brahe’s observations of Mars. Kepler originally stated his first and second law 

in [94] and third law in [95], which can be expressed as (from [96]): 

1) The orbit of each planet is an ellipse which assumes the Sun at a focus. 

2) Equal areas are swept out in equal times by the line connecting a planet to the 

Sun. 

3) The square of planet’s orbital period is directly proportional to the cube of its 

mean distance from the Sun. 

These three laws by Kepler are discussed in more detail in section 2.2, along with 

properties of elliptical, parabolic, and hyperbolic trajectories. 

After proving the Shell Theorem to represent bodies as point masses with the total 

mass concentrated at the primary body’s center of mass [59], Newton combined his second 

law of motion with his law of gravitation (i.e., Equation 1.3), as the inertial mass in the 

former is equivalent to the gravitational mass of the latter: 

                                             𝐹 = 𝑚a = −
G𝑀𝑚

𝑟2
                                            2.1 

where G = the gravitational constant, M = the mass of the primary body, m = the mass of 

the secondary body, a = the acceleration of the secondary body with respect to the primary 

body, and r  = the radial distance between the two bodies. 

The Earth and NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) 

spacecraft represent two such bodies (Figure 2.1) in which both (attractive) forces between 
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the bodies are equal and opposite: 𝐹1 = 𝐹2 =
G𝑀𝑚

𝑟2  , consistent with Newton’s third law of 

motion. 

 

Figure 2.1 — Gravitational Forces between two masses. Masses M and m are 

represented by Earth and the NASA LADEE spacecraft, respectively (Earth image 

from [97], LADEE image from [98].  

 

Since 𝑎 = �̈�, the two-body equation of motion can be expressed as: 

                                                 �̈� = −
𝜇𝐸

𝑟3
𝒓                                                   2.2 

where r = the relative position vector of the spacecraft to the center of the Earth, assuming 

the latter’s radius of RE = 6,371.14 km from [60] and μE = Earth’s standard gravitational 

parameter = 3.98600433 × 105  
km3

s2  [60]. The solution to Equation 2.2 in polar form 

results in two-body Keplerian motion in the form of a conic section such as: an ellipse with 

non-negative eccentricity, e, less than one (a circle is a special case of an ellipse with         
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e = 0), a parabola  (e = 1), or a hyperbola (e > 1) (Figure 2.2). Note that r = the magnitude 

of r. Conic sections are described in more detail in section 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.2 — Solutions to the Restricted Two-Body Problem. Solution shapes include: 

the Ellipse (including the circle), Parabola, and Hyperbola (from [99]). 

2.1.2 Three-Body Problem 

The three-body problem (3BP) contains three masses of comparable mass and is first 

mentioned by Newton in 1687 (book I, prop. 66 of [59]). However, for spacecraft design, 

the restricted 3BP (R3BP) is of practical interest since one of the three masses (i.e., the 

spacecraft) is assumed to be negligible compared to the other two masses (i.e., Earth and 

Sun). The first periodic and exact solution to R3BP via colinear motion was found by Euler 

in 1767 [100].  In 1772 Lagrange found an equilateral triangle solution [101] that is 
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displayed in Figure 2.3 along with all five Lagrange points, L1 to L5, in the Sun-Earth 

system, thus these points are prefixed with “Sun-Earth” or “SE” when utilized in this 

dissertation. In Figure 2.3, colinear Lagrange points along the Sun-Earth line include     

SE-L1, SE-L2, and SE-L3 while two equilateral triangles are observed with side length 

equal to one astronomical unit (AU) ~149,597,871 km [60], one containing SE-L4 and the 

other SE-L5. A rhombus with side length of 1 AU is then formed containing Sun-L4-Earth-

L5. Of note is that many of the LPBC transfer trajectories in this dissertation travel nearby 

and/or circle SE-L1 or SE-L2. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 — Lagrange points shown in the Sun-Earth system. Two equilateral 

triangles (with length of 1 AU) contain Sun-Earth-L4 and Sun-Earth-L5, resulting in 

rhombus Sun-L4-Earth-L5 with length 1 AU. Modified from [102]. 

The basis for modern theory of the R3BP was constructed by Jacobi in 1836 [103], 

Delaunay in 1860 [104], and Hill in 1878 [105]. Poincaré used deterministic chaos theory, 
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phase space, and section surfaces to win a prize offered by King Oscar II of Sweden in 

1889 (although Poincaré had a serious error in his work [106] on the 3BP, not the N-body 

problem asked for by King Oscar II). Work by Bruns and Poincaré showed that the 3BP 

could not be solved in terms of algebraic formulas and integrals [107], opening the door to 

solutions using infinite series and numerical integration. 

The first results using numerical integration for a specific ratio of μ between primary 

and secondary bodies (equal to 
10

11
) were presented by Darwin in 1897 [108] and 1910 

[109]. In 1912 Sundman found an infinite (power) series that could be summed to give a 

3BP global analytical solution [110], but convergence is extremely slow and thus not 

practical [111]. More numerical results were presented by Moulton in 1914 for μ = 
1

2
  and  

μ = 
10

11
  [112], and by Birkhoff in 1915 [113], while periodic solutions with 

1

10
< 𝜇 <

1

2
  

were included in the Copenhagen category, created in 1934 by Strömgrén-led astronomers 

at the Copenhagen Observatory [114]. 

In the early 1960s, Arenstorf discovered periodic solutions in the R3BP consisting of 

the Earth, Moon, and a spacecraft with relatively low mass [115, 116, 117, 118]. One such 

solution is considered an Earth-Moon periodic or cycler orbit and is displayed in Figure 2.4 

in both the Earth-centered inertial and Earth-Moon rotating reference frames; this solution 

was combined in 2015 [119] with an Earth-Moon cycler orbit theorized in 1985 by Dr. 

Buzz Aldrin [120]. Broucke catalogued 1,100 new solutions in 1969 with  0 < 𝜇 <
1

2
  and 

special emphasis on the Earth-Moon system in the elliptic, R3BP [121]. The 1970s saw 

solutions by Hénon and Broucke with equal masses that can sometimes yield two of the 

masses following each other [122]. 
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Figure 2.4 — Solution to the R3BP in the form of an Earth-Moon periodic/cycler 

orbit. Views in the Earth-Centered Inertial (left) and Earth-Moon rotating (right) 

reference frames. Discovered by Arenstorf in 1963, from [115], [116], [117]. 

Many other solutions were found thereafter, for example in 2017 Li and Liao 

discovered 669 solutions to the 3BP assuming equal masses and zero angular momentum 

[123] while another 1,223 solutions with unequal masses and zero angular momentum 

were discovered by Li, Jing, and Liao in 2018 [124]; six families are seen in Figure 2.5. 

Assuming an inertial reference frame, the R3BP equations of motion are expressed as 

(from [125]): 

 

                                            �̈� = −
𝜇𝐸

𝑟3
𝒓 −

𝜇𝑚

𝑟𝑚
3 𝒓𝑚                                         2.3 

Equation 2.3 builds on Equation 2.2 by including rm= the relative position vector from the 

spacecraft to the Moon’s center assuming Rm = the Moon’s radius = 1,737.4 km (from 

[60]) and μm = 4,902.80058 
km3

s2  from [60], the latter of which corresponds to μ with the 

Moon as the central body. Note that rm = the magnitude of rm. 
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Figure 2.5 — Six families of periodic three-body orbits. From [124]. 

2.1.3 Four-Body Problem 

Despite winning the prize offered by King Oscar II in 1887, Poincaré’s work focused 

on three bodies (N = 3), not the N-body problem (i.e., N > 4) as stated in the prize’s 

original description. In the late 1880s, Poincaré and Bruns showed that no analytical 

solution of a general arrangement of masses exists when N > 3 [107]. The prize offered by 

King Oscar II was finally solved in its original wording by Wang in 1991, who generalized 

Sundman’s results for N > 3 [126]. However, of note is that Babadzanjanz claims to have 

generalized Sundman’s results earlier in 1979 [127]. As is the case for Sundman’s results, 

those by Wang require long runtimes which limit practicality [111]. 

The simpler problem to solve is the restricted four body problem (R4BP), which 

assumes one of the masses is negligible compared to the three others. Equations of motion 

were first described in a bicircular R4BP model by Su-Shu Huang in 1960 [128] and his 
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results were generalized in 2020 by Negri & Prado [129]. The R4BP equations of motion 

can be expressed in an inertial reference frame as (from [125]): 

 

                                  �̈� = −
𝜇𝐸

𝑟3
𝒓 −

𝜇𝑚

𝑟𝑚
3 𝒓𝑚 −

𝜇𝑠

𝑟𝑠
3 𝒓𝑆                                   2.4 

Equation 2.4 builds on Equation 2.3 by including 𝒓𝑺 which represents the relative position 

vector from the spacecraft to the center of the Sun assuming a solar radius = Rs = 696,000 

km, and μS = 1.3271244 × 1011  
km3

s2  (i.e., μ corresponding to the Sun as the central body), 

with the latter two constants from [60]. Also note that rs = the relative position magnitude 

from the spacecraft to the Sun’s center. 

 

2.1.4 N-Body Problem 

The N-body problem involves gravitational interactions between many bodies 

consistent with Newton’s third law of motion, where N is generally greater than four. This 

problem has caught the interest of many great mathematicians and scientists over the past 

several centuries. In 1687, Newton implied the impossibility of solving the N-body 

problem (book III of [59], [130]). Given that Poincaré and Bruns showed that there is no 

closed form analytical solution for the general N-body problem in terms of simple 

mathematical functions [107], numerical integration of the equations of motion (e.g., 

Equation 2.4) is generally performed to model a spacecraft’s trajectory. 

2.2 Kepler’s Laws 

This section details Kepler’s three laws of planetary motion which are presented in the 

order of Newton’s relevant proofs. 
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2.2.1 Kepler’s Second Law 

Newton was able to use his first law of motion and geometry of triangles by Euclid 

(325-265 BC) to prove Kepler’s second law (i.e., Kepler’s first law is not yet considered). 

A mathematical representation of Kepler’s second law, which states that the spacecraft’s 

position vector sweeps out equal areas, A, in equal time periods, t [94] is written as: 

                                            
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡                                              2.5 

First assume a mass begins its journey at point A (Figure 2.6) and continues with 

straight-line motion and constant velocity until reaching point B where an impulsive force 

is imparted on the mass in the radial direction, toward point S (i.e., centripetal force). 

 

Figure 2.6 — Straight-line motion between impulsive applications of a centripetal 

force located at point S.  From [59]. 
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After the imparted force, the mass moves in a straight-line, with constant velocity to 

point C where a centripetal force is once again applied. This process is continued until the 

mass reaches point F; thus, a centripetal force is applied four times: at points B, C, D, and 

E. All produced segments of distance (AB, Bc, BC, Cd….) were assumed by Newton to 

contain equal segments of time. 

Heights of triangles SAB and SBc are equal since both contain a vertex at the central 

body located at point S; these two triangles also share the same base (AB = Bc, due to 

Newton’s first law of motion [59]); therefore, ΔSAB = ΔSBc. Now comparing triangles 

SBc and SBC, they share base SB and since Cc is parallel to SB via the parallelogram law 

by Newton given a radial force direction, they contain a common height; thus, ΔSBc = 

ΔSBC. Therefore, ΔSAB = ΔSBc = ΔSBC, which proves Kepler’s second law. This proof 

does not require centripetal force to be inversely proportional to distance, or for there to be 

any net force at all, since straight-line motion is still valid (e.g., from [131], book VI, prop. 

1; see Figure 2.7). Therefore, the use of infinitesimal calculus to represent a continuous 

force as the triangle’s area decreases (t → 0) is not needed to prove Kepler’s second law of 

planetary motion. 

 

Figure 2.7 — Equal area triangles from straight-line motion. Triangles left of center 

contain equal area while the same is true of those right of center. From [131]. 
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2.2.2 Kepler’s First Law 

Kepler’s first law states that planets travel in ellipses with the Sun at one of the foci 

[94]. More generally, ideal motion due to the gravitational force is restricted to sections 

created by passing a cutting plane through a cone. Conic sections were likely discovered by 

Menaechmus (c. 380-320 BC) during his pursuit of solving the Delian problem (i.e., 

doubling the cube) and the resulting shapes of the ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola were 

named by Apollonius of Perga (c. 240-190 BC), known as the “Great Geometer” [132]. 

Apollonius was also the first to show that all conic shapes (including a circle which is a 

special case of an ellipse) can be cut from the same cone [132], as seen in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.8 — Right Circular Cone cut by planes to form conic sections. Apex of cone 

indicated along with circle (e = 0), ellipse (0 ≤ e < 1), parabola (e = 1), and hyperbola 

(e > 1), (modified from [99]). 
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In 1687 Sir Isaac Newton was able to express the gravitational acceleration 

experienced by an orbiting body on any conic section in geometric terms [59] by 

combining the following [133]: 

1) Kepler’s second law to express time in geometric form 

2) Assumption that change in time (dt or Δt) is infinitesimal 

3) Force is radial and constant given small dt assumption 

4) Motion is parabolic (i.e., a projectile) due to the infinitesimal dt assumption; thus, 

Galileo’s kinematic expression for motion applies 

5) Dynamic expression of force (mass times acceleration) via Newton’s second law 

Newton was then able to show that a radial force (with units of inverse volume) 

depends on the length of three line segments: QR, SP, and QT (Figure 2.9).  

 

Figure 2.9 — Newton’s diagram used to prove the inverse square law inherent to a 

centripetal force. From [59]. 
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The position vector is represented as SP while QR is the deviation in radial position 

between the projected position of the mass had no force been imparted (i.e., straight-line, 

constant velocity motion) and the actual position given the radially directed impulsive 

force. 

When θ is very small, arc PR approaches chord QP and thus the area swept out from 

point P to Q can be expressed as: 

                                   𝛥𝑆𝑃𝑄 = 
1

2
(𝑆𝑃 ∙ 𝑄𝑇) =

𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
𝑡                               2.6 

Since 
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
 represents the path taken by a particle from point P to Q, Kepler’s second law is 

invoked such that 
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
 remains constant (from Equation 2.5) and thus from Equation 2.6: 

                                             (𝑆𝑃 ∙ 𝑄𝑇) ∝  𝑡                                            2.7 

From Galileo’s kinematic equation [134] or “double-distance rule” [135]: 

                                                                    𝑄𝑅 = 𝑑 =
1

2
a𝑡2                                           2.8 

where a = acceleration, which is also equal to the centripetal acceleration, f, per Newton’s 

assumptions. Therefore, after combining Equations 2.7 and 2.8, it is seen that f is inversely 

proportional to the square of the radius, SP2, and directly proportional to 
𝑄𝑅

(𝑄𝑇)2
 as: 

                                        𝑓 ∝  
𝑄𝑅

𝑡2
∝ 

𝑄𝑅

(𝑆𝑃∙𝑄𝑇)2
                                         2.9 
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Newton used an ellipse [136] to represent a particle’s curved path in Figure 2.9 to 

solve Kepler’s Problem and prove that the gravitational centripetal acceleration is inversely 

proportional to the square of the distance between two bodies, which is reduced to showing 

that the discriminate ratio 
𝑄𝑅

(𝑄𝑇)2
 is a constant per Equation 2.9. 

In this effort, Newton used the definition of latus rectum, L, for an ellipse from Apollonius 

[137]:  

                                                  𝐿 =
2(𝐵𝐶)2

𝐴𝐶
                                                 2.10 

Newton’s purpose was to show that the discriminate ratio can be written as (for full 

derivation see [136]): 

                                          
𝑄𝑅

(𝑄𝑇)2
=

(𝑄𝑉)2

(𝑄𝑋)2
2(𝑃𝐶)

𝐺𝑉

1

𝐿
                                        2.11 

Newton then took the limit as point Q approaches point P to yield: 

                            𝑄𝑉 → 𝑄𝑋  &  𝐺𝑉 → 𝐺𝑃 = 2(𝑃𝐶)                          2.12 

And from Equations 2.11 and 2.12: 

                                                  
𝑄𝑅

(𝑄𝑇)2
→

1

𝐿
                                                  2.13 

Since L is constant for an ellipse, the centripetal force is inversely proportional to SP2 

and thus r2, which proves Newton’s inverse square law of gravitation. 
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Later in 1710 Jakob Hermann and Johan Bernoulli directly proved Kepler’s first law 

[138] while Dr. Richard Feynman provided a geometric proof by observing an equal-angle, 

equal-velocity property [139]. Other important orbital parameters can be found by 

expressing all conic sections, not just the ellipse, in polar form using the trajectory 

equation (for derivation, see [140]): 

                                         𝑟(𝜃) =  
𝑝

1+(𝑒)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
                                         2.14 

where 𝑝 =
𝜇2

ℎ
, e = eccentricity, and θ = the true anomaly (i.e., the angular representation of 

the spacecraft’s position throughout its elliptical orbit). 

2.2.3 Kepler’s Third Law 

The third law by Kepler states that the square of a planet’s orbital period, T, is directly 

proportional to the cube of its mean distance from the Sun [95, 96]: 

                                                    𝑇 ∝ 𝑎
3

2                                                   2.15 

The orbital period can be shown to depend on the semi-major axis, a, and standard 

gravitational parameter, μ, by applying Kepler’s second law, which is equivalent to [140]: 

                                          
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
=

ℎ

2
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡                                      2.16 

Noting that the orbital period represents the time needed to complete one orbit and 

given the area of an ellipse [141]: 

                                           𝐴𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑒 = 𝜋𝑎𝑏                                            2.17 
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an expression for T is yielding by using the value of  
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡
 from Equation 2.16 and 

substitution of the expression for semi-minor axis: 𝑏 = 𝑎√1 − 𝑒2  from [141] into 

Equation 2.17 as: 

               𝑇 =
𝐴
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑡

= 
𝜋𝑎𝑏

ℎ

2

=
2𝜋𝑎2√1−𝑒2

ℎ
= 

2𝜋𝑎2√1−𝑒2

√𝜇𝑎(1−𝑒2)
= 

2𝜋

√𝜇
𝑎

(
3

2
)
            2.18 

Kepler’s third law in Equation 2.15 is therefore verified since the square of the orbital 

period, T, is shown to be proportional to the cube of the semi-major axis, a. 

2.3 Keplerian Orbital Elements 

This section describes Keplerian orbital elements and other parameters of conic 

sections including an ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola. Although LPBC transfers are 

generated within an N-body gravitational model, there are points on such a trajectory where 

two-body motion applies (e.g., the lunar flyby required after TLI) and thus equations in this 

section are valid at said points. Furthermore, this section establishes nomenclature used to 

describe and compare LPBC transfers. It is noted that degenerate conics such as a point, a 

single line, or two intersecting lines also exist [96] by passing a cutting plane through the 

cone’s apex but are of no practical interest to this dissertation’s hypotheses are thus 

excluded from the sections that follow. 

2.3.1 Elliptical Orbit 

An ellipse can be defined as the locus of points such that the distances from one point 

to either foci sums to major axis, 2a; the Cartesian equation for an ellipse is then [142]: 
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𝑥2

𝑎2
+

𝑦2

𝑏2
= 1                                            2.19 

where a is the semi-major axis and b is the semi-minor axis. A circle is a special case of an 

ellipse where a = b and e = 0. 

The dimensions and orbital parameters of a generalized ellipse are now determined, 

with visualization in Figure 2.10. Although not displayed in Newton’s diagram (Figure 

2.9), L is seen as twice the semi-latus rectum, p, in Figure 2.10 by extending a line segment 

normal to the major axis from a focus to the ellipse. In this figure, the central body is 

located at focus F while the spacecraft is assumed to orbit in the counterclockwise 

direction.  

 

 

Figure 2.10 — Elliptical Orbit Parameters. Modified from [143]. 
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Other two-dimensional orbital parameters of interest are seen in Figure 2.10, including 

the radius of periapsis, rp, radius of apoapsis, ra, and the focal distance, c. 

The orbital parameters of an ellipse are now derived using the trajectory equation (i.e., 

Equation 2.14) at different values of true anomaly. First, let θ = 90°: 

                              𝑟(90°) =  
𝑝

1+(𝑒)𝑐𝑜𝑠(90°)
= 𝑝 = 

𝜇2

ℎ
                            2.20 

Then let θ = 0° in Equation 2.14 to find rp, the radius of periapsis: 

                               𝑟(0°) = 𝑟𝑝 = 
𝑝

1+(𝑒)𝑐𝑜𝑠(0°)
=

𝑝

1+𝑒
                            2.21 

Similarly, ra is found when θ = 180° in Equation 2.14 as: 

                           𝑟(180°) = 𝑟𝑎 = 
𝑝

1+(𝑒)𝑐𝑜𝑠(180°)
=

𝑝

1−𝑒
                        2.22 

Adding Equations 2.21 and 2.22 yields an expression for rp and ra in terms of only a: 

                    𝑟(0°) + 𝑟(180°) = 𝑟𝑝 + 𝑟𝑎 =
𝑝

1+𝑒
+

𝑝

1−𝑒
= 2𝑎               2.23 

Thus the semi-major axis is the AM of rp and ra, which is also apparent by first considering 

the locus definition of an ellipse which states that the distances from an arbitrary position 

X to either foci (XF and XF’) add to the major axis as: 𝑋𝐹 + 𝑋𝐹′ = 2𝑎. Next consider the 

spacecraft at point P, where 𝑃𝐹 = 𝑟𝑝  and 𝑃𝐹′ = 𝐴𝐹 = 𝑟𝑎 thus: 

𝐴𝑀 = 𝑎 =
𝑟𝑝+𝑟𝑎

2
                                         2.24 
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Expressions for rp and ra from Equations 2.21 and 2.22 yield p in terms of a and e as: 𝑝 =

𝑎(1 − 𝑒2). Setting the latter equal to 𝑝 =
𝜇2

ℎ
 from Equation 2.20 yields an expression for h 

in terms of a, e, and μ: 

ℎ =  √(𝜇𝑎)(1 − 𝑒2)                                      2.25 

Using p = a(1-e2) also allows rp and ra to be stated as, from Equations 2.21 and 2.22: 

𝑟𝑝 =
𝑝

1+𝑒
= 𝑎(1 − 𝑒)                                     2.26 

𝑟𝑎 =
𝑝

1−𝑒
= 𝑎(1 + 𝑒)                                     2.27 

Since the two foci are equidistant to the geometric center, C, 𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝐴 = 𝑎 and 𝑃𝐹 = 𝐴𝐹′ 

thus the focal distance, c, can be stated as: 

𝑐 = 𝑎 − 𝑟𝑝 = 𝑎 − (𝑎(1 − 𝑒)) = 𝑎𝑒                       2.28 

Applying Pythagorean’s theorem on right triangle BCF, the semi-minor axis, b = BC, is 

found to match that used previously in Equation 2.18: 

(𝑎𝑒)2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑎2 ⇒ 𝑏 = 𝑎√1 − 𝑒2                           2.29 

Thus, the semi-minor axis can also be stated as the geometric mean, GM, of ra and rp using 

expressions from Equations 2.26 and 2.27 as: 

𝑏 = 𝐺𝑀 = √𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑎 = √𝑎(1 − 𝑒)𝑎(1 + 𝑒) = 𝑎√1 − 𝑒2           2.30 
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Newton’s proof of the inverse square law for centripetal acceleration (and thus force) 

used the definition (from [137]) of latus rectum, re-stated from Equation 2.10 as L = 
2𝑏2

𝑎
 or 

p = 
𝑏2

𝑎
, which can be shown by considering right triangle HFF’ which contains twice the 

focal length as its base (2c = FF’), semi-latus rectum as its height (p = HF), and hypotenuse 

= HF’. Given the locus definition of an ellipse, HF + HF’ = 2a and thus substituting     

HF’ = 2a – HF into the equation for Pythagorean’s theorem applied to right triangle HFF’, 

p = 
𝑏2

𝑎
 is verified: 

(2𝑎𝑒)2 + 𝑝2 = (2𝑎 − 𝑝)2 ⇒ 𝑝 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒2) =
𝑏2

𝑎
               2.31 

The constancy of the semi-latus rectum can also be shown by utilizing the third 

Pythagorean mean (arithmetic and geometric being the first two), the harmonic mean, HM, 

with naming attributed to Archytas (428-327 BC) or Hippasus (530-450 BC) and 

previously known as the subcontrary mean [144], [145]. Specifically, the harmonic mean 

of any two focal chord segments is a constant and equal to p [141], [146] which can be 

seen via Equation 2.14 since cos 𝜃 = −cos(𝜃 + 𝜋) = −cos 𝜃: 

𝐻𝑀 =
2

1
𝑝

1+(𝑒)cos(𝜃)

  −  
1
𝑝

1+(𝑒)cos(𝜃+𝜋)

 =  
2

1+(𝑒)cos(𝜃)

𝑝
  +  

1−(𝑒) cos(𝜃)

𝑝

= 𝑝            2.32 

Choosing the focal chords as ra and rp and using expressions from Equations 2.24 and 2.30 

provides verification that p = 
𝑏2

𝑎
: 
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𝑝 =
2

1

𝑟𝑎
 − 

1

𝑟𝑝

=
2𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑎

𝑟𝑝 + 𝑟𝑎
=

2𝑏2

2𝑎
=

𝑏2

𝑎
                            2.33 

The remaining parameters displayed in Figure 2.10 are the radial and perpendicular 

velocity components, velocity, Vr and V⟂, respectively, and are defined as (from [140]): 

𝑉𝑟 = 
𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 

𝜇

ℎ
(𝑒) sin 𝜃                                     2.34 

𝑉⟂ =
ℎ

𝑟
= 

𝜇

ℎ
(1 + (e)cos 𝜃)                                 2.35 

At periapsis θ = 0° thus from Equation 2.34 Vr = 0. Also, from [140]: 

ℎ = 𝑟𝑝𝑉𝑝                                                   2.36 

Then, using h from Equation 2.36, h and rp from Equations 2.25 and 2.26 are related as: 

𝑉𝑝
2 =

ℎ2

𝑟𝑝
2 =  𝜇𝑝 =  

𝜇𝑎(1−𝑒2)

(𝑎(1−𝑒))2
=

𝜇(1+𝑒)

𝑎(1−𝑒)
                       2.37 

Now, substituting expressions for r and V at periapsis into Equation 1.6:  

ԑ =  
𝑉𝑝

2

2
−

𝜇

𝑟𝑝
= 

𝜇(1+𝑒)

𝑎(1−𝑒)

2
− 

𝜇

𝑎(1−𝑒)
= 

−𝜇

2𝑎
                      2.38 

Therefore, from Equation 2.38, ԑ of an elliptical orbit can be determined with µ and only 

one orbital element, a. Combining Equations 1.6 and 2.38 yields: 
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ԑ =
𝑉2

2
−

𝜇

𝑟
= 

−𝜇

2𝑎
                                           2.39 

Now, the velocity, V, can be expressed as a function of r via Equation 2.39 as: 

𝑉 = √𝜇 (
2

𝑟
−

1

𝑎
)                                           2.40 

The angle between the local horizontal and the radial vector is known as the flight 

path angle, ɣ, with definition (from [140]): 

ℎ = (𝑟𝑉) cos 𝛾                                            2.41 

Since ℎ = 𝑟𝑝𝑉𝑝 (from Equation 2.3) the flight path angle can be defined as: 

𝛾 = cos−1 (
𝑟𝑝𝑉𝑝

𝑟𝑉
)                                         2.42 

Kepler’s Equation 

To ease the difficulties in directly calculating the angle, θ, a spacecraft traces from its 

position to the central body over a period of time, Kepler devised two other angular 

anomalies for an elliptical orbit. One of these additional two anomalies is termed the 

eccentric anomaly, E, and is measured from the geometric center of the ellipse to a point on 

an auxiliary circle (Figure 2.11). This point is chosen, along with the true spacecraft 

position (at point X), to lie on a line parallel to the minor axis (i.e., RX || BC || HF, the latter 
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of which is equal to p). The circle is considered auxiliary since its radius is equal to the 

semi-major axis of the inscribed ellipse and thus both orbital periods are equal. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 — Angular Anomalies of an Ellipse. Spacecraft position at X, focus and 

central body at F. RX is parallel to the semi-latus rectum HF = H’F’. Y represents 

fictious position as if dθ/dt is constant. Modified from [146]. 

The same circle is used to define the second additional anomaly, the mean anomaly, 

MA, which was originally termed the “equated” anomaly by Kepler [94]. The MA is the 

angle measured from the central body located at a focus to the position of the spacecraft as 

if it were orbiting in the auxiliary circle (with equal period to the ellipse), see Figure 2.11. 

The usage of the auxiliary circle yields simplification since  
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡
  is constant in the 

circle. All three anomalies are seen together in Figure 2.11 and are related to each other 
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according to the following equations, starting with the true anomaly, θ, which can be 

determined given the eccentric anomaly, E, as (from [140]): 

𝜃 = cos−1 (
cos𝐸−𝑒

1−(𝑒) cos𝐸
)                                   2.43 

Alternatively, if the true anomaly is known, then E can be determined by (from [143]): 

𝐸 = 2 tan−1 (tan
𝜃

2
√

1−𝑒

1+𝑒
 )                             2.44 

Finally, if E is known, the mean anomaly can then be found by (from [143]): 

𝑀𝐴 = 𝑛𝜏 = 𝐸 − (𝑒) sin𝐸                              2.45 

where n is the mean motion, or angular speed, which is equal to 
2𝜋

𝑇
 and τ is the time since 

the last periapsis passage by the spacecraft. However, of note is that the final equation 

relating MA to E is transcendental and therefore generally solved using Newton’s method. 

 

2.3.2 Parabolic Trajectory 

A parabola is defined as the locus of points for which the distance from a point on the 

curve to the focus maintains unity (i.e., e = 1) with the distance from that point to a fixed 

line known as the directrix [146]. Although projectile motion is described using parabolic 

motion, a true parabolic trajectory by celestial objects is not generally possible due to 

multiple gravitational bodies interacting with each other which can cause transitions 

between elliptical and hyperbolic trajectories [140]; note that LPBC trajectories experience 
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such a transition upon achieving lunar ballistic capture. Long-period comets are the closest 

examples of celestial objects traveling in parabolic trajectories, but these comets are still 

bound to the Sun with eccentricities slightly less than one. For example, long period comet 

C/1975 V1 (informally known as Comet West) contains a heliocentric eccentricity of 

0.9997 with aphelion up to 70,000 AU and orbital period of 558,000 years [147]. 

To obtain the equation for a parabola, consider Figure 2.12, which displays OY as the 

y-axis, OS as the x-axis, YY’ as the directrix, S as the focus (the other focus is located at 

infinity) with OS ⟂ YY’ and let OS = 2ψ. If P represents any position of a spacecraft 

traveling on the parabola and PN is drawn perpendicular to the x-axis and PM 

perpendicular to the y-axis, then by the definition of a parabola, PS = PM and since SPN is 

a right triangle: 

𝑁𝑆2 + 𝑃𝑁2 = 𝑃𝑆2 = 𝑃𝑀2                              2.46 

If the origin is at O, then the (x, y) coordinate of P = (x, y) where PM = x, PN = y, and 

NS = x – 2ψ since OS = 2ψ. Therefore, from Equation 2.46: 

(𝑥 − 2𝜓)2 + 𝑦2 = 𝑥2 ⇒ 𝑦2 = 4𝜓(𝑥 − 𝜓)                2.47 

Since the parabola intersects the x-axis at point A, where y = 0, from Equation 2.47: 

0 = 4𝜓(𝑥 − 𝜓) ⇒ 𝑥 = 𝜓                              2.48 

Also, since x = ψ at point A, then OA = ψ. It is then convenient to move the origin to 

point A [146], such that the equation of the parabola is written as: 
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𝑦2 − 4𝜓𝑥 = 0                                           2.49 

Furthermore, the semi-latus rectum, p, can be found by considering the spacecraft’s 

position changed from point P to L. Given the definition of a parabola, LS = LK. Also,    

LS ⟂ OS and thus OSLK is a square with length of 2ψ. Therefore: 

𝑝 = 𝐿𝑆 = 𝐿𝐾 = 2𝜓                                      2.50 

Using p from Equation 2.50, the latus rectum, L, of the parabola is then written as: 

𝐿 = 2𝑝 = 4𝜓                                            2.51 

 

Figure 2.12 — Parabolic Trajectory with focus at S. Indicated spacecraft position at 

point P; image modified from [146]. 
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Other parameters of the parabola are found using limits, starting with a which is first 

expressed in terms of rp, ψ and e by noting OA = ψ = AS = rp thus from Equation 2.26:  

𝑟𝑝 = 𝜓 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒) → 𝑎 =
𝜓

1−𝑒
                          2.52 

Noting that parabolas contain e = 1 and are thus all similar, it is seen that a, from Equation 

2.52, approaches infinity: 

lim
𝑒→1

𝑎 →  ∞                                              2.53 

Since the total specific energy was shown to only depend on the semi-major axis, a, in 

Equations 2.38 and 2.39, a parabola contains zero energy at all points on its trajectory: 

ԑ𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑎 = lim
𝑎→∞

ԑ =  lim
𝑎→∞

−𝜇

2𝑎
= 0                         2.54 

Combining Equations 1.6 and 2.54 allows the escape velocity, Vescape, to be expressed 

(note that a parabola’s velocity is always equal to the escape velocity): 

ԑ𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑎 =
𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒

2

2
−

𝜇

𝑟
= 0 → 𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒 = √

2𝜇

𝑟
            2.55 

Finally, from Equations 2.40 and 2.55, 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 = √
𝜇

𝑟
 , and thus the escape velocity, 

experienced at all points on a parabola, can be stated in terms of Vcircular which is constant 

for all points on a circle: 

𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒 = 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟√2                                  2.56 
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2.3.3 Hyperbolic Trajectory 

A hyperbola is defined as the locus of points for which the distance from each point to 

a fixed focus, compared to the distance between said point and a fixed line (i.e., the 

directrix), maintains a constant ratio [146]. Alternatively, the difference in distances from 

each point to either foci equals twice the focal length [99], with equation as follows: 

𝑥2

𝑎2
−

𝑦2

𝑏2
= 1                                              2.57 

where x and y represent Cartesian coordinates, with a and b corresponding to the 

semi-major and semi-minor axes of a hyperbola, respectively. A hyperbola is considered a 

trajectory and not an orbit since its path is open. Thus, for a spacecraft traveling on a 

hyperbolic trajectory, the specific energy with respect to the central body is positive (i.e., 

C3 > 0) with e > 1. A prominent example of a body on a hyperbolic trajectory with respect 

to the Sun is 2l/Borisov, the first detected interstellar comet which contains a heliocentric 

eccentricity of 3.36 [148]. Another hyperbolic object with respect to the Sun is 1l/2017 U1 

(Oumuamua) which contains an eccentricity of 1.2 [149]. LPBC transfer solutions are 

considered hyperbolic with respect to the Moon at the time of initial lunar flyby. 

The two branches of a hyperbola correspond to cutting two separate nappes of a cone, 

with one of the branches containing a body’s trajectory and the other vacant. Both branches 

with corresponding foci are displayed in Figure 2.13, along with other relevant parameters 

that can be found via application of Equation 2.14 which applies to all conic sections. 

Additionally, the equations for both asymptotes of a hyperbola are: 

𝑦 = (
−𝑏

𝑎
) 𝑥,    𝑦 = (

𝑏

𝑎
) 𝑥                                      2.58 
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Figure 2.13 — Hyperbolic Trajectory Parameters. Modified from [99]. 

First, the true anomaly is set to 
𝜋

2
 radians in Equation 2.14 to determine p: 

𝑝 = 𝑟 (
𝜋

2
) =

𝑎(1−𝑒2)

1+(𝑒) cos(
𝜋

2
)
⇒ 𝑝 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒2)                   2.59 

Then, rp can be obtained by setting 𝜃 = 0 radians in Equation 2.14: 

𝑟𝑝 = 𝑟(0) =
𝑎(1−𝑒2)

1+(𝑒) cos(0)
⇒ 𝑟𝑝 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒)                 2.60 

From Equations 2.36 and 2.60, the periapsis velocity, Vp, is expressed as: 
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𝑉𝑝 =
ℎ

𝑟𝑝
=

ℎ

𝑎(1−𝑒)
                                         2.61 

The conservation of energy principle is applied to find h via ԑ from Equation 2.39,     

rp from Equation 2.60, and Vp from Equation 2.61: 

(
ℎ

𝑎(1−𝑒)
)
2

𝑟𝑝
−

𝜇

𝑎(1−𝑒)
=

−𝜇

2𝑎
⇒ ℎ = √𝜇𝑎(1 − 𝑒2)               2.62 

The focal length, c, can be expressed in terms of a and e by analyzing right triangle 

HFFʹ (Figure 2.13) which contains a base length of 2c = FFʹ, height of p = HF, and 

hypotenuse of dh = HFʹ. This triangle contains both foci as vertices, with the third vertex 

located on the hyperbola which allows the locus definition of a hyperbola [146] to be 

applied: 

𝑑ℎ = 𝑝 − 2(−𝑎) = 𝑝 − 2𝑎                              2.63 

The focal length is then found by applying Pythagorean’s theorem to triangle HFF’ 

using the expression of dh from Equation 2.63 as: 

(2𝑐)2 + 𝑝2 = (𝑑ℎ)2 = (𝑝 − 2𝑎)2 ⇒ 𝑐2 = 𝑎2 − 𝑎𝑝 ⇒ 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑒        2.64 

To find the semi-minor axis, b, a circle is made to intersect both foci with diameter 

equal to twice the focal length (Figure 2.13). The equation of this circle, with radius = c, is:  

𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 𝑐2                                            2.65 
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Consider point K, with coordinates of (a, b) as seen in Figure 2.13. After applying      

x = a in Equation 2.58 it is seen that point (a, b) lies on the asymptote. While (a, b) is not 

on the hyperbola, substitution of (x, y) = (a, b) into Equation 2.65 yields: 

𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐2                                              2.66 

and since a = PC = CA is normal to KA, the diagonal connecting C to K is the hypotenuse 

of a right triangle (CKA). Substituting c = ae from Equation 2.64 into Equation 2.66 yields 

an expression for b as: 

𝑏2 = (𝑎𝑒)2 − 𝑎2 ⇒ 𝑏 = −𝑎√𝑒2 − 1                       2.67 

Since the hypotenuse, CK, is equal to the circle’s radius via Equation 2.66, point K 

lies on the circle and thus by the theorem of Thales [132, 144], triangle FKFʹ is right, with 

∠FKFʹ = 
𝜋

2
 radians, since the triangle’s hypotenuse is equal to the circle’s diameter (see 

[131] book III, prop. 31). Therefore, via similar triangles and Equations 2.60 and 2.67, the 

geometric mean of rp and ra is equal to the semi-minor axis: 

𝑏 = √𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑎 ⇒ 𝑟𝑎 =
𝑎2(𝑒2−1)

(𝑎)(1−𝑒)
=

𝑎2(𝑒−1)(𝑒+1)

(−𝑎)(𝑒−1)
= (−𝑎)(𝑒 + 1)         2.68 

The remaining parameters yet to be defined include the angles and velocities 

associated with hyperbolas. One such angle is that of the true anomaly as the distance to 

the central body approaches infinity, 𝜃∞, which can be seen in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14 — Hyperbolic Trajectory Angular Parameters. Modified from [99]. 

Per the denominator of Equation 2.14, as r approaches infinity, 𝜃∞ is expressed as: 

1 + 𝑒 cos 𝜃 → 0  ⇒  𝜃∞ = cos−1 (
−1

𝑒
)                      2.69 

Using the expression for 𝜃∞ from Equation 2.69 and applying  𝜋 − cos−1(𝜉) =

cos−1(−𝜉) (from [150]), the angle between the focal line and either asymptote of the 

hyperbola, β, is expressed as: 

𝛽 = 𝜋 − 𝜃∞ = 𝜋 − cos−1 (
−1

𝑒
) = cos−1 (

1

𝑒
)               2.70 
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Next, locate V and V’ on either asymptote such that FV ⟂ VC and FʹVʹ ⟂ VʹC. 

Triangles FCV and F’CV’ are thus right and contain a hypotenuse with identical length, c 

= FC = FʹC. Furthermore, vertices V and Vʹ share values of |x| and |y| coordinates since 

they lie on asymptotes that are symmetric about the y-axis; thus CV = CVʹ and FV = FʹVʹ. 

Therefore, triangles FCV and FʹCVʹ are congruent via side-side-side (SSS) or side-angle-

side (SAS) [131]. Given this congruency, ∠FʹCVʹ = ∠FCV = β.  

Also, since FG || VL, LG = FV = Δ = B, where Δ is the miss distance and B is the 

magnitude of B. Then, from c in Equation 2.64 and β from Equation 2.70, Δ is stated as: 

sin 𝛽 =
∆

𝑐
⇒ ∆ = (−𝑎𝑒) sin (cos−1 (

1

𝑒
))                    2.71 

Applying the trigonometric identity, sin(cos−1(𝜉)) = √1 − 𝜉2  (from [150]), to 

Equation 2.71, allows Δ to be written as: 

∆ = 𝐵 = (−𝑎𝑒)√1 − (
1

𝑒
)
2

= (−𝑎𝑒)√
𝑒2−1

𝑒2
= −𝑎√𝑒2 − 1       2.72 

Thus, from Equations 2.67 and 2.72, the magnitudes of b, Δ, and B are the same: 

|𝑏| = |∆|  = |𝐵| = |−𝑎√𝑒2 − 1|                          2.73 

Thus a = CV = CVʹ since right triangles FVC and KAC are congruent since given that 

both contain the focal length as the hypotenuse, semi-minor axis as the height, and semi-

major axis as the other leg (SSS). By noting 𝛽 + 𝛿 = 𝜃∞ since the outgoing asymptote is 

parallel to FG and applying the trigonometric identity (from [150]) 
𝜋

2
− cos−1(𝜉) =

sin−1(𝜉), the turning angle, δ, is expressed as: 
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𝛿 = 𝜋 − 2𝛽 = 𝜃∞ − 𝛽 = 2(
𝜋

2
− cos−1 (

1

𝑒
)) = 2 sin−1 (

1

𝑒
)        2.74 

Taking the limit of Equation 2.39 as r approaches infinity yields the excess velocity, 

𝑉∞, which is the nonzero (i.e., surplus) velocity the mass possesses at infinity: 

lim
𝑟→∞

휀 =
(𝑉∞)2

2
=

−𝜇

2𝑎
⇒ 𝑉∞ = √(

−𝜇

𝑎
)                        2.75 

where (𝑉∞)2 represents the characteristic energy, C3, which is one of several parameters 

used to determine if a lunar capture is ballistic or not, as mentioned in section 1.3.3. 

2.4 Reference Frames and Orbit Planes 

Relevant reference frames and orbit planes used in this dissertation are presented in 

this section, such as the solar ecliptic, Earth-centered inertial, Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frames. Orbit planes and the orientation of a spacecraft’s orbit are also presented. 

2.4.1 Solar Ecliptic Inertial Frame 

The solar ecliptic reference frame is centered at the Sun with reference plane (i.e., the 

ecliptic plane) set to that of Earth’s heliocentric orbit. The obliquity of the ecliptic is the 

~23.5° angle between the ecliptic and Earth’s equatorial planes. The x-axis points in the 

direction of the vernal equinox, ϒ (Figure 2.15). Due to precession of the Earth’s spin axis 

which wobbles with a period of 26,000 years, the frame is not truly inertial, but can be 

considered inertial for practical purposes by specifying a relevant epoch [96]. The y-axis is 

located 90° from the x-axis, measured in the direction of the Earth’s heliocentric motion. 
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The z-axis is normal to the ecliptic plane in the direction of Earth’s angular momentum 

vector. 

 

Figure 2.15 — Solar Ecliptic Reference Frame, centered at the Sun. From [96]. 

2.4.2 Earth-Centered Inertial Frame 

The Earth-centered inertial (ECI) reference frame is centered at the Earth but does not 

rotate with the planet given its x-axis points toward the vernal equinox, ϒ. Thus, the ECI 

frame, like that of the ecliptic, is not exactly inertial but can be associated with an epoch 

for practical purposes [96]. The reference plane of the ECI frame is the Earth’s equatorial 

plane which is ~23.5° inclined to the ecliptic plane as mentioned in section 2.4.1 and seen 

in Figure 2.16. The y-axis is rotated 90° from the x-axis in the direction of Earth’s rotation. 

The z-axis is normal to the Earth’s equatorial plane in the direction of the north pole. 
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In the ECI frame displayed in Figure 2.16, the angle along Earth’s equator measured 

from the x-axis in the direction of Earth’s rotation is known as right ascension, which 

corresponds to longitude. Conversely, the angle measured along a line of longitude from 

the center of the Earth is known as declination which corresponds to latitude and equals 0° 

at the equator, 90° at the north pole and -90° at the south pole. Specifying right ascension 

and declination of an injection maneuver or its outgoing asymptote provides a means of 

targeting a celestial body such as the Moon. 

 

Figure 2.16 — Earth-Centered Inertial Reference Frame. From [151]. 

2.4.3 Orientation of Spacecraft Orbit Plane 

Having expressed the dimensions of conic sections and introduced the ecliptic and 

Earth equatorial reference planes, the orientation of a spacecraft’s elliptical orbit in three-
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dimensional space can now be established by defining angular parameters. Visualization of 

this orbital orientation (Figure 2.17) assumes Earth as the central body and contains both 

the ecliptic and Earth equatorial planes, the latter of which is the reference plane. However, 

other reference planes can be selected as needed such as the lunar equatorial plane for a 

spacecraft orbiting the Moon. 

 

Figure 2.17 — Spacecraft Elliptical Orbit Orientation. Earth is assumed as the 

central body; ecliptic and Earth equatorial planes are displayed; modified from [143]. 

The following two angles specify the orientation of the orbit plane in inertial space:  

1) Inclination, i, which is the angle measured from the spacecraft’s orbit plane to the 
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Earth’s equatorial plane (0° ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 180°). Polar orbits contain 𝑖 = 90°, while inclination 

ranges of 0° ≤ 𝑖 < 90° and 90° < 𝑖 ≤ 180° correspond to posigrade and retrograde orbits, 

respectively. 2) Right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN), Ω, is the angle measured 

in the Earth’s equatorial plane, counterclockwise (as viewed from above the Earth’s north 

pole) from the vernal equinox, ϒ, to the ascending node of the spacecraft with the 

equatorial plane of the Earth (0° ≤ 𝛺 < 360°). 

An angle that can be used instead of Ω is the longitude of the ascending node (LAN), 

α, which is measured in the Earth-centered ecliptic plane (for geocentric orbits), in the 

counterclockwise direction as viewed from above the Earth’s north pole from the vernal 

equinox, ϒ, to the ascending node of the spacecraft with the ecliptic plane (0° ≤ α <

360°). LAN was used in section 1.3.4 to represent lunar polar orbits in different planes. 

Orientation of an orbit within its plane is first realized via the argument of periapsis, 

ω, which is the angle (measured in the orbit plane) from the ascending node of the 

spacecraft with the Earth’s equatorial plane to periapsis, in the direction of the spacecraft’s 

motion (0° ≤ ω < 360°). True anomaly, θ, was previously introduced in Equation 2.14 as 

a means of identifying the spacecraft’s angular position within its orbit and is measured in 

the orbit plane from periapsis to the spacecraft’s position in the direction of motion (0° ≤

𝜃 < 360°). Finally, the argument of latitude, u, is the angle measured in the orbit plane 

from the ascending node of the spacecraft with the Earth’s equatorial plane to the position 

of the spacecraft, in the direction of the spacecraft’s motion; therefore, 𝑢 =  ω +  𝜃. 

2.4.4 Sun-Earth Rotating Frame 

A rotating reference frame contains Lagrange points that are stationary which is 

amenable to family classification of LPBC transfers per section 1.3.5. Such frames have 
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been the subject of numerous studies (Egorov [152], Farquhar & Dunham [63], and Parker 

and Anderson [38]). In this dissertation, the Sun-Earth rotating frame is frequently used, 

which contains the Sun-Earth Lagrange points with the x-axis fixed line between the Earth 

and Sun (Figure 2.18). The z-axis is normal to the ecliptic plane, in the same direction of 

Earth’s angular momentum vector. The y-axis completes the right-handed triad and thus 

lies in the Earth’s orbit plane (i.e., the ecliptic) and would be pointed in the direction of the 

Earth’s velocity vector if the Earth’s orbit were circular. In practice, the SEM barycenter 

rotating frame is generally used for increased accuracy [140]. 

 

Figure 2.18 — Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. From [153]. 

Many trajectories in this dissertation are presented in the Sun-Earth rotating reference 

plane, with view normal to the Moon’s orbit plane given the focus on lunar trajectories. 

Since the lunar orbit plane is inclined to the ecliptic plane by ~5°, views normal to either 

plane look similar to each other in the Sun-Earth rotating frame. Other rotating reference 
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frames presented in this dissertation utilize the Sun-Mars and Earth-Moon systems and are 

so noted in the relevant text and figures. 

2.4.5 Body-Fixed Velocity Normal Co-Normal Frame 

The Velocity Normal Co-Normal (VNC) reference frame is used when a maneuver is 

executed, with origin located at the spacecraft’s center of mass and x-axis defined to lie 

along the inertial orbit velocity vector. The y-axis is normal to the spacecraft’s orbit plane 

while the z-axis completed the right-handed triad (Figure 2.19). Since a trajectory’s 

velocity vector is generally changing, this reference frame is considered dynamical. As 

such, the z-axis is only aligned with the radial vector at periapsis and apoapsis of an 

elliptical orbit (or at all times for a circular orbit), thus in Figure 2.19 the spacecraft is 

shown off of the periapsis-apoapsis line (i.e., the line of apsides). 

 

Figure 2.19 — Velocity-Normal-Co-Normal (VNC) reference frame. From [154]. 
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2.4.6 Lunar Body Plane 

The lunar body plane (B-plane) is used to create a planar coordinate system centered 

at the Moon [155]. A mission designer can use the B-plane as a “dart board” to aim the 

trajectory toward the Moon with a predetermined altitude which is helpful for designing a 

trajectory and for planning trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs) [140]. This system is 

considered dynamical given its dependence on the trajectory’s approach asymptote. 

As seen in Figure 2.20 and described in [140], the origin is at the target body’s center 

(assumed to be the Moon for this dissertation) with the S1-axis in the direction of the 

incoming hyperbolic asymptote. In terms of choosing a reference plane, note that the lunar 

orbit plane is selected for the outbound lunar flyby inherent to LPBC transfer solutions 

presented in Chapter 3. The T1-axis lies along the intersection of the B-plane and reference 

plane and is parallel to the latter. The R1-axis completes the right-handed triad.  

Also indicated in Figure 2.20 is the magnitude of the B-vector, B, which was related 

to the miss distance, Δ, and semi-minor axis, b, of a hyperbola in Equation 2.73. The        

B-plane angle, ϕB, is measured between the B and T1-axis and will be used as a targeting 

parameter in Chapter 3 to set up a lunar flyby on the Moon’s leading (ϕB = 180°) or trailing 

(ϕB = 0°) edge. The expression for ϕB is stated as: 

ϕ𝐵 = tan−1 (
𝐵𝑅1

𝐵𝑇1

) = sin−1(𝐵𝑅1
) = cos−1(𝐵𝑇1

)                 2.76 
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Figure 2.20 — Body-Plane with origin at center of target body. From [155]. 

2.5 Numerical Method 

The trajectory designs considered in this dissertation were designed using the multi-

purpose space mission design tool: Systems Tool Kit (STK), specifically the Astrogator 

module. Given the ability to build a high-fidelity force model and propagate a trajectory 

using an accurate, fast, and stable numerical integrator, STK Astrogator is used throughout 

the space industry to design, analyze, and fly space missions [39], [156], [157]. The 
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following sections describe the model, numerical integrator, differential corrector, and 

procedure used to generate the LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar phases. 

2.5.1 Model 

Given the computing power of STK Astrogator, the user benefits from using a high-

fidelity N-body force model without the need for prohibitive runtimes. Gravitational forces 

on the spacecraft by the Earth, Moon, and Sun are modeled with spherical harmonics (i.e., 

not simply point masses) of 50X50, 50X50, and 4X0, respectively. Other gravitational 

bodies in the model include the remaining seven planets and Pluto thus the model is 

considered “N-body” since N > 10. Orbit data for the Earth, Moon, Sun, and all planets 

used in the N-body force model have their orbit position and velocity components sourced 

from JPL’s high-fidelity development ephemeris (DE) files including DE421 [158]. 

The spacecraft mass is set to 14 kg, although this value can be varied without 

affecting the primary results, as long as this mass is still negligible compared to the most 

dominant gravitational bodies for LPBC transfer trajectories (i.e., Earth, Moon, and Sun). 

Although trajectories spend very little time near the Earth’s atmosphere (only near TLI), a 

Jacchia-Roberts atmospheric model is used with the coefficient of drag, Cd set to 2.2 

(default value). A spherical solar radiation model is also included, assuming a maximum 

surface area exposed to the Sun of 10−6 km2 and corresponding coefficient, Cr, set to 1.0 

(default value). Note that these two forces, atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure, 

do not affect the primary results as the gravitational forces are far stronger on the 

spacecraft/trajectory. However, computational runtime is generally unaffected by adding 

these forces, thus their inclusion to increase the fidelity of the model (see Figure 2.21). 
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Figure 2.21 — Force Model inputs in STK Astrogator. Main input panel image 

appended to reveal all gravitational bodies (and other forces) modeled. 

2.5.2 Numerical Integrator 

The trajectory is propagated forward in time within STK Astrogator via a numerical 

integrator. One type of integrator considered in this dissertation was developed by Carl 
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Runge and Wilhelm Kutta and thus termed Runge-Kutta (RK) [159]. Compared to simpler 

methods (e.g., modified Euler) a RK method of at least fourth order is relatively fast, 

accurate, and stable at maximum time step sizes that are relatively high [160]. Thus, a RK 

method with at least order of four is considered, which provides a numerical solution to 

ordinary differential equations of the form: 

𝑦′ = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑦)                                         2.77 

 

𝑦(𝑡0) = 𝑦0                                          2.78 

where y is an unknown function of time. The initial condition states that the initial time 𝑡0 

corresponds to a y-value of 𝑦0. 

The numerical integrator chosen to produce this dissertation’s numerical results 

utilizes an embedded method within the RK family that was developed in 1968 by Erwin 

Fehlberg [161]. This Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) integrator is referred to as RKF78 

given it is of 7th order with 8th order error control for the step size [161]. A key property of 

the RKF78 integrator is its ability to vary the step size to reduce computational time when 

searching for LPBC transfer solutions.  

It is noted that the RKF78 integrator was the highest order RKF integrator available 

for use in STK that did not yield a prohibitive runtime duration; the RKF89 integrator 

required greater than 100 minutes per iteration of runtime without significant improvement 

in accuracy compared to RKF78 [161]. Other available numerical integrators in STK such 

as RKF45 and Bulirsch-Stoer are included in this section. 
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A LPBC transfer solution from Chapter 3 is used as a nominal trajectory for purposes 

of setting up the RKF78 parameters. The selected initial time step was chosen as the lowest 

allowable value (0.0001 seconds) within the variable/adaptative time step algorithm used 

by the RKF78 integrator. The minimum step size was also chosen as 0.0001 seconds, while 

the maximum step size was varied to determine the greatest such value that corresponded 

to reasonable computational times (i.e., runtime less than seven seconds per iteration). 

According to Figure 2.22 this value is 3,600 seconds and is thus selected in the STK 

Astrogator input panel in (Figure 2.23). The relative and absolute error tolerances can be 

varied to minimize numerical errors for the problem at hand. The default maximum relative 

and absolute errors are 10-11 and 10-14, respectively.  

To quantify trajectory errors, the difference in perilune altitude upon ballistic capture, 

ΔHperiluneARR
, (with respect to that of the nominal solution) was compared with numerical 

integrators using varying combinations of absolute and relative errors. For purposes of 

maximizing ΔHperiluneARR
, the analysis end point was chosen as lunar ballistic capture, 

which is the most sensitive part of the trajectory and allows months for errors to 

accumulate (e.g., due to truncation). 

In addition to the nominal RKF78 integrator analysis, the RKF45 and Bulirsch-Stoer 

integrators were modeled with associated data graphed together with the RKF78 results to 

compare ΔHperiluneARR
 differences. This combined data set is seen in Figure 2.24, which 

shows convergence to near-zero differences in ΔHperiluneARR
 when the relative and absolute 

errors approach 10-14 and 10-17, respectively when using the RKF78 numerical integrator. 
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Figure 2.22 — Runtime vs. maximum step size using a numerical integrator in STK. 

 

 

Figure 2.23 — RKF78 numerical integrator settings input panel in STK Astrogator. 
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Given the accuracy, runtime speed, and stability of the RKF78 integrator, it was 

selected to produce this dissertation’s numerical results assuming relative and absolute 

error values of 10-14 and 10-17, respectively. This relative error value of 10-14 also matches 

that assumed for the RKF78 integrator in a study by STK’s manufacturer [162]. 

 

 

Figure 2.24 — Runtime vs. Difference in Perilune Altitude upon lunar ballistic 

capture ΔHperiluneARR
. Combinations of relative (R) and absolute errors (A) are 

displayed, with number assignment representing negative exponent of associated 

error (i.e., A=17 represents an absolute error of 10-17). 

2.5.3 Differential Corrector 

To target the lunar B-plane and other conditions in Astrogator, a Newton-Raphson 

method is employed within a differential corrector. This “shooting” method allows the user 

to vary selected initial conditions and control parameters to achieve specified goals (i.e., 
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results). The differential corrector within Astrogator is a numerical algorithm that solves 

problems of the form (from [163]): 

𝐲 = f(𝐱) =  𝐲d                                            2.79 

where x represents a vector of the independent variables (i.e., controls), y represents a 

vector of the dependent variables (i.e., results), and yd specifies numerical values of the 

results desired by the user. By propagating the spacecraft’s trajectory with the user-

specified values of x and computing y at the final state, f(x) can be evaluated. Specifically, 

a first order Taylor series expansion of f(x) is used to solve Equation 2.79 (from 163]): 

𝐲1 = f(𝐱1) =  𝐲0 + 𝐉0(𝐱1 − 𝐱0)                        2.80 

where x0 represents the initial value of the control variables and J (i.e., the Jacobian) is the 

matrix of partial derivatives of the results with respect to the control variables. Note that 

the Jacobian reveals the sensitivity of changes in the results with respect to the controls; 

thus, J is also known as the sensitivity matrix (from [163]): 

𝐉 =  

[
 
 
 
∂y1

∂x1
⋯

∂y1

∂xn

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂ym

∂x1
⋯

∂ym

∂xn ]
 
 
 
                                      2.81 

where there are n and m control and result variables, respectively. By re-arranging 

Equation 2.80, the control variables that yield the specified results are solved for: 

𝐱1 = 𝐱0 − 𝐉0
−1(|f(𝐱0) − 𝐲d|)                            2.82 
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where J-1 represents the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [164] of J, when J is not square 

(i.e., n ≠ m). However, Equation 2.82 only yields an approximate solution since Equation 

2.80 is a Taylor series that is truncated. The steps are repeated if |f(x1) – yd | (i.e., the error) 

is greater than the user-specified tolerance. This algorithm is stated as (from [163]): 

𝐱𝑘+1 = 𝐱𝑘 − 𝐉𝑘
−1(|f(𝐱𝑘) − 𝐲d|)                         2.83 

 

where k is the iteration number. The differential corrector reiterates these steps until the 

error values are less than the tolerance values for every result variable, assuming the 

Jacobian matrix can be inverted given that J-1 exists in Equation 2.83 (i.e., no degeneracy 

in the matrix is permitted). A singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm [163] is used 

by Astrogator to calculate J-1. 

By using (forward-difference) numerical differentiation, the partial derivatives of the 

Jacobian can be calculated (needed by the SVD algorithm). This calculation involves the 

evaluation of f(x) via small perturbations, δx, of the control variables. By default, in 

Astrogator, the ith column of J is expressed by [163]: 

𝐉i =
1

𝛿𝑥𝑖
(f(𝐱 + 𝛿𝑥𝑖) − f(𝐱))                                2.84 

where δxi (a scalar) is the perturbation of the ith control variable and δxi is the vector: 

δ𝐱𝑖 = [0 ⋯  0    𝛿𝑥𝑖     0 ⋯   0]T                           2.85 

Note that the user typically inputs the value of the perturbation δxi in the targeter for 

the relevant variable. 
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To calculate J, there are n evaluations of f(x) needed. A final evaluation is performed 

to check if control variable values (via Equation 2.83) are within the specified tolerance 

entered by the user. Another iteration is warranted if tolerance thresholds are not met, 

yielding n +1 evaluation(s) for every iteration assuming n independent variables. Since an 

evaluation is needed to determine initial values (of variables that are dependent), there are 

k(n+1) + 1 evaluations required for a solution with k iterations. 

 

2.5.4 Procedure for Generating LPBC Transfer Solutions 

The primary hypothesis is addressed by executing a procedure that generates LPBC 

transfer solutions utilizing an N-body gravitational model, RKF78 numerical integrator, 

and differential corrector (targeter) within STK Astrogator. Table 2.1 summarizes this 

procedure in support of Result #2 (from section 1.7) and demonstrated in section 3.1.1. 

The procedure begins by populating the solution space via a grid search of possible 

ballistic capture trajectories for a fixed lunar phase. This method conducts a point-to-point 

disturbance analysis and is analogous to echolocation in that the “environment”, including 

the boundary of escape from Earth, is “sensed” by varying initial conditions until the 

trajectory transitions from an ellipse (C3Earth
 < 0 km2/s2) to a hyperbola (C3Earth

 > 0 km2/s2). 

In this case, the TLI parameters: Epoch
TLI

, Ω, declination of the launch asymptote (DLA), 

Λ (launch or injection azimuth), and C3Earth
 are varied for the purpose of targeting the B-

plane angle, ϕB, to 0° or 180° on the lunar B-plane and a specified altitude at lunar closest 

approach, Hperilune (STEP 1, Table 2.1). Note that Ω and DLA are analogous to right 

ascension and declination, respectively, from section 2.4.2. 
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Table 2.1 — Summary of Procedure used to Generate LPBC Transfer Solutions. 

Step 
Number 

Purpose of 

Step 

Step Details 

 

1 

Populate the 

Solution 

Space 

x = [Epoch
TLI

, Ω, DLA, Λ, C3
Earth

]  →  y = [ i
TLI

, ϕB, Hperilune
DEP

, H
Moon

] 

Vary Hperilune
DEP

 from 50 km to 10,000 km (increments of 50 km). 

 

 

2 

Apply Filter 

to narrow 

solution 

space 

-1 km2/s2 < C3
EARTH

 < 0 km2/s2 

1 million km < Maximum rEarth < 3 million km 

Transfer Duration < 365 days 

Posigrade motion at perigee (iEARTH < 90°) 

 

3 

Select 

Solution 

Candidate(s) 

Within each distinct family, trajectory with Hperigee closest to lunar 

distance, dL, from STEP 2 results is selected as solution candidate. 

 

 

 

4 

 

Target 

Perigee 

Altitude  

to  

Lunar 

Distance 

x = [Epoch
TLI

, Ω, DLA, Λ, C3
Earth

]   →    y = [ i
TLI

 , ϕB, Hperilune
DEP

] 

For Halo family candidates only, vary Hperilune
DEP

 (10 km increments) 

within a 100 km altitude range centered at the candidate solution’s 

Hperilune
DEP

. Update solution candidate’s Hperilune
DEP

 such that Hperigee is 

closest to lunar distance, dL. 
 

Then, for the updated Halo and/or Ellipse family candidate, use 

maneuver(s) to directly target Hperigee = lunar distance: 

x = [ΔVx
perigee 

, ΔVz
perigee

 , ΔVx
apogee

] →   y = [ Hperigee ] 

5 Perigee 

Raise ΔV 

Filter 

Retain solution candidate(s) with ΔVPerigee + ΔVApogee ≤ 270 m/s 

required to raise Hperigee to lunar distance 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

Target 

Lunar 

Encounter 

Attempt to pass within 75,000 km of Moon by fine-tuning Hperilune
DEP

: 

x = [Ω, DLA, Λ, C3
Earth

]   → y = [ i
TLI

 , ϕB, Hperilune
DEP

] 

If no convergence, then target Moon directly via maneuver(s): 

x = [ΔVx
perigee 

, ΔVz
perigee

 , ΔVx
apogee

, ΔVy
apogee

, ΔVz
apogee

] →    

y = [xMOON, yMOON, zMOON] 

 

7 

Intermediate 

Lunar 

Aiming 

Point for 

Energy 

Reduction 

Vary Hperilune
ARR

 from ~75,000 km to 0 km in 5,000 km decrements. 

Retain trajectory closest to Moon (altitude < 75,000 km) 

x = [ΔVx
perigee 

, ΔVz
perigee

 , ΔVx
apogee

, ΔVy
apogee

, ΔVz
apogee

] →    

y = [Hperilune
ARR

] 

 

8 

Target 

Lunar Polar 

Ballistic 

Capture 

 

x = [ΔVx
apogee

, ΔVy
apogee

, ΔVz
apogee

] → y = [Hperilune
ARR

, i
MOON

, C3
MOON

] 

9 Circularize 

Lunar Orbit 

x = [ΔVx
LOI

]  →  y = [ eMOON] 
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Hperilune and the lunar altitude, H
Moon

, are varied from 50 km to 10,000 km in 

increments of 50 km to yield trajectories with varying C3Earth
. Note that initial Earth-Moon 

trajectory segments are solved ahead of time for all lunar phases to serve as initial guesses 

for the relevant TLI parameters. 

The next procedural step filters STEP 1 results with the purpose of narrowing the 

solution space to help with selecting one or more solution candidate trajectories. This 

STEP 2 filter retains trajectories that meet all of the following constraints: -1 km2/s2  < 

C3Earth
 < 0 km2/s2, 1 million km < maximum rEarth < 3 million km, transfer duration < 365 

days, and posigrade motion (iEARTH < 90°) at perigee. These constraints are applied to 

maintain consistency with results observed from [42]. 

Within each distinct family possibility from the STEP 2 results, the trajectory with 

Hperigee closest to lunar distance, dL, is selected as the solution candidate in STEP 3. From 

observed results [42], each lunar phase yields at most two possibilities of families; 

therefore, either one or two solution candidates are selected in STEP 3. 

A solution candidate resulting from STEP 3 is then refined in STEP 4 to ensure 

perigee is targeted to lunar distance. For a Halo family solution candidate, this is 

accomplished by first varying the initial perilune altitude, as was done in STEP 1, although 

with a finer resolution: in 10 km increments within a 100 km range centered on the Hperilune 

value resulting from STEP 3’s solutions candidate. This solution candidate is then updated 

if a new Hperilune value moves Hperigee closer to lunar distance. Then, Hperigee is targeted 

directly to lunar distance via a maneuver added at apogee, ΔVapogee, which has only its x-

component varied (velocity or anti-velocity direction of the orbit), ΔVxapogee
. The same 

maneuver is performed for an Ellipse family solution candidate; however, the finer 
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resolution Hperilune sweep is not performed given a lower sensitivity to changes in control 

variables compared to Halo family solution candidates. Note that a leading-edge lunar 

flyby transfer includes an additional maneuver located at perigee (ΔVperigee) following the 

initial lunar encounter; for these cases, perigee maneuver components (ΔVxperigee
, ΔVzperigee

) 

are also control variables. Note that the perigee maneuver counts toward the total targeting 

ΔV for leading-edge LPBC solutions for purposes of maintain ΔVperigee + ΔVapogee ≤ 270 

m/s. This 270 m/s limit is selected to be below the 280 m/s listed by Yamakawa as the 

equivalent ΔV provided by solar gravity [37]. 

Next in STEP 5, the ΔV cost of a maneuver performed at apogee to raise Hperigee to 

lunar distance is calculated. Only a solution candidate with ΔVperigee + ΔVapogee ≤ 270 m/s is 

retained, to satisfy the global constraint listed in section 1.2.1. 

In STEP 6, a lunar encounter is targeted near perigee. This is accomplished by first 

varying HperiluneDEP
 in 1 km increments near the most recently updated value. If a lunar 

encounter with HperiluneARR
 < 75,000 km is not achieved, the perigee and/or 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver(s) are used as control variable(s) to target the lunar 

position, although with additional maneuver components included in both the y and z 

directions (in the VNC frame): ΔVyapogee
 and ΔVzapogee

, respectively. The Cartesian 

components of the Moon’s position vector (xMOON, yMOON, and zMOON) are the results 

targeted to ensure a lunar encounter. 

Utilization of STEP 7 is case-dependent and generally meant for trajectories with high 

values of C3Earth
. This energy reduction step contains an intermediate aiming point near the 

Moon to reduce C3Earth
 at a subsequent lunar encounter while ensuring an altitude of closest 

approach < 75,000 km. The Hperilune is varied in 5,000 km decrements at this intermediate 
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lunar approach, from 75,000 km to 0 km (or until the subsequent perigee altitude decreases 

below 200,000 km). The associated control variables are the apogee/targeting/deep-space 

maneuver components: x = [ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, ΔVzapogee
]. 

Regardless of whether STEP 7 is needed, STEP 8 uses all three components of the 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver to target a polar inclination (iMOON = 90°), 100 km 

altitude (Hperilune = 100 km), and a negative C3MOON
 at final lunar approach. Once the 

ballistic capture conditions are achieved, STEP 9 implements an LOI maneuver to 

circularize the orbit (eMOON = 0). Only the magnitude of the LOI maneuver is varied to 

achieve the required result as this final maneuver contains only one component, ΔVxLOI
, 

which is performed in the anti-velocity direction with respect to the Moon for purposes of 

orbit braking. 

These nine procedural steps generate one or two LPBC transfer solutions (i.e., from 

the Halo and/or Ellipse family) for a given lunar phase number and flyby type (i.e., 

leading-edge or trailing-edge lunar flyby). The procedure is repeated for each flyby type 

using a new lunar phase and initial guess until LPBC transfer solutions are created for all 

30 lunar phases, to support the relevant hypotheses listed in section 1.2. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

The chapter begins with a demonstration of the procedure used to generate the 

numerical results. Both leading and trailing-edge LPBC transfer solution sets are presented 

(Results #2, #3, and #4) along with a sensitivity analysis for a selected solution to compare 

with lunar transfer trajectories seen in Table 1.1. The chapter concludes with a discussion 

of the procedure’s limitations and the use of LPBC transfers in practice (Result #9). 

 

3.1 Numerical Results 

In support of the primary hypothesis, LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar phases are 

presented (Results #2 and #4). From the global solution set, one LPBC transfer solution is 

selected for purposes of demonstrating the numerical procedure introduced in Chapter 2. 

Both leading-edge and trailing-edge lunar flyby solution sets are then sorted into families 

(Result #3) according to trajectory shape and motion/proximity to either SE-L1 or SE-L2 

(see 1.3.5). 

3.1.1 Demonstration of Procedure 

The procedure used to generate the numerical results was introduced in section 2.5.4. 

In the following sections, all steps of the procedure are demonstrated and visualized by 

focusing on the generation of one LPBC transfer solution, uniquely identified as T_1, 

which utilizes a trailing-edge lunar flyby during the first lunar phase. Solution T_1 exhibits 

motion in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame that is self-crossing and circles/loops a 
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Lagrange point (i.e., Halo SE-L1 or SE-L2 family); thus, the sensitivity and level of 

difficulty to create this type of solution are generally higher than that required for Ellipse 

family solutions. Results of every procedural step used to generate solution T_1 are 

presented hereafter. 

3.1.1.1 STEP 1: Populate Solution Space 

In STEP 1, the parameters of the TLI initial state were varied to target different 

altitudes during the initial lunar flyby (HperiluneDEP
), with ϕB targeted to 0° (i.e., a trailing-

edge lunar flyby). TLI parameters are the control variables and include the epoch, Ω, DLA, 

Λ, and C3Earth
, with the TLI inclination, iTLI, targeted to 28.5° as a result variable. From 

Table 2.1 the control and result variables are stated, respectively, as: x = [Epoch
TLI

, Ω, 

DLA, Λ, C3Earth
] and y = [i

TLI
, ϕB, HperiluneDEP

, H
Moon

]. The mission control sequence (MCS) 

written within STK Astrogator for this step is displayed in Figure 3.1. Note that the MCS is 

modified throughout the procedure, with a full sequence summarized after the final step. 

Perilune altitude of the initial lunar encounter is targeted from 50 km to 10,000 km in 

increments of 50 km. This altitude sweep is seen in Figure 3.2 which contains the lunar   

B-plane, with trajectory passage on the Moon’s trailing-edge. Selected altitude values are 

shown due to clutter, with a sensitive region observed between HperiluneDEP
 values of 4,000 

and 4,500 km. The stopping condition in the MCS for the lunar segment (labeled 

“MOON_1” in Figure 3.1) is that of an epoch which corresponds to the relevant lunar 

phase; thus, the lunar altitude H
Moon

 is also targeted to match the value of HperiluneDEP
. 

Between the TLI initial state and the initial lunar flyby is propagation segment “3_days” 

which stops three days after TLI. 
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Figure 3.1 — STK Astrogator Mission Control Sequence for STEP 1 of Procedure. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 — Altitude sweep with values of HperiluneDEP
 displayed on the lunar B-plane 

between 50 and 10,000 km. Selected trajectories shown due to clutter. 
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After the initial lunar flyby, the MCS segment “Apogee” stops immediately after 

encountering one of the following conditions: 1) apogee is reached, 2) rEarth = Earth range = 

3 million km, 3) the segment propagates for 365 days, 4) Earth altitude (HEarth) = 500 km, 

or 5) HMoon = 100 km. The next propagation segment in the MCS is “Perigee” which stops 

when/if: 1) perigee is reached, 2) rEarth = Earth range = 3.5 million km, 3) Earth altitude = 

500 km, 4) duration = 365 days, 5) HEarth= 500 km, or 6) HMoon= 100 km. The MCS then 

concludes via the “STOP_1” segment which is a forced stopping condition that can be 

deactivated when needed later in the procedure. 

Parameters for the differential corrector used in STEP 1 are listed in Table 3.1, 

including the names of both control and result variables, along with corresponding 

perturbations, maximum step sizes, required values, and tolerances. 

 

Table 3.1 — STEP 1: Parameters of Control and Result Variables. 

CONTROL Variables RESULT Variables 

Variable Perturbation Maximum  

Step Size 

Variable Required Value Tolerance 

 

Epoch
TLI

 

 

1 second 

 

1,000 seconds 

 

Hperilune
DEP

 
Target 50 km to 

10,000 km in       

50 km increments 

 

0.1 km 

Ω 10-6 degrees 0.1 degrees ϕB 0 degrees 0.1 degrees 

DLA 

 

10-6 degrees 0.05 degrees i
TLI

 28.5 degrees 0.03 degrees 

Λ 10-6 degrees 0.2 degrees H
Moon

 Target identical 

value of Hperilune
DEP

 

0.1 km 

C3
Earth

 10-8 km2/s2 0.01 km2/s2    
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The maximum iterations permitted for any given simulation run is set to 151; 

however, convergence for STEP 1 usually occurs rapidly (i.e., within 15 iterations). All 

steps in the procedure that use STEP 1 variables also use identical values of the associated 

perturbations, maximum step sizes, and tolerances seen in Table 3.1, unless otherwise 

noted. 

Results for this step are displayed in Figure 3.3 which reveals that trajectories with 

HperiluneDEP
 between 50 km and 4,100 km escape the Earth’s vicinity, generally with C3Earth

 

greater than 0 km2/s2.  When 5,000 km ≤ HperiluneDEP
 ≤ 10,000 km, relatively low perigee 

altitudes are yielded given the quadrant III apogee location and associated negative 

acceleration on the trajectory due to solar gravity. 

Trajectories appear most sensitive to HperiluneDEP
 changes between 4,100 km and 4,500 

km, with retrograde motion and low perigee altitudes observed in the 4,200 km to 4,500 

km range. Early indication is that the most viable solution candidate appears to correspond 

to HperiluneDEP
 = 4,150 km (posigrade motion, perigee raised due to solar gravity, et al.); 

however, the STEP 1 results will need to pass through a filter in STEP 2 before 

classification of a solution candidate. 

3.1.1.2 STEP 2: Apply Filter to Narrow Solution Space 

The solution space is narrowed considerably by applying a filter to the STEP 1 results. 

For a trajectory to pass this filter, it must satisfy the following four constraints:  

Constraint #1: -1 km2/s2  < C3Earth
 < 0 km2/s2 

Constraint #2: 1 million km < Maximum rEarth < 3 million km 
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Constraint #3: Transfer duration < 365 days 

Constraint #4: Posigrade motion (iEARTH < 90°) at perigee 

The parameters used for the filter are displayed in Table 3.2 for the trajectories seen in 

Figure 3.3 (STEP 1). Of the 27 trajectories displayed in Table 3.2, four pass through the 

filter and are highlighted. These four trajectories are passed on to the next step for eventual 

selection of one or more LPBC transfer solution candidates. 

 

Figure 3.3 — STEP 1 Results: Populating the solution space. Altitude of initial lunar 

flyby is varied from 50 km to 10,000 km (in increments of 50 km; selected trajectories 

shown due to clutter). View is in Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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Table 3.2 — STEP 1 Trajectory data. Highlighted rows pass through STEP 2 Filter. 

Trajectory 

 ID 

Hperilune
DEP

  

(km) 

C3
Earth

 

(km2/s2) 

Maximum  

rEarth  

(km) 

iEarth 

(deg) 

Transfer 

Duration 

(days) 

Hperigee  

(km) 

Family 

Type  

(or Escape) 

1 50 0.600 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

2 500 0.482 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

3 1,000 0.366 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

4 1,500 0.277 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

5 2,000 0.223 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

6 2,500 0.188 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

7 3,000 0.138 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

8 3,500 0.094 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

9 4,000 -0.017 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

10 4,050 0.023 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

11 4,100 0.578 > 3 million N/A N/A N/A Escape 

12 4,150 -0.479 1,644,980 21.3 140.3 146,236 Halo 

13 4,200 -0.503 1,576,948 29.3 116.2 -1,544 Halo 

14 4,300 -0.534 1,489,678 166.0 95.7 -1,421 Halo 

15 4,400 -0.552 1,426,600 167.8 84.8 1,796 Halo 

16 4,500 -0.568 1,372,118 163.4 77.4 -2,274 Halo 

17 5,000 -0.646 1,156,835 39.9 58.7 5,604 Ellipse 

18 5,500 -0.722 1,014,404 32.1 49.4 34,318 Ellipse 

19 6,000 -0.789 912,507 29.0 43.1 69,456 Ellipse 

20 6,500 -0.849 836,980 29.2 38.5 65,867 Ellipse 

21 7,000 -0.903 779,045 28.8 34.9 72,322 Ellipse 

22 7,500 -0.952 733,386 28.5 32.0 71,978 Ellipse 

23 8,000 -0.997 696,154 28.3 29.6 70,296 Ellipse 

24 8,500 -1.04 665,235 28.2 27.6 68,292 Ellipse 

25 9,000 -1.08 639,422 28.1 26.0 66,210 Ellipse 

26 9,500 -1.12 617,546 28.0 24.6 64,125 Ellipse 

27 10,000 -1.15 598,535 27.9 23.4 62,063 Ellipse 

 

3.1.1.3 STEP 3: Select Solution Candidate(s) 

This step involves selecting one solution candidate, from each broad family type 

(Halo or Ellipse), from the trajectories that passed the STEP 2 filter. Of the four trajectories 

that were passed to this step, two are solution candidates for the Halo family and two 

others for the Ellipse family (highlighted in Table 3.2). The trajectory with Hperigee closest 

to lunar distance is selected as the solution candidate from each family. 
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From a Halo family, the comparison of interest is between trajectories numbered 12 

(Hperigee = 146,236 km) and 13 (Hperigee = -1,544 km). Since trajectory #12 contains a Hperigee 

value closer to lunar distance (393,081 km at epoch of perigee), it is selected as a solution 

candidate and passed to the next step. 

Trajectories numbered 17 and 18 passed the STEP 2 filter and are broadly classified 

into the Ellipse family (and thus compared separately in the step from Halo family 

trajectories). The lunar distance at the epoch of perigee for these cases is 390,836 km, thus 

trajectory #18 (Hperigee = 34,318 km) is chosen as the solution candidate to be passed on to 

STEP 4 instead of trajectory #17 (Hperigee = 5,604 km). Both selected candidates, 

trajectories #12 and #18, are displayed in Sun-Earth rotating reference frames (Figure 3.4). 

 

 

  

Figure 3.4 — STEP 3: Selection of solution candidates. Trajectory #12 (left) and 

trajectory #18 (right) are selected. Both views are in the Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 

3.1.1.4 STEP 4: Target Perigee Altitude to Lunar Distance 

The purpose of this step is to target Hperigee to lunar distance, dL, for the candidates that 

resulted from STEP 3. This targeting is done in at most two parts: first, and for Halo family 
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solution candidates only, by varying HperiluneDEP
 at a finer resolution compared to that used 

in STEP 1 and second, for both Halo and Ellipse family candidates, via at least one 

maneuver to directly target Hperigee = dL. In the first part of STEP 4, which applies only to 

the Halo family solution candidate given its relative high sensitivity (see Figure 3.3), an 

altitude sweep is performed in 10 km increments within a 100 km range centered on the 

candidate’s HperiluneDEP
 value (4,150 km) that resulted from STEP 3. It is seen from Figure 

3.5 that HperiluneDEP
 = 4,140 km yields Hperigee closest to dL. From Table 2.1 the control and 

result variables applied in the first part of STEP 4 are similar to that seen in STEP 1 and 

stated, respectively, as: x = [Epoch
TLI

, Ω, DLA, Λ, C3Earth
] and y = [iTLI, ϕB, HperiluneDEP

]. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 — STEP 4 (part 1) altitude sweep for Halo family solution candidate. View 

is in Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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Thus, the Halo family solution candidate is updated to contain this new value of 

perilune altitude and passed to the next part of this step, which applies to all solution 

candidates. The updated candidate, with HperiluneDEP
 = 4,140 km, is modified by adding an 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver, ΔVapogee, to the MCS for the purpose of directly 

targeting perigee to lunar distance. In this step only the x-component of the maneuver 

(ΔVxapogee
) is varied, with perturbation = 0.01 m/s and maximum step size = 1 m/s, to 

achieve Hperigee = 393,081 km (i.e., dL for the selected epoch of perigee). The tolerance 

needed for Hperigee convergence is set to 0.1 km. The target sequence converges after 12 

iterations when ΔVxapogee
 = -18 m/s (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). From Table 2.1, the control 

and result variables in the second part of STEP 4 are expressed, respectively, as:                 

x = [ΔVxperigee
, ΔVzperigee

, ΔVxapogee
] and  y = [Hperigee]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 — Halo family solution candidate’s Hperigee targeted to lunar distance via 

maneuver at apogee after 12 iterations. View is in the Moon inertial reference frame. 
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Figure 3.7 — Differential Corrector display of final iteration. Target sequence 

converged after 12 iterations, when Halo family solution candidate’s value of Hperigee 

reached lunar distance. 

The same targeting sequence is applied to the Ellipse family solution candidate which 

requires ΔVxapogee
 = 303 m/s to raise perigee to lunar distance (Figure 3.8). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 — Ellipse family solution candidate’s Hperigee targeted to lunar distance via 

maneuver at apogee. ΔVxapogee
 = 303 m/s with view in the Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 
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3.1.1.5 STEP 5: Perigee Raise ΔV Filter 

The updated solution candidates from STEP 4 are subjected to a filter in this step to 

determine if the ΔV cost of raising perigee to lunar distance exceeds the total allowable 

phasing/targeting ΔV budget of 270 m/s (see section 1.2.1). Thus, this step’s filter requires 

ΔVperigee + ΔVapogee ≤ 270 m/s. Since the two candidates utilize trailing-edge lunar flybys, 

ΔVperigee = 0 m/s in both cases. The Ellipse family candidate required ΔVxapogee
 = 303 m/s = 

ΔVapogee (since ΔVyapogee
 and ΔVzapogee

 = 0 m/s); thus, this candidate does not pass the STEP 

5 filter. Conversely, the updated Halo family solution candidate (Figure 3.9) passes the 

filter, since its ΔVapogee = 18 m/s ≤ 270 m/s. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 — Halo family solution candidate’s Hperigee targeted to lunar distance via 

maneuver at apogee. ΔVxapogee
 = 18 m/s with view in the Sun-Earth reference frame. 
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3.1.1.6 STEP 6: Target Lunar Encounter 

This step’s function is to target the Moon’s position after adding an MCS segment that 

stops at lunar close approach. It is seen in Figure 3.9 (STEP 5) that the Moon’s position is 

relatively near the spacecraft’s position at perigee, thus a sizeable phasing ΔV is not 

expected to yield a lunar encounter.  

There are two parts of this step to yield lunar phasing: first, the HperiluneDEP
 value is 

once again varied, but this time in 1 km increments near the most recently updated value of 

4,140 km. It is seen from Table 2.1 that the control and result variables are expressed, 

respectively, as: x = [Ω, DLA, Λ, C3Earth
] and y = [i

TLI
, ϕB, HperiluneDEP

]. If a close lunar 

encounter (i.e., HperiluneARR
 < 75,000 km) is not yielded with subtle changes to HperiluneDEP

, 

then a second part of this step is needed. 

The second part of this step involves varying all three Cartesian components of the 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver with a perturbation of 0.01 m/s and maximum step 

size of 1.0 m/s to target the Moon’s position: xMOON, yMOON, and zMOON (tolerance = 1,000 

km for all three variables) with respect to the spacecraft at closest lunar approach. From 

Table 2.1 the control and result variables are stated, respectively, as: x = [ΔVxperigee
, 

ΔVzperigee
, ΔVxapogee

, ΔVyapogee
, ΔVzapogee

] and y = [xMOON, yMOON, zMOON]. 

In the presented case, only the first part of this procedure is needed since HperiluneDEP
 = 

4,136.22 km yielded HperiluneARR
 = 74,975.87 km < 75,000 km. The updated Halo family 

solution candidate is displayed in Figure 3.10 at the epoch of closest approach of the 

Moon. 
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Figure 3.10 — STEP 6: Updated Halo family solution candidate. View is in Sun-Earth 

rotating reference frame. 

 

3.1.1.7 STEP 7: Intermediate Lunar Aiming Point 

This step is needed for trajectories with relatively high values of C3Earth
 such as large 

amplitude halo trajectories. Other trajectories can skip to STEP 8 and target the required 

lunar ballistic capture conditions at the second lunar encounter. The lone solution candidate 

passed to this step exhibits halo orbit characteristics with a relatively large amplitude; thus, 

to be conservative (and for demonstration purposes) STEP 7 is utilized for this trajectory. 

STEP 7 uses this second lunar encounter as a means of reducing C3Earth
 at a third lunar 

encounter via addition of a MCS segment that stops at perilune, with a goal of maintaining 
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the altitude of the latter encounter below 75,000 km. If there is more than one trajectory 

that meets this requirement, the selected solution candidate is that which is closest to the 

Moon. In decrements of 5,000 km, Hperilune is varied at this intermediate lunar closest 

approach, from 75,000 km to 0 km or when the subsequent perigee altitude drops below 

200,000 km (whichever occurs first). The associated control variables are the 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver components: ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, and ΔVzapogee
 

(perturbation = 0.01 m/s and maximum step = 1 m/s). From Table 2.1 the control and result 

variables are generalized as: x = [ΔVxperigee
, ΔVzperigee

, ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, ΔVzapogee
] and     

y = [HperiluneARR
], respectively, This altitude sweep is shown in Figure 3.11, which covers a 

range of 25,000 km to 75,000 km given the former yields a perigee altitude of ~119,000 

km and thus forms the lower bound of the sweep instead of 0 km. 

 

 

Figure 3.11 — STEP 7 Second lunar flyby to reduce C3Earth
 and achieve HperiluneARR

 

less than 75,000 km. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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When Hperilune at the intermediate lunar flyby is targeted to 30,000 km, the value of 

C3Earth
 is reduced from 0.066 km2/s2 (STEP 6) to -1.767 km2/s2 and is the only trajectory to 

remain within 75,000 km of the Moon (Hperilune = 42,026 km); therefore, the Halo family 

solution candidate is updated accordingly and passed to the next step. If no trajectory 

remains within 75,000 km of the Moon, this step is repeated with successively lower 

decrements of Hperilune until convergence is achieved. 

 

3.1.1.8 STEP 8: Target Lunar Polar Ballistic Capture 

The purpose of this step is to achieve the required LPBC conditions at final lunar 

closest approach: HperiluneARR
 = 100 km, iMOON = 90°, and C3MOON

 < 0 km2/s2. Of these three 

required conditions, HperiluneARR
 and iMOON are directly targeted from the apogee/targeting 

(or deep-space) maneuver control variables: ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, and ΔVzapogee
. Given the 

high sensitivity of the trajectory and difficulty with convergence, ΔVxapogee
 was varied by 

0.01 m/s and the associated perturbation and maximum step values were decreased 

compared to that used in previous steps to 10-8 m/s and 0.17 m/s, respectively. Note that 

C3MOON
 < 0 km2/s2 generally occurs indirectly given the preceding steps and convergence of 

STEP 8; however, C3MOON
 can be added to the result variables if needed. From Table 2.1 

the control and result variables are generalized, respectively, as: x = [ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, 

ΔVzapogee
] and y = [HperiluneARR

, iMOON, C3MOON
]. 

For the solution candidate passed to this step, the targeter converged after 116 

iterations, with HperiluneARR
 starting near 11,000 km, decreasing below 0 km, and then 

ending at the required value of 100 km (Figure 3.12). The corresponding control variables 
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remain near their initial values for all iterations (Figure 3.13) while C3MOON
 < 0 km2/s2 is 

indirectly satisfied after convergence (Figure 3.14) as C3MOON
 = -0.07807 km2/s2, thus 

ending STEP 8. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 — STEP 8 Lunar arrival perilune altitude plotted for all 116 iterations. 

 

Figure 3.13 — STEP 8 Control Variables ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, and ΔVzapogee
, plotted for 

all 116 iterations. 
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Figure 3.14 — STEP 8 Convergence after 116 iterations. View is near the lunar south 

pole in the Moon inertial reference frame. 

 

 

3.1.1.9 STEP 9: Circularize Lunar Orbit 

The final step of this procedure targets eMOON = 0 (i.e., a circular orbit) via an 

impulsive maneuver performed at closest approach of the Moon. This maneuver is added 

to the MCS and referred to as LOI, which is performed in the opposite direction of the 

trajectory’s velocity vector (VNC reference frame with respect to the Moon), ΔVxLOI
.  

Convergence for this step is straightforward and occurs in 9 iterations for the selected 

case, assuming an initial value of 0 m/s, perturbation of 10-7, and maximum step size of 

100 m/s for the control variable, ΔVxLOI
. A two-hour duration segment was added to the 

MCS for visualization purposes (Figure 3.15), A tolerance of 10-7 was selected for the 

result variable, eMOON. From Table 2.1 the control and result variables are summarized, 

respectively, as: x = [ΔVxLOI
] and y = [eMOON]. 
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Figure 3.15 — STEP 9 Target Sequence with iteration #9 yielding convergence (eMOON 

equal to zero). View in the Moon-centered, Moon inertial reference frame. 

Once convergence is achieved, the trajectory’s status is changed from a solution 

candidate to an LPBC transfer solution (Figure 3.16) and then added to the global solution 

set. The procedure is performed for all lunar phases and for both leading and trailing-edge 

lunar flyby solution types. 
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Figure 3.16 — Completed LPBC transfer solution (T_1). View is in Sun-Earth 

rotating reference frame. 

 

To approximate the orbital period, T, of the targeted 100 km lunar polar orbit, 

Kepler’s third law is invoked as the Moon’s gravity is dominant at this altitude. As shown 

in Chapter 2, the orbital period depends only on the semi-major axis, a (Equation 2.18). 

Since a circle is a special case of an ellipse, where the circle’s radius, r, is equal to a, T is 

expressed as: 

𝑇 =
2𝜋

√𝜇
𝑎(

3

2
) =

2𝜋

√𝜇
𝑟(

3

2
)
                                         3.1 

The circle’s radius is determined from adding the Moon’s radius, Rm (from section 

2.1.2) to the orbit’s altitude, HMoon as: 

𝑟 = 𝑅𝑀 + 𝐻𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑛 = 1,737.4 𝑘𝑚 + 100 𝑘𝑚 = 1,837.4 𝑘𝑚             3.2 
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Assuming the use of the Moon’s standard gravitational parameter: 𝜇𝑀 =

4,902.80058 
(𝑘𝑚)3

(𝑠)2
 (from [60]), the orbital period of the 100 km LLO is now approximated 

as (from Equations 3.1 and 3.2): 

𝑇 =
2𝜋

√4,902.80058
(1,837.4)(

3

2
) = 7,067.46 𝑠 = 1.963 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠            3.3 

 

3.1.1.10 Mission Control Sequence 

There are five distinct MCSs used throughout the procedure that build upon each 

other. After STEP 1, the MCS is modified in STEPs 4, 6, 7, and 9; all five distinct MCSs 

are displayed in Figure 3.17. Stopping conditions for all MCS segments, as designed for 

the full sequence seen in STEP 9, are displayed in Table 3.3 and hereafter summarized. 

 

 

Figure 3.17 — STK Mission Control Sequences for relevant procedural steps that 

require modification of the MCS. STEP 1 is included, along with STEPs 4, 6, 7, and 9. 
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Table 3.3 — Mission Control Sequence Stopping Conditions for all Segments. 

Segment 

Number 

Target 

Sequence 

Number 

Segment Name Stopping Condition(s) Notes 

 

1 
 

1 

 

Initial_State 
 

Instantaneous 
 

Initialization of 

MCS (TLI) 
 

2 
 

1 

 

3_days 
 

Duration = 3 days 
 

Chance for TCM at 

end of segment 
 

3 
 

1 

 

MOON_1 
 

Epoch 
 

Epoch depends on 

lunar phase number 
 

 
 

 
 

4 

 

 

 
 

 
 

1 

 

 
 

 
 

Apogee 

 

Apogee 
 

 rEarth = 3 million km 
 

Duration = 365 days 
 

HEarth = 500 km 
 

HMoon = 100 km 

 

 

 

 

rEarth and duration 

stopping conditions 

applicable to Earth-

escape trajectories  

 

5 
 

1 

 

Apogee_Maneuver 
 

Instantaneous 
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Within the first targeter, “Target_Sequence_1”, the MCS is initialized with the 

“Initial_State” segment, which is instantaneous and models the TLI maneuver. Next is a 

propagation segment, “3_days”, that stops after three days of duration to allow for a TCM 

to be performed in practice. The initial lunar encounter occurs via the “MOON_1” 

propagation segment which stops on the epoch corresponding to the given lunar phase 

number. Both HMoon and HperiluneDEP
 are targeted to be equal at this epoch of lunar departure 

to maintain consistency throughout the results. 

Following the initial lunar flyby, the “Apogee” segment propagates the trajectory until 

1) apogee is reached, 2) rEarth = 3 million km, 3) duration = 365 days, 4) HEarth, or     5) 

HMoon. Condition #1 is required for LPBC transfer solutions thus the segment’s name, but 

some trajectories are hyperbolas (C3Earth
 > 0 km2/s2) thus conditions #2 and #3 are used to 

prevent infinite runtimes during the procedure run. Conditions #4 and #5 prevent impact 

with the Earth or Moon. 

After a maneuver at apogee (MCS segment #5: “Apogee_Maneuver”), the “Perigee” 

segment stops when/if: 1) perigee is reached, 2) rEarth = 3.5 million km, 3) Earth altitude = 

500 km, or 4) the segment propagates for 365 days. The perigee stopping condition (#1) is 

required for LPBC transfer solutions, but conditions #2, #3, and #4 are used to prevent 

infinite runtimes for hyperbolic trajectories. 

The following two segments, “MOON_2” and “MOON_3”, yield lunar encounters 

that stop at lunar perilune. A forced stopping segment “STOP_1” separates 

“Target_Sequence_1” and “Target_Sequence_2” to prevent unnecessary runtimes and is 

deactivated only after LPBC is achieved in STEP 8. The 10th MCS segment is the LOI 

which is instantaneous. This is followed by segment #11 which stops after a duration of 
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two hours to allow visual verification of the required 100 km lunar polar circular orbit. The 

final MCS segment is a forced stop segment “STOP_2” which perpetually remains active 

for a given procedural step, to allow for temporary storage (below “STOP_2”) of segments 

needed in future steps. This storage location is helpful throughout the procedure given the 

variable nature of the MCS. 

 

3.1.2 Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set 

After executing the presented numerical procedure, LPBC transfer solutions were 

generated assuming a leading-edge flyby during the initial lunar encounter. In total, 34 

solutions are presented in this section: one solution for every lunar phase (30 distinct 

phases) and four additional solutions for phases that contain family intersections. These 

solutions are uniquely identified from L_1 to L_34 and visualized in the Earth-centered, 

Sun-Earth rotating reference frame (Figure 3.18). 

The turning angle, δ, of the “figure-8” leading-edge lunar flyby depends only on 

eccentricity, e. At this lunar flyby, the Moon is the primary gravitational force and thus for 

an approximation of δ, the semi-major axis (a) and miss distance (Δ) are extracted at 

perilune from LPBC transfer solution L_1 and related as (from Equation 2.73): 

   |∆|  = |𝐵| = |𝑏| = | − 𝑎√𝑒2 − 1| ⇒ 𝑒 = √(
Δ2

𝑎2) + 1               3.4 

Since (
𝑏2

𝑎2) > 0 and 𝑒 > 1 for a hyperbola, the positive square root is used for e; given 

the extracted values of a = -6,878.81278 km and Δ = 6,415.53532 km: 
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𝑒 = √(
Δ2

𝑎2) + 1 = √(
(6,415.53532)2

(−6,878.81278)2
) + 1 =  1.36742             3.5 

Note that directly extracting e from the numerical solution in STK matches the above 

value to nine decimal places thus validating this analytical “spot check” which occurs at an 

epoch when one gravitational body is dominant. Now that e has been calculated, δ of the 

leading-edge lunar flyby is approximated as (from Equation 2.74): 

𝛿 = 2 sin−1 (
1

𝑒
) = 2 sin−1 (

1

(1.36742)
) = 93.99168°            3.6 

 

Figure 3.18 — Leading-Edge LPBC Transfer Solution Set for all 30 lunar phases, 

including four family intersection/transition solutions. Color-coded according to 

analysis points, with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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3.1.2.1 Sorting of Solutions into Families 

Parameters used to sort the leading-edge solutions into families are displayed in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 — Family Sorting of Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions. 

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Self-

Crossing 

Trajectory 

Shape 

SE-L1 or 

SE-L2 is 

Looped 

Minimum 

Range  

to SE-L1 or  

SE-L2 (km) 

Family Type 

L_1 1 No No 1,004,164.144 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_2 2 No No 944,235.547 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_3 3 No No 836,007.797 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_4 4 No No 636,352.051 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_5 5 No No 419,519.758 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_6 6 No No 359,738.776 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_7 6 Yes Yes 87,568.866 Halo SE-L1 

L_8 7 Yes No 174,829.578 Halo SE-L1 

L_9 8 Yes No 83,244.080 Halo SE-L1 

L_10 9 Yes Yes 53,996.522 Halo SE-L1 

L_11 10 Yes Yes 113,092.968 Halo SE-L1 

L_12 11 Yes Yes 145,823.962 Halo SE-L1 

L_13 12 Yes Yes 174,350.652 Halo SE-L1 

L_14 13 Yes Yes 264,698.958 Halo SE-L1 

L_15 14 Yes Yes 239,771.111 Halo SE-L1 

L_16 14 No No 959,800.291 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_17 15 No No 846,178.678 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_18 16 No No 763,864.354 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_19 17 No No 668,393.658 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_20 18 Yes No 432,326.890 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_21 19 No No 322,061.687 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_22 20 No No 410,073.298 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

L_23 20 Yes Yes 58,886.846 Halo SE-L2 

L_24 21 Yes No 152,724.727 Halo SE-L2 

L_25 22 Yes No 63,407.515 Halo SE-L2 

L_26 23 Yes Yes 14,264.827 Halo SE-L2 

L_27 24 Yes Yes 77,046.253 Halo SE-L2 

L_28 25 Yes Yes 96,060.221 Halo SE-L2 

L_29 26 Yes Yes 146,476.335 Halo SE-L2 

L_30 27 Yes Yes 169,297.921 Halo SE-L2 

L_31 28 Yes Yes 246,781.858 Halo SE-L2 

L_32 29 Yes Yes 205,643.628 Halo SE-L2 

L_33 29 No No 997,108.391 Ellipse Quadrant II 

L_34 30 No No 961,600.429 Ellipse Quadrant II 
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Data in Table 3.4 includes every solution’s unique identification (i.e., L_1, L_2, … 

L_34), lunar phase number, self-crossing trajectory shape, whether or not SE-L1 or SE-L2 

is looped/circled, minimum range to either SE-L1 or SE-L2 (the closer of the two Lagrange 

points is considered), and finally the family type of the LPBC transfer solution. 

For a solution to be assigned to a Halo family, the trajectory must cross itself as 

viewed in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame and at least one of the following 

conditions must be met:  

1) SE-L1 or SE-L2 is looped/circled 

2) Minimum range to SE-L1 or SE-L2 is less than 250,000 km 

Given these conditions, trailing-edge LPBC transfer solutions were then sorted into 

families and color-coded according to their respective family type, with visualization in 

Figure 3.19 (also see Figure A.1, Figure A.2, Figure A.3, and Figure A.4 in Appendix A). 

It is seen from both Table 3.4 and Figure 3.19 that LPBC transfer solutions L_1 to 

L_6, L_33, and L_34 are sorted into the Ellipse Quadrant II family. 

Solutions L_7 to L_15 are sorted into the Halo SE-L1 family, L_16 to L_22 into the 

Ellipse Quadrant IV family, and L_23 to L_32 into the Halo SE-L2 family. 
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Figure 3.19 — Leading-Edge LPBC Transfer Solution Set for all 30 lunar phases. 

Included are four family intersection/transition solutions that are color-coded 

according to family type, with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 

3.1.2.2 Intersection of Families 

Section 3.1.2.1 revealed four lunar phases that yield an intersection of families, also 

referred to as a family transition. In support of the relevant secondary hypothesis, solutions 

to intersecting (or nearby) families for every lunar phase of transition are presented. For the 

leading-edge results, four lunar phases yield family transitions: phases number 6, 14, 20, 

and 29. Note that more lunar phases produced transitions, but only one lunar phase was 
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selected for each distinct transition (i.e., the phase with lowest total ΔV required). Table 

3.5 lists these family transitions along with Hperilune for solution pairs required for every 

lunar phase transition. 

 

 

Table 3.5 — Transition of Families including Lunar Phase Number and Perilune 

Altitude. 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Family Type and 

Unique Solution ID 

Perilune 

Altitude 

(km) 

Transition Family Type and 

Unique Solution ID 

Perilune 

Altitude 

(km) 

 

6 

Ellipse  

Quadrant II,  

(L_6) 

 

301 

 
→ 

Halo SE-L1  

(L_7) 

 

578 

 

14 

Halo SE-L1  

(L_15) 

 

2,512 

 
→ 

Ellipse  

Quadrant IV  

(L_16) 

 

4,043 

 

20 

Ellipse 

Quadrant IV  

(L_22) 

 

2,889 

 
→ 

Halo SE-L2  

L_23 

 

3,436 

 

29 

Halo SE-L2  

(L_32) 

 

2,229 

 
→ 

Ellipse  

Quadrant II  

(L_33) 

 

3,603 

 

The first row in Table 3.5 contains the lunar phase number 6 transition from the 

Ellipse Quadrant II to the Halo SE-L1 family. The former LPBC transfer solution is 

uniquely identified as L_6 and the latter by L_7; both solutions are visualized in Figure 

3.20. Solution L_6 targets an initial perilune altitude of 301 km while solution L_7 targets 

Hperilune = 578 km altitude. The resulting transfer orbits have similar lines of apsides (and 

values of ω) but solution L_6 does not contain a self-crossing (“figure-8”) shape while 

solution L_7 does cross itself and circles SE-L1, thus the difference in families between 

solutions. 
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Figure 3.20 — Family transition from Ellipse Quadrant II to Halo SE-L1 at lunar 

phase number 6. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The second row in Table 3.5 contains the lunar phase number 14 family transition 

from Halo SE-L1 to Ellipse Quadrant II. The initial perilune altitude is targeted to 2,512 

km for the former (solution L_15) and 4,043 km for the latter (solution L_16).  

Despite identical epochs of initial perilune passage, the difference in line of apsides 

and apogee location for these two solutions is more pronounced than the previously 

presented transition (Figure 3.21). Solution L_15 circles SE-L1 and crosses itself while 

solution L_16 is not self-crossing and is located > 250,000 km from either SE-L1 or       

SE-L2, thus the difference in family types. 
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Figure 3.21 — Family Transition from Halo SE-L1 to Ellipse Quadrant II at Lunar 

Phase Number 14. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The third transition in Table 3.5 is similar to the first transition: a broad family change 

from Ellipse to Halo. These two LPBC transfer solutions contain similar lines of apsides, 

but trajectory shape differences yield assignments to different families. Specifically, the 

third transition occurs at lunar phase number 20 and yields a change from the Ellipse 

Quadrant IV to Halo SE-L2 family, with the former solution uniquely identified as L_22 

and the latter as L_23. Solution L_22 targets an initial perilune altitude of 2,889 km while 

solution L_23 targets 3,436 km. Both solutions are displayed in Figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.22 — Family Transition from Ellipse Quadrant IV to Halo SE-L2 at Lunar 

Phase Number 20. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

 

 

The fourth row in Table 3.5 lists the transition from the Halo SE-L2 family to the 

Ellipse Quadrant II family, which occurs at lunar phase number 29. This transition is 

similar to the second transition: the lines of apsides of both transfer orbits are significantly 

different, with apogee locations relatively far from each other. The Halo SE-L2 family 

solution is uniquely identified as L_32 while L_33 corresponds to the Ellipse Quadrant II 

family solution. The L_32 solution targets an initial perilune altitude of 2,229 km while 

solution L_33 targets 3,603 km. Both solutions are displayed in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23 — Family Transition from Halo SE-L2 to Ellipse Quadrant II at Lunar 

Phase Number 29. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

3.1.2.3 Summary of Leading-Edge Solution Set 

Leading-edge LPBC transfer solutions were sorted into appropriate families with data 

for all solutions summarized in Table 3.6. Total transfer duration ranges from 71.8 to 306.1 

days with an AM of 140.2 days while total ΔV required ranges from 680.1 to 945 m/s (AM 

= 805.5 m/s). Both transfer duration and total ΔV are plotted vs. lunar phase number, with 

data points color-coded according to family type (see Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25, 

respectively). Symmetry between broad family types is observed: Ellipse families share 

similar flight profiles as do Halo families. This symmetry is expected given the similarity 

of solar acceleration imparted on the trajectory for quadrant pairs I and III, and likewise 
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between quadrants II and IV [37]. A catalogue for all leading-edge solutions, including 

summary tables for critical points along the trajectory, is found within Appendix A. 

Table 3.6 — Summary Data of Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions. 

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

# 

Family Type Maximum 

Range from 

Earth (km) 

Total 
Phasing 

ΔV  

(m/s) 

ΔVLOI 

(m/s) 

Total 

Duration 

(days) 

Total 

ΔV 

(m/s) 

L_1 1 Ellipse Quad. II 1,146,347.9 92.51 671.48 82.984 763.98 

L_2 2 Ellipse Quad. II 1,082,565.1 79.29 642.31 71.787 721.60 

L_3 3 Ellipse Quad. II 1,060,887.2 14.74 665.40 80.508 680.14 

L_4 4 Ellipse Quad. II 1,027,325.6 77.30 663.35 81.763 740.65 

L_5 5 Ellipse Quad. II 1,164,311.1 100.68 664.03 100.355 764.72 

L_6 6 Ellipse Quad. II 1,257,552.2 177.10 667.93 96.044 845.03 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 1,577,315.9 122.47 667.04 306.116 789.52 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 1,480,316.5 189.97 667.51 155.405 857.49 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 1,512,855.4 139.10 659.24 196.865 798.34 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 1,588,873.8 113.17 672.84 152.871 786.01 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 1,622,122.2 51.99 674.36 148.193 726.35 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 1,653,523.3 172.18 674.55 161.975 846.73 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 1,672,604.1 269.68 675.33 147.237 945.01 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 1,813,576.4 172.33 651.82 182.681 824.14 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 1,798,462.4 100.10 643.82 182.499 743.92 

L_16 14 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,123,036.0 193.87 669.04 80.842 862.90 

L_17 15 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,110,838.2 160.07 666.80 80.036 826.86 

L_18 16 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,078,715.7 91.96 664.64 82.743 756.60 

L_19 17 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,036,056.6 102.62 670.20 81.772 772.83 

L_20 18 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,359,488.5 248.37 671.58 130.504 919.94 

L_21 19 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,282,158.7 206.42 671.42 134.093 877.83 

L_22 20 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,121,164.4 94.03 671.42 102.835 765.45 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 1,606,146.8 137.75 671.42 276.408 809.17 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 1,504,025.4 167.77 674.46 186.716 842.23 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 1,553,341.0 187.31 671.43 156.107 858.74 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 1,585,881.7 154.63 671.41 155.840 826.04 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 1,638,730.3 120.84 671.43 152.277 792.27 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 1,621,148.1 120.69 671.42 152.200 792.11 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 1,674,841.1 135.07 666.24 169.673 801.31 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 1,681,407.8 217.10 671.40 149.258 888.50 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 1,829,890.3 97.89 654.00 181.994 751.89 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 1,760,366.7 114.81 659.87 181.751 774.68 

L_33 29 Ellipse Quad. II 1,182,095.8 204.30 650.87 83.748 855.17 

L_34 30 Ellipse Quad. II 1,155,485.8 114.02 666.24 82.415 780.25 
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Figure 3.24 — Transfer Duration vs. Lunar Phase Number (leading-edge results). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25 — Total ΔV vs. Lunar Phase Number (leading-edge results). 
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The initial state of all LPBC transfer solutions is that of TLI, which is performed at an 

epoch between November 27 and December 26, 2024 to ensure that lunar departure (i.e., 

the initial lunar flyby) occurs within the selected lunar cycle of December 1-30, 2024. The 

TLI’s C3Earth
 variance (from -2.0395 km2/s2 to -1.8148 km2/s2) is primarily attributed to the 

Moon’s ever-changing distance to Earth (from 356,500 to 406,700 km). Details on the TLI 

maneuver are found in Table A.1 (Appendix A). 

The TLI sets up the initial lunar encounter for which this leading-edge solution set 

targets ϕB= 180° to yield a self-crossing (“figure-8”) shape around the Moon similar to that 

flown by Apollo 13. The initial perilune altitude ranges from 50 km to 4,043.3 km (Table 

A.2 within Appendix A). At this lunar closest approach, all LPBC transfer solutions are 

hyperbolic with respect to the Moon (i.e., C3MOON
 > 0 km2/s2); thus, these trajectories do 

not meet the requirements for a lunar ballistic capture (i.e., C3MOON
 < 0 km2/s2). 

The “figure-8” motion around the Moon induced by the leading-edge lunar flyby 

yields a perigee altitude that is required to remain above the Van Allen belts (greater than 

58,000 km) for all solutions. A zoomed in view of all solutions is presented in Figure 3.26, 

to allow a visual comparison of the outer Van Allen belt to the post lunar encounter perigee 

of all solutions (also see Table A.3 within Appendix A). 

The minimum perigee altitude in this solution set is yielded by solution L_33 

(61,623.9 km) while solution L_32 contains the maximum perigee altitude (148,698.4 km); 

of note is that these two solutions share the same lunar phase (number 29). For this 

leading-edge solution set, a maneuver is performed at/near perigee to help with lunar 

phasing; ΔV requirements range from 0 m/s to 94.268 m/s (AM = 33.841 m/s). 
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The Halo family solutions generally travel farthest from Earth due to the family 

definitions described in section 1.3.5: a Halo family member must pass within 250,000 km 

of SE-L1 or SE-L2, or circle either of these Lagrange points, both of which are located 

about 1.5 million km from Earth, whereas an Ellipse family member can contain an apogee 

altitude significant below that of SE-L1 or SE-L2. This similarity of maximum range from 

Earth between broad family types is observed in Table A.1 (Appendix A). The maximum 

Earth range, rEarth, for the Ellipse Quadrant II family varies from 1,027,326 to 1,257,552 

km (AM = 1,134,571 km) and from 1,036,057 km to 1,359,489 km (AM = 1,158,780 km) 

for the Ellipse Quadrant IV family. For the Halo SE-L1 and Halo SE-L2 families, the 

maximum Earth range varies from 1,480,316 to 1,813,576 km (AM = 1,635,517 km) and 

from 1,504,025 km to 1,829,890 km (AM = 1,645,578 km), respectively. 

 

Figure 3.26 — All leading-edge LPBC transfer solutions remain above Van Allen 

radiation belts. Outer radiation belt indicated. View in ECI reference frame. 
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The deep-space “apogee” (or targeting) maneuver does not necessarily occur at 

maximum Earth range for Halo family solutions which contain local apogees given their 

shape and thus for analysis and practical reasons (i.e., navigation, tracking, TCMs), the 

deep-space/targeting maneuver is performed at the first local apogee. 

The deep-space maneuver targets the conditions needed for LPBC, with associated 

ΔV requirements ranging from 14.735 m/s to 230.756 m/s (AM = 105.633 m/s). Of note is 

that C3Earth
 ranges from -0.6421 km2/s2 to -0.4231 km2/s2 (AM = -0.5141 km2/s2) which is 

consistent with results observed in [42]. The data corresponding to the epoch, altitude, 

C3Earth
, and ΔV of the deep-space maneuver is displayed in Table A.4. 

All solutions arrive at the Moon with a 100 km perilune altitude, polar (90°) 

inclination, and C3Moon
 < 0 km2/s2 (Table A.5). The variance in ΔV required for LOI to 

enter a 100 km lunar polar circular orbit depends on the C3Moon
 attained upon ballistic 

capture, which varies from -0.1574 km2/s2 (strongest capture: ΔVLOI = 642.309 m/s) to       

-0.00588 km2/s2 (weakest capture; ΔVLOI = 675.331 m/s). 

The similarities of maximum Earth range between broad family types translates to the 

same relationships with regard to transfer duration, which can be seen when plotting this 

variable against lunar phase number (Figure 3.24) or by analyzing the data listed in Table 

3.6. Specifically, the transfer duration ranges from 71.8 to 100.4 days (AM = 85 days) for 

the Ellipse Quadrant II family. For the Ellipse Quadrant IV family, this range is similar: 

from 80 to 134.1 days (AM = 99 days). Likewise, the Halo SE-L1 family’s transfer 

duration range (147.2 to 306.1 days, AM = 181.5 days) is similar to that of the Halo SE-L2 

family’s (149.3 to 276.4 days, AM =176.2 days). 
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Another critical variable is that of total ΔV required, from TLI (not including the 

injection maneuver which is typically performed by a launch vehicle upper stage and not 

the spacecraft) to post-LOI in 100 km lunar polar circular orbit. The total ΔV is listed for 

all cases, and mentioned at a high-level in the opening of this section; however, total ΔV is 

not isolated by family within this text given that this metric does not seem to be related to 

family type due to the non-linear nature of lunar phasing ΔV required and constraints listed 

in section 1.2.1. 

 

3.1.3 Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set 

The presented trailing-edge flyby solution set contains the same amount of solutions 

(34) as the leading-edge flyby set, given both sets contain 30 distinct lunar phases of which 

four phases yield distinct family transitions. These solutions are uniquely identified from 

T_1 to T_34 and visualized in the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame 

(Figure 3.27); note the color-coding corresponds to the analysis points as described earlier 

in this chapter (section 3.1.1). 
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Figure 3.27 — Trailing-Edge LPBC Transfer Solution Set for all 30 lunar phases, 

including four family intersection/transition solutions. Color-coded according to 

analysis points, with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The turning angle of the initial lunar flyby, where the Moon is the dominant 

gravitational body, is approximated as was done for the leading-edge solution set in section 

3.1.2. From STK, the semi-major axis, a, and miss distance, Δ, are extracted at perilune 

from LPBC transfer solution T_1 as: a = -7,082.23421 km and Δ = 10,848.79403 km. 

Therefore, the eccentricity is approximated as (from Equation 3.5): 

𝑒 = √(
Δ2

𝑎2) + 1 = √(
(10,848.79403)2

(−7,082.23421)2
) + 1 =  1.82935             3.7 
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This value of e is accurate to nine decimal places compared to the STK-extracted value. 

The turning angle of the trailing-edge lunar flyby can now be approximated as (from 

Equation 2.74): 

𝛿 = 2 sin−1 (
1

𝑒
) = 2 sin−1 (

1

(1.82935)
) = 66.27392°            3.8 

The value of δ for the trailing-edge solution set is significantly less than that seen for 

the leading-edge “figure-8” solution set which can be directly attributed to the difference in 

eccentricity. Of note is that an alternate method of calculating the turning angle would be 

to extract the semi-latus rectum, p, instead of Δ since e can still be found from a and p 

since  𝑝 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒2) from Equation 2.59. 

 

3.1.3.1 Sorting of Solutions into Families 

Family sorting parameters for all trailing-edge solutions are displayed in Table 3.7. 

Trailing-edge solutions are sorted into families using the same metrics as that of the 

leading-edge solutions: 

1) Minimum range from the trajectory to SE-L1 or SE-L2 (choose the nearest 

Lagrange point),  

2) The trajectory’s shape as viewed in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame 

(self-crossing or not), and  

3) Whether or not the trajectory circles/loops either SE-L1 or SE-L2 in the Sun-

Earth rotating reference frame.  
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The family sorting data seen in Table 3.7 is visualized in Figure 3.28, with trajectories 

color-coded according to family type (also see Figure B.1, Figure B.2, Figure B.3, and 

Figure B.4 in Appendix B). 

Table 3.7 — Family Sorting of Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions. 

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Self-

Crossing 

Trajectory 

Shape 

SE-L1 or 

SE-L2 is 

Looped 

Minimum 

Range  

to SE-L1 or SE-

L2 (km) 

Family Type 

T_1 1 Yes Yes 198,239.365 Halo SE-L1 

T_2 2 Yes Yes 206,466.067 Halo SE-L1 

T_3 3 Yes Yes 326,968.963 Halo SE-L1 

T_4 4 Yes Yes 430,513.105 Halo SE-L1 

T_5 4 No No 1,018,306.471 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_6 5 Yes No 1,020,574.513 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_7 6 No No 939,052.892 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_8 7 No No 804,568.433 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_9 8 No No 719,805.276 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_10 9 No No 630,647.042 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_11 10 No No 467,425.663 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_12 11 No No 365,792.265 Ellipse Quadrant IV 

T_13 11 Yes Yes 93,657.329 Halo SE-L2 

T_14 12 Yes No 138,691.441 Halo SE-L2 

T_15 13 Yes Yes 56,354.498 Halo SE-L2 

T_16 14 Yes Yes 69,758.554 Halo SE-L2 

T_17 15 Yes Yes 145,554.129 Halo SE-L2 

T_18 16 Yes Yes 207,835.825 Halo SE-L2 

T_19 17 Yes Yes 299,903.819 Halo SE-L2 

T_20 18 Yes Yes 406,127.742 Halo SE-L2 

T_21 18 No No 1,042,826.456 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_22 19 Yes No 1,031,757.879 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_23 20 No No 1,051,184.853 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_24 21 No No 907,105.912 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_25 22 No No 686,419.476 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_26 23 No No 605,559.521 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_27 24 No No 488,634.772 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_28 25 No No 490,326.662 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_29 26 No No 159,956.953 Ellipse Quadrant II 

T_30 26 Yes Yes 87,046.025 Halo SE-L1 

T_31 27 Yes No 42,293.782 Halo SE-L1 

T_32 28 Yes Yes 43,954.935 Halo SE-L1 

T_33 29 Yes Yes 100,184.453 Halo SE-L1 

T_34 30 Yes Yes 156,603.886 Halo SE-L1 
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Figure 3.28 — Trailing-Edge LPBC Transfer Solution Set for all 30 lunar phases. 

Four family intersection/transition solutions are included and color-coded according 

to family type, with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

3.1.3.2 Intersection of Families 

Transitions between the solution families presented in the previous section are now 

identified. There are four distinct family transitions that are observed to occur during lunar 

phase numbers 4, 11, 18, and 26 for this trailing-edge solution set. These family transitions 
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are displayed in Table 3.8, along with the perilune altitude at the time of initial lunar 

encounter. The required solution pairs for every lunar phase transition are presented 

thereafter in support of the relevant secondary hypothesis from section 1.2.2. 

Lunar phase number 4 yields a transition from the Halo SE-L1 to Ellipse Quadrant IV 

family (Table 3.8). The two corresponding LPBC transfer solutions are visualized in 

Figure 3.29. The Halo SE-L1 solution, uniquely identified as T_4, targets an initial Hperilune 

= 2,365 km while the Ellipse Quadrant IV solution (T_5) targets Hperilune = 3,920 km. This 

difference in initial perilune altitude significantly alters the associated lines of apsides and 

thus apogee quadrant location between the two solutions. 

 

 

Table 3.8 — Transition of Families including Lunar Phase Number and Perilune 

Altitude. 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Family Type and 

Unique Solution ID 

Perilune 

Altitude 

(km) 

Transition Family Type and 

Unique Solution ID 

Perilune 

Altitude 

(km) 

 

4 

Halo SE-L1   

(T_4) 

 

2,365 

 
→ 

Ellipse  

Quadrant IV  

(T_5) 

 

3,920 

 

11 

Ellipse  

Quadrant IV 

 (T_12) 

 

7,401 

 
→ 

Halo SE-L2  

(T_13) 

 

7,042 

 

18 

Halo SE-L2  

(T_20) 

 

3,505 

 
→ 

Ellipse  

Quadrant II  

(T_21) 

 

4,499 

 

26 

Ellipse  

Quadrant II 

(T_29) 

 

7,100 

 
→ 

Halo SE-L1 

(T_30) 

 

7,014 
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Figure 3.29 — Family Transition from Halo SE-L1 to Ellipse Quadrant IV at Lunar 

Phase Number 4. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The second transition seen in Table 3.8, at lunar phase number 11, is from the Ellipse 

Quadrant IV to Halo SE-L2 family. The former family is represented by solution T_12 

while the latter by T_13 (Figure 3.30). The targeted perilune altitudes for these two 

solutions are 7,401 km (T_12) and 7,042 km (T_13); the resulting line of apsides and 

apogee locations for both transfer solutions are similar. However, solution T_12 does not 

cross itself, does not circle SE-L1 or SE-L2, and is farther than 250,000 km from either 

SE-L1 or SE-L2; solution T_13 circles SE-L2 and crosses itself (i.e., “figure-8” shaped), 

thus the difference in family types despite the small difference in targeted Hperilune. 
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Figure 3.30 — Family Transition from Ellipse Quadrant IV to Halo SE-L2 at Lunar 

Phase Number 11. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The third transition seen in Table 3.8 occurs at lunar phase number 18, with a change 

from the Halo SE-L2 to Ellipse Quadrant II family. The former family is represented by 

the T_20 LPBC transfer solution while the latter by T_21 (Figure 3.31). The Hperilune values 

targeted for these two solutions are 3,505 km (T_20) and 4,499 km (T_21).  

The resulting line of apsides and apogee locations for both transfer solutions are 

significantly different despite sharing nearly identical Earth-Moon segments and lunar 

phase number 18, which reveals the highly sensitive nature of the initial lunar flyby 

altitude. 
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Figure 3.31 — Family Transition from Halo SE-L2 to Ellipse Quadrant II at Lunar 

Phase Number 18. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The fourth and final row in Table 3.8 lists the transition from the Ellipse Quadrant II 

to Halo SE-L1 family, which occurs at lunar phase number 26. The former solution (T_29) 

targets Hperilune = 7,100 km while the latter (T_30) targets 7,014 km. The same pattern 

emerges in both trailing and leading-edge solution sets: the Ellipse to Halo family 

transition yields a solution pair with similar lines of apsides, but with trajectory shapes that 

differ enough to warrant assignment into different families (Figure 3.32). 
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Figure 3.32 — Family Transition from Ellipse Quadrant II to Halo SE-L1 at Lunar 

Phase Number 26. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

3.1.3.3 Summary of Trailing-Edge Solution Set 

Family sorting was performed for the trailing-edge solution set as seen in Table 3.9. 

Total transfer duration ranges from 76.0 to 314.2 days (AM = 140.3 days), while the total 

ΔV required ranges from 653.7 to 926.6 m/s (AM = 773.7 m/s). Transfer duration and total 

ΔV are plotted vs. lunar phase number with data points color-coded according to family 

type (Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34, respectively). 

Symmetry and similarities between broad family types are observed, similar to that 

seen in the leading-edge solution set: solutions in the broad Ellipse family (Quadrant II or 

IV) share similar flight profiles with each other, as is the case for the broad Halo family 

(SE-L1 or SE-L2). A catalogue for the 34 trailing-edge LPBC transfer solutions, including 
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trajectory images and data tables listing parameters at critical points/epochs along the 

trajectory, is presented in Appendix B. 

 

Table 3.9 — Summary Data of Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions. 

Unique 

Solution  
ID 

Lunar 

Phase  

# 

Family Type Maximum 

Range from 

Earth (km) 

Total 
Phasing 

ΔV  

(m/s) 

ΔVLOI  

(m/s) 

Total 

Duration 

(days) 

Total 

ΔV 

(m/s) 

T_1 1 Halo SE-L1 1,698,918.7 23.800 659.66 168.189 683.46 

T_2 2 Halo SE-L1 1,717,046.0 7.929 666.85 166.326 674.78 

T_3 3 Halo SE-L1 2,007,294.2 34.560 669.78 192.411 704.34 

T_4 4 Halo SE-L1 2,316,482.6 48.341 672.29 225.068 720.63 

T_5 4 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,325,562.7 170.96 651.97 84.754 822.93 

T_6 5 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,698,608.2 176.70 641.65 111.627 818.34 

T_7 6 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,250,587.1 129.64 644.92 85.234 774.56 

T_8 7 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,191,491.9 159.39 654.96 92.802 814.35 

T_9 8 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,124,588.8 115.01 658.08 91.529 773.09 

T_10 9 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,125,693.9 6.236 647.43 87.938 653.67 

T_11 10 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,134,032.5 82.592 659.75 89.828 742.34 

T_12 11 Ellipse Quad. IV 1,168,127.0 162.07 673.37 75.993 835.44 

T_13 11 Halo SE-L2 1,581,998.2 186.49 672.29 314.178 858.78 

T_14 12 Halo SE-L2 1,377,626.8 179.83 674.61 115.769 854.45 

T_15 13 Halo SE-L2 1,516,092.9 17.192 669.09 163.923 686.28 

T_16 14 Halo SE-L2 1,594,260.1 60.213 662.00 206.387 722.21 

T_17 15 Halo SE-L2 1,650,294.1 264.55 662.06 142.669 926.61 

T_18 16 Halo SE-L2 1,736,608.1 63.625 669.63 165.860 733.25 

T_19 17 Halo SE-L2 2,149,487.2 146.92 649.87 188.713 796.79 

T_20 18 Halo SE-L2 2,595,411.6 162.65 658.44 218.039 821.09 

T_21 18 Ellipse Quad. II 1,326,825.6 187.47 673.14 93.328 821.09 

T_22 19 Ellipse Quad. II 1,410,030.2 137.38 638.73 87.035 776.12 

T_23 20 Ellipse Quad. II 1,423,794.3 55.425 672.29 92.532 727.72 

T_24 21 Ellipse Quad. II 1,230,837.1 144.09 653.64 90.614 797.73 

T_25 22 Ellipse Quad. II 1,087,566.1 141.05 636.94 102.803 778.00 

T_26 23 Ellipse Quad. II 1,086,420.5 28.245 643.18 86.944 671.43 

T_27 24 Ellipse Quad. II 1,098,733.0 27.163 675.99 100.549 703.15 

T_28 25 Ellipse Quad. II 1,034,930.4 189.47 643.10 97.317 832.57 

T_29 26 Ellipse Quad. II 1,321,232.7 254.88 642.80 118.631 897.68 

T_30 26 Halo SE-L1 1,481,552.9 236.31 672.28 197.547 908.59 

T_31 27 Halo SE-L1 1,545,793.4 144.80 675.71 214.182 820.51 

T_32 28 Halo SE-L1 1,546,206.8 22.985 672.55 162.385 695.54 

T_33 29 Halo SE-L1 1,591,937.3 45.143 662.58 174.053 707.73 

T_34 30 Halo SE-L1 1,654,692.3 59.581 652.47 166.279 712.05 
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Figure 3.33 — Transfer Duration vs. Lunar Phase Number (trailing-edge results). 

 

Figure 3.34 — Total ΔV vs. Lunar Phase Number (trailing-edge results). 
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Key data from the initial state of TLI is presented in Table B.1 (Appendix B). The 

epoch of the TLI maneuver ranges from November 27 to December 27, 2024 to ensure that 

lunar departure occurs in the selected lunar cycle. The TLI’s C3Earth
 variance (from -2.013 

km2/s2 to -1.805 km2/s2) is primarily attributed to the Moon’s variable distance to Earth. 

After the TLI, the initial lunar encounter occurs on the Moon’s trailing-edge, for 

which ϕB = 0°. The initial perilune altitude ranges from 2,364.8 to 8,298.9 km (Table B.2, 

Appendix B). At this lunar closest approach which spans all days from December 1 to 30, 

2024, C3Moon
 is hyperbolic (> 0 km2/s2) for all cases, which places apogee directly into 

deep-space (> 1 million km from Earth) as opposed to yielding an immediate perigee 

passage below lunar distance inherent to the leading-edge solution set. 

As observed in Table 3.9, both solution sets share relationships among broad family 

types (i.e., Halo vs. Ellipse) with regard to maximum range and transfer duration. The 

maximum Earth range for the Ellipse Quadrant II family varies from 1,034,930 km to 

1,423,794 km (AM = 1,224,486 km) and from 1,124,589 km to 1,698,608 km (AM = 

1,252,337 km) for the Ellipse Quadrant IV family. For the Halo SE-L1 family, the 

maximum Earth range varies from 1,481,553 km to 2,316,483 km (AM = 1,728,772 km) 

and from 1,377,627 km to 2,595,412 km (AM = 1,775,222 km) for the Halo SE-L2 family. 

The maneuver performed at apogee targets the required LPBC conditions, with 

associated ΔV requirements ranging from 6.236 m/s to 264.554 m/s (AM = 113.866 m/s). 

As seen in the leading-edge solution set, the AM of C3Earth
 values (-0.4994 km2/s2) is 

consistent with trailing-edge solutions and those generated in [42], with a range from          

-0.6421 km2/s2 to -0.4231 km2/s2. The data corresponding to the epoch, altitude, C3Earth
, and 

ΔV of the apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver is displayed in Table B.3 (Appendix B). 
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From Table B.4 (Appendix B) it is observed that all solutions arrive at the Moon with 

a 100 km perilune altitude, 90° inclination and C3MOON
 < 0 km2/s2. The variance in ΔV 

required for LOI to enter a 100 km lunar polar circular orbit depends on the C3MOON
 

attained upon ballistic capture, which varies from -0.181756 km2/s2 (strongest capture: 

ΔVLOI = 636.944 m/s) to -0.002892 km2/s2 (weakest capture; ΔVLOI = 675.992 m/s). 

The similarity in transfer duration among broad family types is evident from the data 

listed in Table 3.9 and from Figure 3.33, the latter of which graphs duration vs. lunar phase 

number. The transfer duration ranges from 86.9 to 118.6 days (AM = 96.6 days) for the 

Ellipse Quadrant II family. For the Ellipse Quadrant IV family, this range is similar: from 

76 days to 111.6 days (AM = 90 days). Likewise, the Halo SE-L1 family’s transfer duration 

range (162.4 days to 225.1 days, AM =185.2 days) is similar to that of the Halo SE-L2 

family’s (115.8 days to 314.2 days, AM = 189.4 days). The data from this trailing-edge 

solution set does not appear to indicate a relationship between total ΔV and family type, 

thus only high-level total ΔV information is given in this section’s opening; for more 

details see Appendix B. 

3.1.4 Global Solution Set 

By combining both leading-edge and trailing-edge solutions, a global solution set is 

created in support of Results #2 and #4. It is seen in Figure 3.35 (color-coded according to 

analysis points) that trailing-edge solutions contain Halo family members with higher 

semi-major axis values compared to the leading-edge solution set. These differences are 

explained by the trailing-edge solution set containing one less degree of freedom (i.e., there 

is no perigee maneuver). 
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Figure 3.35 — Global Solution Set: Superimposed Leading and Trailing-Edge LPBC 

Transfer Solution Sets (68 total solutions). Color-coded according to analysis points, 

with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

A key similarity of the leading-edge and trailing-edge solution sets is that of family 

topology. When color-coding the global solution set according to family type, it is more 

difficult to find differences between sets (Figure 3.36). Since a leading-edge lunar flyby 

rotates the trajectory’s line of apsides significantly compared to that of a trailing-edge 

flyby, a given lunar phase may yield different family types and thus mission profiles 

depend on which type of initial lunar flyby is implemented. For example, if a mission 
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designer has the choice of using a solution from either set, the ΔV requirement can be 

minimized by using the complementary nature of leading-edge and trailing-edge lunar 

flybys. This result is displayed in Figure 3.37, which plots the ΔV reduction percentage vs. 

lunar phase number and indicates whether a leading-edge or trailing-edge flyby is selected. 

The ΔV reduction percentage is seen to range from 0.04% to 26.52%, with AM = 10.62%. 

 

 

Figure 3.36 — Color-coded Global Solution Set: Superimposed Leading and Trailing-

Edge LPBC Transfer Solution Sets (68 total solutions). Color-coded according to 

family type, with view in Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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Figure 3.37 — Total ΔV Reduction Percentage vs. Lunar Phase Number. For a given 

lunar phase, LPBC solution with lowest ΔV (Leading-edge vs. Trailing-edge) is 

selected and compared to the corresponding conventional transfer. 

3.2 Limitations of LPBC Transfers & Procedure 

The main limitations of using the numerical procedure and LPBC transfer solutions 

are attributed to the sensitivity and long flight durations inherent to these trajectories. This 

sensitivity is quantified via the deviation in lunar altitude due to off-nominal maneuvers 

while corresponding limitations with the procedure are also presented. This section 

concludes with a discussion on limitations associated with spacecraft systems in flight, 

with a focus on the communication system in support of Result #9. 

3.2.1 Sensitivity of LPBC Transfers 

To quantify trajectory sensitivity, the notional LPBC transfer solution, T_1, is used to 

determine the changes in HperiluneARR
 with respect to the 100 km notional value (i.e., 
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ΔHperiluneARR
) due to off-nominal maneuvers. The x, y, and z components of the lunar 

arrival targeting maneuver in the VNC reference frame are varied to determine when 

ΔHperiluneARR
 = RSOIMoon

 = 66,182.656 km. Since the targeting maneuver occurs at apogee, 

these components are termed ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, and ΔVzapogee
, which are of varying 

magnitudes; thus, for plotting purposes these components are normalized by comparing 

each to its notional maneuver counterpart via: 

ΔV(x,y,z)apogee – ΔV(x,y,z)notional                                      3.9 

where x, y, or z is selected for the relevant targeting maneuver component. For LPBC 

transfer solution T_1, [ΔVxnotional
, ΔVynotional

, ΔVznotional
] = [21.348, -10.4653, 1.13191] and 

HperiluneARR
 = 100 km. It was found that ΔHperiluneARR

 = RSOIMoon
 for two values of distinct 

maneuver components, one when ΔV(x,y,z)apogee
 – ΔV(x,y,z)notional

 > 0 and the other when 

ΔV(x,y,z)apogee
 – ΔV(x,y,z)notional

 < 0. The resulting six values are: 

ΔVxapogee – ΔVxnotional = -0.1724 and 0.3717 m/s                  3.10 

ΔVyapogee – ΔVynotional = -0.1113 and 0.2354 m/s                  3.11 

ΔVzapogee – ΔVznotional = -0.1132 and 0.0534 m/s                 3.12 

The above values are combined with others in a range of -0.10 m/s to 0.35 m/s to help 

visualize the effects of ΔV(x,y,z)apogee
 – ΔV(x,y,z)notional

 on ΔHperiluneARR
 (Figure 3.38). 
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Figure 3.38 — Effects of Off-Nominal Maneuver components (x, y, and z) on Lunar 

Perilune Altitude Deviation (from 100 km) at time of arrival. Notional LPBC 

Transfer Solution (T_1) selected as demonstration trajectory. 

For comparison purposes, this sensitivity analysis was performed for all seven lunar 

transfer trajectory design methods seen in Table 1.1. Of the six ΔV(x,y,z)apogee
 – ΔV(x,y,z)notional 

values for which ΔHperiluneARR
 = RSOIMoon 

, the value with minimum magnitude is termed the 

maximum maneuver deviation tolerance, DTOLmax
: 

DTOLmax = |ΔV(x,y,z)apogee – ΔV(x,y,z)notional|min                   3.13 
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 DTOLmax
 is calculated for all methods (see the far-right columns of both Table 1.1 and 

Table 3.10). Method #7 is represented by the notional LPBC transfer solution, which has a 

maximum maneuver deviation tolerance in the z-direction: 

DTOLmax =  |ΔVzapogee – ΔVznotional|min
 = 0.0543 m/s          3.14 

The notional Method #7 trajectory contains a value of DTOLmax
 about three orders of 

magnitude lower than that of the other methods (Table 3.10), which can be explained by: 

Reason #1:  Proximity of trajectory to RSOIEarth
 and RSOIMoon 

Reason #2:  Long duration from targeting maneuver to lunar arrival 

Reason #3:  Low velocity with respect to Earth at time of targeting maneuver 

 

Table 3.10 — Sensitivity Comparison among Executive Summary Trajectory 

Methods. 

Lunar 

Transfer 

Method 

Number 

Initial 

Lunar 

Flyby 

Type 

Targeting 

Maneuver 

ΔV  

(m/s) 

Duration 

from 

Targeting 

Maneuver 

to Lunar 

Arrival 

(days) 

rEarth  

at time of 

Targeting 

Maneuver 

(km) 

VEarth  

at time of 

Targeting 

Maneuver 

(m/s) 

Minimum 

Maneuver 

Deviation  

(x, y, or z) such 

that 
Hperilune

ARR
 = 

RSOI
Moon

 

1 Direct 

Insertion 
43.02 3.009 201,028.65 1,401.33 185.52 m/s 

2 Polar 4.104 7.186 403,056.17 972.78 79.66 m/s 

3 Trailing 10.73 2.445 167,097.28 1,816.19 260.69 m/s 

4 Polar 32.05 7.556 292,246.57 1,313.75 48.19 m/s 

5 Leading 4.249 5.344 521,415.33 424.26 120.49 m/s 

6 Trailing 32.08 2.700 182,931.18 1,864.93 219.27 m/s 

7 Trailing 

(Notional) 

23.80 77.947 1,698,918.7 17.73 0.0534 m/s 
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Per the first listed reason: the notional Method #7 trajectory contains a value of 

Hapogeemax
~RSOIEarth

 which occurs at the time of maneuver execution and passes near RSOIMoon 

shortly before the time of lunar arrival. Therefore, both points of the trajectory occur in 

highly unstable, chaotic gravitational regions [36], [40], [80], [165], [166]. Since VEarth is 

relatively low at apogee, the magnitude of a specified maneuver component error is a 

higher percentage of its counterpart notional maneuver component magnitude when 

compared to all other methods (reason #2). Finally, the duration of 77.947 days from 

maneuver execution to lunar arrival allows small changes in the former to yield significant 

changes in HperiluneARR
 (reason #3). 

3.2.2 Limitations of Numerical Procedure 

Given the sensitivity of LPBC transfer solutions, small errors yield significant 

changes in trajectory size and orientation. Asymptotic divergence was observed during 

several attempts to generate LPBC transfer solutions. Another limiting factor pertains to 

the differential corrector, which will at times toggle between the same two control and/or 

result values, essentially causing an infinite loop which requires user input or the 

maximum iterations to be reached. Furthermore, the specifications of the procedure such as 

perturbations, maximum step sizes, and error tolerances can be dependent on trajectory 

family or subfamily. Therefore, seamless convergence of the overall procedure presented 

in section 2.5.4 can sometimes be difficult to achieve. Many of these limiting factors were 

encountered when creating solution T_1. In STEP 8, the differential corrector stopped after 

reaching the maximum number of iterations (151) with the trajectory departing the Moon’s 

SOI (i.e., HperiluneARR
 > RSOIMoon

), as seen in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40. 
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Figure 3.39 — STEP 8 Procedural run causes sensitive trajectory to depart the 

Moon’s vicinity. 

 

 

Figure 3.40 — No convergence after 151 iterations executed in STEP 8 of the 

numerical procedure, with result variable HperiluneARR
 plotted vs. iteration number. 
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As the iteration number approached 100, the trajectory re-entered the Moon’s SOI 

before leaving and finally returning to the Moon’s vicinity after iteration number 151 with 

HperiluneARR
~49,000 km (Figure 3.41). Throughout the targeting run, maneuver magnitudes 

toggled between values while the trajectory was outside of the lunar SOI (Figure 3.42). 

 

 

Figure 3.41 — No convergence after 151 iterations executed in STEP 8 of the 

numerical procedure (from STK Astrogator). 

 

Figure 3.42 — No convergence after 151 iterations executed in STEP 8, with control 

variables, ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, and ΔVzapogee
 plotted against iteration number. 
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To achieve convergence, the user altered the x-component of ΔVapogee by 0.01 m/s to 

re-initialize the targeter. Then, the maximum step size was reduced for ΔVxapogee
, ΔVyapogee

, 

and ΔVzapogee
 in the targeter from 0.50 to 0.17 m/s. The total number of iterations required 

in the successful run was 116 (see section 3.1.1). 

Another limiting factor of the procedure pertains to LPBC Halo (SE-L1 and SE-L2) 

solution candidates with high values of C3Earth
 and semi-major axis, a, both of which use an 

intermediate lunar aiming point in STEP 7 (section 3.1.1.7) to reduce C3Earth
 and C3MOON

 

such that lunar ballistic capture is yielded. This intermediate aiming point is generally 

needed for the relatively sensitive Halo family candidates. The lack of solution knowledge 

before running the procedure can thus cause difficulty in achieving final solution 

convergence. 

Considering all limiting factors, end-to-end automation of the procedure poses a 

challenge; however, numerical results presented in this dissertation may serve as a cislunar 

map intended to aid automation of future LPBC transfer trajectory procedures. 

3.2.3 Spacecraft Systems 

The main disadvantages of utilizing an LPBC transfer in practice include relatively 

long flight durations, maximum distance from Earth, and the sensitivity of such 

trajectories. Affected spacecraft systems and mission events include that of 

communications, navigation and tracking, downlink/upload data rates and volume, power, 

and exposure. An overview of selected systems and events are presented in this section 

with a focus on the communications system. 
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Generally, an LPBC transfer is eclipse-free from TLI to just before lunar capture [52]. 

Thus, spacecraft with solar electric power and propulsion systems, such as the LunaH-Map 

CubeSat, benefit from nearly 100% solar power access during this pre-capture trajectory 

segment which allows for ample periods of thrusting if required [52]. If an eclipse occurs, 

the spacecraft will generally use its battery power system, which must be sized according 

to the maximum eclipse duration, to prevent freezing. Radiation exposure from the Van 

Allen belts can cause damage to the spacecraft’s solar panels and overall bus in general 

which includes sensitive science payloads. The minimum perigee altitude of LPBC transfer 

solutions is constrained to stay above the Van Allen radiation belts; however, there is one 

passage through the belts yielded before the initial lunar encounter. Solar array degradation 

can increase to ~3.75% after one year of mission duration, of which up to 2.5% is due to 

radiation [167]. In practice, it can be helpful to plan for up to 10% solar array degradation 

per year [52]. 

Regarding a spacecraft’s communication system, a relatively small amount of volume 

and/or mass is generally allotted to a 14 kg CubeSat, for example. While LPBC transfers 

are bound to the Earth (i.e., C3Earth
 < 0 km2/s2), the trajectory’s apogee altitude ranges from 

~1 to ~2.6 million km. LPBC transfer solutions do generally require a maneuver to be 

performed at/near apogee, but the maneuver can be moved at a cost if needed. If science 

data needs to be downlinked to Earth, the spacecraft can wait until within lunar distance to 

transfer the data. Commands uplinked to a spacecraft flying an LPBC transfer can be 

scheduled closer to Earth as well. Thus, impact to communications system design can be 

minimized with an effective concept of operations (CONOPS). 
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To quantify the effects of range from Earth on the communications system, two 

extreme cases are considered: 1) a conventional transfer when Moon is farthest to Earth  

(dL = 406,700 km) compared to LPBC transfer solution L_4 which contains maximum rEarth 

of 1,027,325.6 km (minimum among all solution) and 2) a conventional transfer when the 

Moon is closest to Earth (dL = 356,500 km) compared to LPBC transfer solution T_20 

which contains maximum rEarth of 2,595,411.6 km (maximum among all solutions). The 

Friis transmission formula is now invoked [168]: 

 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟

(
4𝜋𝑑

λ𝑅𝐹
)
2                                            3.15 

where Pr = power received, Pt = power transmitted, Gt = gain of antenna (transmitted),     

Gr = gain of antenna (received), λRF = wavelength of the radio frequency (RF) signal, and          

d = the distance from the spacecraft to Earth (i.e., d = rEarth). Then, the signal-to-noise 

(SNR) ratio uses the Pr expression in Equation 3.15 to yield (from [167]): 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
𝑃𝑟

N
=

𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟

(
4𝜋𝑑

λ𝑅𝐹
)
2

𝑘𝑇𝑠𝐵𝑛

                                3.16 

where N = receiver system noise power in watts (W),  k = Boltzmann’s constant = 

1.38 × 10−23 (
J

K
) (from [167]), Ts = system noise temperature in Kelvin, Bn = noise 

bandwidth of the receiver system in hertz (Hz), and Rb = bit rate substituted for bandwidth. 

Finally, the energy per bit-to-noise density ratio, 
𝐸𝑏

𝑁0
, is expressed as (from [167]): 
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𝐸𝑏

𝑁0
=

𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟 sin2(𝛽𝐹)

(
4𝜋𝑑

λ𝑅𝐹
)
2

𝑘𝑇𝑠𝑅𝑏

                                      3.17 

where Eb = energy in each transmitted bit, N0 = noise power density of the receiver system 

(
W

𝐻𝑧
), Rb = bit rate substituted for bandwidth, and (Pr)sin2(𝛽𝐹) = the fraction of total 

received power contained in the data [167]. Therefore, assuming d is the only variable, 

SNR is simplified via Equation 3.17 as (from [167]): 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝
𝐸𝑏

𝑁0
∝ 

1

𝑑2
                                        3.18 

Substituting values of d from the first case into Equation 3.18, a comparison between 

a conventional lunar transfer and an LPBC transfer is found by: 

1

𝑑2
= 

1

(
𝑑𝑇_20

𝑑𝐿
)
2 = 

1

(
1,027,325.6 km

406,700 km
)
2 = 0.15672278                3.19 

 and from the second case: 

1

𝑑2
= 

1

(
𝑑𝐿_4
𝑑𝐿

)
2 = 

1

(
2,595,411.6 km 

356,500 km
)
2 =  0.01886716                3.20 

Thus, the LPBC transfer solutions presented in this dissertation yield values of SNR 

and 
𝐸𝑏

𝑁0
 ~6.38 to ~53 times less than that of a conventional lunar transfer, depending on the 

Moon’s distance from Earth at time of the initial lunar encounter (i.e., lunar departure) and 

the lunar phase corresponding to the solution of interest. 
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Chapter 4 

Applications 

Four types of applications are presented in this chapter to produce Results #5-8 (see 

section 1.7): 1) Modification of the numerical results and associated procedure to construct 

LETs to/from other orbits and bodies including GTO, GEO, and Phobos, 2) Design of 

LETs to reduce the ΔV required to/from other orbits and bodies including GTO, GEO, 

NRHO, Phobos, and Deimos, 3) Design of LETs to enter Lagrange point orbits and yield 

intersection with interplanetary bodies including a NEA, Mars, Phobos, and Deimos, and 

4) Space mission applications including: LETs to enable missions with spacecraft that 

contain low thrust-to-mass ratios (e.g., a ride-sharing CubeSat), contingency/abort recovery 

scenarios, and deep-space crewed mission possibilities. 

These applications are presented in the order listed above, although given the overlap 

that exists, Applications #1-3 are combined into section 4.1: Applications of Numerical 

Results and Procedure, while Application #4 is presented in section 4.2: Space Mission 

Applications. 

4.1 Applications of Numerical Results and Procedure 

A variety of orbits and planetary bodies are used to demonstrate applications of LPBC 

transfer solutions and the corresponding procedure used to generate said solutions in 

support of Results #5-8 (from section 1.7) The section concludes with a summary of the 

ΔV reduction percentages realized from the presented LETs and LPBC transfers. 
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4.1.1 Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit to Lunar Polar Orbit 

As GTO is used to reach the highly populated GEO belt, the opportunity exists to use 

the former as a starting condition for a secondary payload. For example, in February of 

2019 the lunar bound Israeli Beresheet spacecraft shared a ride to GTO aboard a SpaceX 

Falcon 9 launch vehicle with the Indonesian communications spacecraft, Nusantara Satu, 

and an experimental U.S. Air Force spacecraft, S5 [169]. Furthermore, Spaceflight 

partnered with Maxar to procure rideshare opportunities to GTO with a frequency of every 

12-18 months (or more regularly depending on demand) [170]. 

While no spacecraft has flown an LET, BLT, or LPBC transfer from GTO to date, 

several mission concepts have proposed doing so. In 2000, LunarSat was proposed to fly a 

BLT from GTO to an eccentric lunar orbit by European scientists, engineers, and students 

[171]. Later in 2005, India proposed a lunar mission concept proposed to send the 

Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft to the Moon from GTO using BLT [172]. In 2012, the German 

Aerospace Center and the German non-profit amateur satellite organization (AMSAT-DL) 

proposed using an Earth spacecraft similar to AMSAT P3-D that would reach the Moon 

from GTO using a BLT [173]. The European Space Agency (ESA) funded European 

Student Moon Orbiter (ESMO), which planned to send a 190 kg spacecraft in the 2013-

2014 timeframe to GTO as a secondary payload with eventual travel to the Moon on a BLT 

with a three-month transfer duration and apogee located near SE-L1, ~1.5 million km from 

Earth [174]. Around the same time in 2014, the DARE mission was proposed by NASA as 

a secondary payload that would reach the Moon via GTO [175]. Various trajectory transfer 

methods were considered for the DARE mission concept, including a BLT [176]. 
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Indirect application of the numerical procedure to transfer from GTO to LLO is 

presented using the global set of numerical solutions in support of Result #5. Perigee 

altitude of the GTO is set to 185 km while the apogee altitude (35,786 km) extends to the 

GEO belt. The orbit inclination of the GTO is assumed equal to 27° [177].  

For a GTO to yield direct connection to GEO, the former must contain a line of 

apsides in the Earth’s equatorial plane, meaning the argument of perigee, ω, must equal 0° 

or 180°. From Figure 4.1 it is observed that both leading-edge and trailing-edge LPBC 

numerical solutions contain ω ~ 180° for lunar phases numbered 8 and 9, and ω ~ 0° for 

the 21st and 22nd lunar phases. Therefore, the LPBC transfers corresponding to these lunar 

phases are used as candidates to demonstrate transfers between GTO and LLO. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 — Argument of Perigee vs. Lunar Phase Number for both Leading-edge 

and Trailing-edge LPBC Transfer Solutions. Candidates for altering the initial 

condition from TLI to GTO are emphasized (i.e., ω values within 10° of 0° and 180°). 
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As seen in Table 4.1, selected parameters for the eight LPBC transfer solutions used 

as candidates are displayed. Of these eight solutions, T_10 and T_25 contain maximum 

values of ΔVCONV – ΔVTOT for ω ~180° and ~0°, respectively, and are thus down-selected 

for demonstration purposes (see the highlighted rows in Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1 — LPBC Transfer Solutions with ω within 10° of 0° or 180°. Solutions with 

lowest ΔV are highlighted for ω = 0° and ω = 180°. 

Unique 

Solution 

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Leading-edge 

or Trailing-

edge Solution 

Set 

Argument 

of Perigee 

(degrees) 

ΔVTOT  

(m/s) 

ΔVCONV 

(m/s) 

ΔVCONV - ΔVTOT 

(m/s) 

L_9 8 Leading 172.677 798.341 824.644 26.303 

T_9 8 Trailing 173.746 773.088 865.855 92.767 

L_10 9 Leading 188.713 786.011 844.740 58.729 

T_10 9 Trailing 188.499 653.669 889.625 235.956 

L_24 21 Leading 350.346 842.228 803.440 -38.788 

T_24 21 Trailing 352.152 797.728 810.466 12.738 

L_25 22 Leading 3.450 858.745 798.993 -59.752 

T_25 22 Trailing 3.848 777.997 808.569 30.572 

 

For LPBC transfer solution T_10, the maneuver at apogee was modified to solve the 

trajectory in backward-time and ensure ω = 180° and iEarth = 27° (i.e., result variables) in 

GTO. The trajectory sequence of the modified LPBC transfer match that of solution T_10, 

except for the added spacecraft maneuver at perigee of the GTO (ΔV = 678.562 m/s) which 

is performed in the direction of the trajectory’s velocity vector at perigee to yield a trailing-

edge lunar flyby. Note that this flyby occurs when the trajectory transfer plane (i.e., the 

Earth’s equatorial plane) intersects the lunar orbit plane which is seen in Figure 4.2. 

After the lunar encounter, the trajectory continues to apogee where the modified 

maneuver (i.e., a control variable) required ΔV = 30.982 m/s followed by ΔVLOI = 647.430 
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m/s (i.e., another control variable) to enter a 100 km lunar polar circular orbit. The total ΔV 

from GTO to LLO for the modified LPBC transfer was calculated as 1,356.974 m/s while 

that for a conventional transfer from GTO required ΔVTOT = 1,553.622 m/s. Thus, the ΔV 

reduction using the modified LPBC transfer amounts to 196.648 m/s (or 12.657%). The 

full trajectory sequence and backward-solved MCS are seen in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 — LPBC Transfer Solutions T_25 (ω = 0°) and T_10 (ω = 180°) are 

modified to begin from GTO instead of TLI. View is in the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth 

rotating reference frame, with both the Earth’s equatorial plane and Moon’s orbit 

plane displayed as well. 
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Figure 4.3 — Mission Control Sequence (left) used to backward-solve LPBC transfer 

solutions such that they begin from GTO (right). Both modified solutions T_25         

(ω = 0°) and T_10 (ω = 180°) are viewed in the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth rotating 

reference frame (right). 

The same process was used to solve T_25 from apogee to GTO in backward-time 

such that ω = 0° and iEarth = 27°. It is seen in Figure 4.2 that this modified LPBC transfer 

solution contains its lunar flyby at the second intersection between the Earth’s equatorial 

plane and the lunar orbit plane. These two intersections occur 180° apart, which explains 

the difference in lunar phase number for both modified LPBC transfer solutions presented 

in both Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. 

Since T_25 utilized a sizeable apogee ΔV, the reduction in this case is lower than that 

seen when modifying T_10. Specifically, the maneuver performed at GTO perigee required 

ΔV = 680.353 m/s, with ΔVapogee = 143.205 m/s and ΔVLOI = 636.940 m/s (ΔVTOT = 

1,460.498 m/s). Compared to the ΔVTOT calculated for a conventional transfer from GTO 

(1,481.513 m/s), the modified LPBC transfer reduces this ΔV by 21.015 m/s (or 1.418%). 
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However, by incrementally increasing the apogee altitude before the lunar flyby, the value 

of ΔVCONV – ΔVTOT can be increased. 

4.1.2 Geostationary Orbit to Lunar Polar Orbit 

As of December 2019, 562 spacecraft populate the GEO belt which allows hovering 

over a fixed site along the equator [178]. Consequently, a spacecraft could potentially share 

a ride to GEO and then continue its journey to lunar orbit. Instead of direct application of 

the numerical results (as performed in section 4.1.1), an LET is constructed to demonstrate 

the trajectory sequence from GEO to the Moon. 

Although a GEO’s line of apsides is indeterminate given e = 0, GEO lies entirely in 

the Earth’s equatorial plane. The GEO-departure maneuver performed in the direction of 

the trajectory’s vector establishes an apogee altitude, which extends to lunar distance and 

places the line of apsides in the Earth’s equatorial plane. While the Earth’s equatorial plane 

intersects the lunar orbit plane in two places (per lunar cycle), the spacecraft can choose 

either of these plane crossing locations (Figure 4.4) with proper timing of the GEO-

departure maneuver (i.e., selection of θ, which is a control variable and thus within x). 

The numerical procedure is applied to generate an LET from GEO to LLO in forward 

time (Result #5). By varying the magnitude of the GEO-departure maneuver (i.e., a control 

variable, within x), it was possible to target values of HperiluneDEP
 from 7,500 km to 10,000 

km, in increments of 250 km. The results (Figure 4.5) revealed HperiluneDEP
 = 9,500 km as 

the initial lunar flyby altitude that yielded an solution candidate given that a state of 

ballistic capture was achieved at the Moon without a targeting maneuver. The 

corresponding ΔV required for the GEO-departure maneuver was 1,052.78 m/s.  
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Figure 4.4 — Modified LPBC Transfer from GEO to LLO. View is in the Earth-

centered, Sun-Earth rotating frame with display of both Earth’s equatorial and lunar 

orbit planes. 

Per the numerical procedure, a maneuver is added at apogee (ΔV = 35.344 m/s) to 

target the required LOI conditions (i.e., result variables, y) at lunar arrival: HperiluneARR
 = 

100 km, iMoon = 90°, with C3MOON
 < 0 km2/s2. Upon arriving at the Moon in a state of 

ballistic capture, the LOI maneuver was performed with ΔV = 669.126 m/s. The full 

trajectory solution from GEO to lunar orbit and associated MCS used in Astrogator are 

seen in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5 — Solution space searched for a viable LPBC transfer that begins in GEO 

and travels near the Moon upon return to perigee. View is in the Earth-centered, 

Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

       

Figure 4.6 — Mission Control Sequence (left) used to create an LET from GEO to 

LLO. View in the Sun-Earth rotating frame (right). 
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The total ΔV required for this LET from GEO to 100 km lunar polar circular orbit was 

calculated as 1,757.250 m/s while that required for a conventional transfer was 1,814.853 

m/s. Thus, the total ΔV reduction resulting from using the LET vs. the conventional 

transfer amounts to 57.603 m/s or 3.174% (Result #6). 

This reduction is lower than that observed in the GTO to LLO sequence due to the 

latter’s higher orbit speed to reach apogee, which translates into a lower ΔV required to 

reach the Moon from GTO vs. GEO. 

 

4.1.3 Lunar Gateway Sequences 

NASA is planning to place a Lunar Gateway (station) in a NRHO with an orbital 

period of ~7 days, lunar closest approach altitude ~1,612 km above the north pole, and 

altitude of ~69,000 km above the lunar south pole [179]. The NRHO is technically a three-

body orbit (i.e., 3BP per section 2.1.2) and not a true lunar orbit even though it circles the 

Moon, as supported by the positive C3MOON
 (0.099 km2/s2) at time of lunar closest 

approach. Two Lunar Gateway cases are presented to demonstrate ΔV reduction 

possibilities via LETs in support of Result #6: 1) Transfer from Earth (i.e., TLI) to the 

Lunar Gateway, and 2) Transfer from the Lunar Gateway to Earth (atmospheric reentry). 

First, the conventional transfers to/from the Lunar Gateway are designed. The 

outbound leg of this nominal transfer entails the spacecraft/crew departing from a 185 km 

Earth parking orbit in low Earth orbit (LEO) via a TLI with C3Earth = -2.0017 km2/s2 (Figure 

4.7). Encounter with the Moon occurs ~4.5 days later with perilune above the lunar north 

pole (HperiluneDEP
 = 890.9 km and ϕB ~90°). At perilune, a powered lunar flyby maneuver is 

performed with ΔV = 178 m/s. Encounter with the Lunar Gateway occurs ~12 hours later 
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where a maneuver is performed (ΔV = 262.95 m/s) to rendezvous with the station. The 

transfer duration and ΔV required from TLI to Lunar Gateway rendezvous are ~5.1 days 

and ~441 m/s, respectively. After an 11-day stay time at/with the Lunar Gateway, the crew 

would depart NRHO via a maneuver with ΔV = 227.2 m/s followed by a powered lunar 

flyby (at 224 km altitude) requiring a ΔV = 190 m/s. Earth reentry would occur ~5 days 

after leaving the Lunar Gateway, at a 125 km Earth altitude with VEarth = 10.98 km/s and ɣ 

= -12°. The transfer duration and ΔV required from the Lunar Gateway to Earth reentry are 

~5 days and ~417.2 m/s, respectively. The total duration and ΔV required from TLI to the 

Lunar Gateway and back to Earth are ~21 days and ~858.2 m/s, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 — Conventional transfer from TLI to NASA’s planned Lunar Gateway 

with return to Earth via atmospheric reentry. View in Moon-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 
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4.1.3.1 Trans-Lunar Injection to the Lunar Gateway 

To transfer a spacecraft from TLI to the Lunar Gateway in NRHO, an LET was 

designed in backward-time to enable a launch from CCAFS or KSC in support of Result #6 

(Figure 4.8). The spacecraft begins on a TLI with C3Earth
 ~ -1.9 km2/s2 (corresponding to a 

ΔV of 3,142.6 m/s needed by the launch vehicle upper stage), perigee altitude = 185 km, 

and inclination = 28.5°. The spacecraft targets ϕB = -8.9° on the lunar B-plane with 5,035 

km perilune altitude to yield an apogee altitude of ~1.37 million km. A maneuver is then 

performed (ΔVApogee = 3.4 m/s), followed by another maneuver near the Moon’s orbit (ΔV 

= 0.780 m/s) to target a position near the Lunar Gateway (Figure 4.9). Finally, the 

spacecraft performs a maneuver (ΔV = 7.84 m/s) to rendezvous with the Lunar Gateway. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 — LET from TLI to the Lunar Gateway in NRHO. View is in the Earth-

centered, Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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Figure 4.9 — Rendezvous with Lunar Gateway in NRHO after several revolutions 

around the Moon. View in the Moon-centered, Moon-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The total ΔV (required by the spacecraft only) and duration for this transfer are 12.02 

m/s and 113.7 days, respectively. Compared to the previously presented conventional 

transfer which required a total ΔV of 441 m/s, this LPBC transfer from TLI to the Lunar 

Gateway reduces the total ΔV by 97.3% in support of Result #6. 

A method for connecting an LPBC transfer solution to a specific launch site is now 

presented. Visualization of the orbit inclination, i, launch (or injection) azimuth, Λ, and 

launch site latitude, λ, is provided in Figure 4.10. In the spherical triangle ABC extracted 

from Figure 4.10, it is seen in Figure 4.11 that one side and two angles are represented by i, 

λ, and Λ: side AB is equal to the launch site latitude; ∠B and ∠Λ are vertical and therefore 

equal by Legendre’s book IX, proposition IV, corollary 2 published in 1863 [180]. Also, 

∠C = i, and ∠A is right since the longitude, ζ, of A is equal to that of ∠B. 
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Figure 4.10 — Display of launch site parameters: launch site latitude, launch 

azimuth, and orbit inclination. Modified from [143]. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 — Right spherical triangle containing launch site latitude, orbit 

inclination, and launch azimuth. Modified from [181]. 
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Applying the spherical law of cosines, which was first stated in 1464 by Johann 

Müller’s (see [182] book IV, Theorem XXXIIII), these three angles and one side relate to 

each other as: 

cos 𝐶 = −cos𝐴 cos𝐵 + sin𝐴 sin𝐵 cos 𝑐                     4.1 

Substituting 𝐴 =
𝜋

2
 radians, B = Λ, C = i, and c = λ into Equation 4.1 yields: 

cos 𝑖 = −cos (
𝜋

2
) cosΛ + sin (

𝜋

2
) sin Λ cos 𝜆 = sinΛ cos 𝜆        4.2 

From Equation 4.2 it is seen that the minimum achievable inclination, imin, from a 

given launch site is equal to the latitude of said site, when Λ =
𝜋

2
 radians since: 

cos 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 = sin (
𝜋

2
) cos 𝜆 ⇒ 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜆                      4.3 

Therefore, a launch from CCAFS or KSC must contain Λ =
𝜋

2
 radians (i.e., due east) 

to enable a direct transfer to an Earth parking orbit with an inclination of 28.5°.  

In the presented case, a launch from CCAFS or KSC is targeted by analyzing ground 

tracks of LPBC transfer solution candidates in backward-time on a two dimensional Earth 

map, with each track corresponding to a different value of Ω, with range of 151° to 167°, 

and epoch of perigee (Figure 4.12). One ground track seen in Figure 4.13, with Ω ~154°, 

intersects CCAFS at its maximum latitude (28.5°) within one orbit revolution of the TLI; 

this geometry is favorable for the launch vehicle in two ways: 
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1) The associated due east heading (i.e., Λ = 90°) allows the launch vehicle to take 

advantage of the Earth’s rotation to enter a 28.5° inclination parking orbit.  

2) Less than one orbit revolution between parking orbit insertion and TLI minimizes 

the chance of the launch vehicle depleting its battery as compared to transfers that 

require multiple revolutions in the parking orbit. 

Alternatively, the longitude of the TLI can be directly targeted to indirectly control the 

launch site and azimuth. The same method can be applied to the numerical results 

presented in Chapter 3 to enable launch scenarios from other sites by targeting the 

inclination of the TLI in backward-time, or in forward-time by fixing the initial inclination 

of the TLI. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 — Orbit Ground Tracks shown on the Earth for a wide range of Ω values 

(or longitude of the TLI). View in the Earth-centered fixed frame with equidistant 

cylindrical projection based on a cone tangent at one parallel or conceptually secant 

at two parallels [154]. 
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Figure 4.13 — Orbit Ground Track shown on the Earth for selected transfer. Due 

east launch from CCAFS to a 28.5° parking orbit View identical to that of Figure 

4.12. 

4.1.3.2 Lunar Gateway to Earth Reentry 

For transfers between the Lunar Gateway and Earth, ΔV reductions are possible using 

reverse LPBC transfers in support of Result #6. While LPBC transfers benefit from apogee 

in quadrants II and IV (via solar-gravity perigee raises), reverse LPBC transfers benefit 

from apogee in quadrants I and III (via perigee drops due to solar gravity).  

To transfer a spacecraft (e.g., cargo) from the Lunar Gateway to an Earth reentry, a 

maneuver (ΔV = 8 m/s) is performed after separation from the Lunar Gateway (Figure 

4.14). The spacecraft then travels to quadrant I with an apogee altitude of 1.46 million km. 

Then, the second and final deterministic maneuver is performed with ΔV = 74 m/s. The 

apogee/targeting/deep-space maneuver targets the following Earth reentry conditions, the 

result variables: perigee altitude = 125 km, ɣ = -12°, and VEarth = 11.04 km/s. 
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Figure 4.14 — Reverse LPBC transfer from Lunar Gateway to Earth reentry, with 

apogee located in quadrant I. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

The total ΔV required for this transfer was calculated as 82 m/s, which corresponds to 

a transfer duration of 150.3 days. Compared to the direct/conventional transfer method 

which requires 417.2 m/s, the utilization of this reverse LET reduces the total ΔV 

requirement by 80.3%. 

4.1.4 Lunar Polar Orbit to Earth Reentry 

Since the Lunar Gateway is located near the moon, reverse LPBC transfers are also 

used to reduce the ΔV required from the Moon (LLO) to the Earth (reentry) in support of 

Result #6. Such a route can be used as part of an architecture that shuttles resources from 

the Moon (e.g., propellant made from lunar water) to LEO or the Earth’s surface. 

An example reverse LPBC transfer is seen in Figure 4.15. Specifically, a lunar escape, 

or trans-Earth injection (TEI) maneuver (ΔV = 715 m/s) is performed from a 100 km lunar 
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polar circular orbit to yield an apogee in quadrant I. Solar perturbations and a small 

maneuver (ΔV = 42.9 m/s) then reduce perigee from lunar distance to a 125 km (Earth) 

altitude and target ɣ = -12° which corresponds to a reentry velocity of 11.053 km/s (i.e., 

comparable to that flown by Apollo missions [119]). 

A transfer duration of 78.9 days is required for this reverse LPBC transfer along with 

ΔVTOT = 757.9 m/s. For comparison, the counterpart conventional transfer requires ~3 days 

of transfer duration, 10.999 km/s reentry velocity, and ~890 m/s of ΔV (Figure 4.15). Thus, 

the total ΔV is reduced by 132.1 m/s (or 14.84%) by using this reverse LPBC transfer 

compared to that of a conventional transfer. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 — Transfer from Moon (LLO) to Earth reentry using a conventional 

(left) and reverse LPBC trajectory (right). Both views are in the Sun-Earth rotating 

reference frame. 
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4.1.5 Trans-Lunar Injection to a Near-Earth Asteroid 

LPBC transfers to/from NEAs can help bridge the duration gap for crewed missions 

between lunar and Mars missions [183] and act as staging orbits for cargo craft. In 2013, 

Dr. Buzz Aldrin published his plans for crewed missions to NEAs and Mars [184] and 

using NASA Ames’ Trajectory Browser tool [185], the author helped Dr. Aldrin identify 

two NEAs amenable to a crewed mission that launches between 2025 and 2028. The two 

NEAs selected were 2009 HC and 2000 SG344, both of which remain among the most 

accessible (i.e., low ΔV requirements and round-trip duration less than one year) NEAs at 

the time of this writing [185]. Therefore, one of these NEAs, 2009 HC, is used as an 

interplanetary body to demonstrate compatibility with LPBC transfers (Result #7). 

The opportunity for a crew to launch, or more accurately perform a trans-NEA 

injection (TNI), in 2025 to the NEA 2009 HC (diameter between 31 and 68 meters [185]) 

occurs on October 16, 2025. From LEO this TNI maneuver would cost 3,687 m/s of ΔV, 

but from an LPBC transfer (which is highly eccentric), this cost will decrease to 485 m/s 

(i.e., a reduction of 86.8%). This reduction is mostly due to the LPBC transfer being at near 

escape energy with respect to the Earth given the TLI it originates from. 

This trajectory is solved in backward-time from the moment of TNI at perigee and 

displayed in Figure 4.16. By varying the TNI (ΔV = 485 m/s), which is a control variable, 

the spacecraft can avoid an apogee location in SE quadrant III and instead enter a SE-L1 

Lissajous orbit. Near SE-L1 the spacecraft performs a maneuver (ΔV = 50.1 m/s), another 

control variable, with a return to the Moon ~70 days later. 
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Figure 4.16 — Transfer from TLI to asteroid 2009 HC via TNI performed at perigee 

of Earth-escape (ΔVTNI = 485 m/s). Lunar encounter following TLI yields Hperilune = 

6,500 km and ϕB = -19.5°, while ΔVApogee = 50.1 m/s. 

This lunar encounter represents the flyby directly after TLI with Hperilune = ~6,500 km 

and ϕB = -19.5°, with iTLI = 28.5° and Hperigee = 185 km (i.e., result variables given the 

backward-time sequence). The transfer duration from TLI to TNI (via the LET) is ~260 

days, while the round-trip duration from TNI to Earth reentry is ~365 days. 

4.1.6 Trans-Lunar Injection to Mars 

To reach Mars from the Earth, generally a trans-Mars injection (TMI) maneuver is 

performed deep in Earth’s gravity well to take advantage of the Oberth effect, which 

allows maximum displacement while imparting a force which maximizes the change in 
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kinetic energy. This TMI maneuver departs Earth on August 3, 2020 and arrives at Mars on 

February 26, 2021 (from [185]) and is sizeable when performed from low Earth orbit 

(LEO), with 3,889 m/s of ΔV required at perigee. For spacecraft unable to impart this ΔV, 

an LPBC transfer can be utilized as a staging orbit to reduce the TMI ΔV requirement. 

Since an LPBC transfer contains C3Earth
~ 0 km2/s2, only 689 m/s of ΔV is required to escape 

Earth and reach (i.e., intersect) Mars. 

After solving this sequence in backward-time from perigee of Earth-escape (Figure 

4.17), the ΔV reduction observed was 82.3% on the TMI if a spacecraft begins its journey 

in an LPBC transfer vs. LEO. However, since the reduction is due to staging, this sequence 

is designed in support of Result #7 instead of Result #6. However, an 

apogee/targeting/deeps-space maneuver (ΔV = 197 m/s), a control variable, was 

implemented to change the trajectory plane and target result variables at Earth’s perigee 

(iTLI = 28.5° and Hperigee = 185 km); thus, the total ΔV reduction observed was 77.2%. 

 

 

Figure 4.17 — LET from TLI to TMI which enables intersection with Mars. View is 

in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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4.1.7 Trans-Mars Injection to Phobos or Deimos 

LETs can be used to reduce the ΔV requirements to rendezvous with (or land on) the 

Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos, in support of Results #6 and #7. To quantify these ΔV 

reductions, it is assumed that a spacecraft departs on a TMI from Earth on August 3, 2020 

and arrives at Mars on February 26, 2021 [185]. Since the spacecraft approaches Mars with 

hyperbolic energy (C3Mars
 > 0 km2/s2), a Mars orbit insertion (MOI) maneuver is performed 

at the point of close approach, periareion, which is targeted to occur 200 km above the 

Martian surface. The magnitude of the MOI maneuver is varied from 610 m/s to 646 m/s 

(in increments of 4 m/s) to populate the solution space via application of the numerical 

procedure, in support of Result #5 (Figure 4.18). 

The trajectory escapes when ΔVMOI = 610 m/s, while ΔV = 614 m/s yields a Mars 

capture; therefore, the former is chosen as the minimum ΔVMOI value in the grid. Of note is 

the switch from posigrade to retrograde motion with respect to Mars due to solar 

perturbations near apoareion when ΔVMOI = 614 m/s. This is due to an unfavorable (i.e., 

energy reducing) apoareion location in Sun-Mars quadrant I. 

Applying a filter to the solution space revealed a favorable transfer solution candidate 

with negative (near-escape) energy at apoareion ( -1 km2/s2 < C3Mars
 < 0 km2/s2). The 

selected transfer candidate requires ΔVMOI = 630 m/s which yields an apoareion altitude of    

326,620 km and corresponding C3Mars
 = -0.257 km2/s2. Despite the unfavorable quadrant I 

apoareion location, a relatively small maneuver is performed (ΔVAPO = 38.13 m/s) to raise 

periareion to Phobos’ altitude above Mars (~6,000 km), which is significantly lower than 

the Moon’s altitude above Earth (>350,000 km). 
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Figure 4.18 — Application of LPBC procedure to generate TMI to Phobos 

rendezvous transfer solution candidates. Magnitude of the MOI maneuver is varied 

from 610 to 646 m/s. View in the Sun-Mars rotating reference frame. 

To allow phasing with Phobos, ΔVMOI is slightly increased from 630 m/s to 630.066 

m/s; such a small increase in ΔV is attributed to Phobos’ orbital period (7.65 hours) being a 

low percentage (2.6%) of the duration (294.01 hours) required for the trajectory segment 

following the apoareion maneuver. Following ΔVMOI and ΔVAPO, the trajectory passes ~50 

km above Phobos’ south pole (iPHOBOS = 90°) near periareion. Upon this closest approach a 

maneuver (ΔVPHOBOS = 864.7 m/s), a control variable, is performed to yield rendezvous 

with the Phobos (i.e., relative velocity, a result variable, targeted to 0 m/s; see Figure 4.19). 

A conventional/direct transfer targets the Phobos rendezvous upon initial Mars closest 

approach, thus combining the MOI and Phobos rendezvous maneuvers (ΔVPHOBOS = 1,819 

m/s). Note this case assumes the Mars arrival trajectory plane is coplanar with Phobos’ 
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orbit around Mars, and that Phobos is located at the point of Mars closest approach. In 

cases where plane-changes are needed, a LET may be the more practical choice due to the 

latter’s low velocity near apoareion. 

 

 

Figure 4.19 — Transfer Solution from TMI to Phobos Rendezvous, zoomed in at 

epoch just before closest approach of the Martian moon. View is in the Mars-

centered, Sun-Mars rotating reference frame. 

The ΔV reduction from post-TMI to Phobos rendezvous using an LET vs. 

conventional transfer is calculated as: 

 

LET case: 

ΔVTOT  = ΔVMOI + ΔVAPO + ΔVPHOBOS                                   4.4 

ΔVTOT  = 630.07 m/s + 38.13 m/s + 864.7 m/s = 1,532.9 m/s        4.5 
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Conventional case:        

ΔVTOT  =  ΔVPHOBOS = 1,819 m/s                                     4.6 

Reduction in ΔV:        

ΔVREDUCTION = [1 – (1,594.8 / 1,819)] X 100% = 15.73%               4.7 

A similar LET and procedure can be used to reduce the ΔV needed for rendezvous 

with Deimos from Earth-departure (post-TMI). The same initial conditions are used as that 

from the Phobos transfer until MOI which is changed from 630.07 m/s to 623.8 m/s. The 

corresponding apoareion is once again located in quadrant I (Sun-Mars rotating reference 

frame) with altitude of 428,895 km and C3Mars
 = -0.197 km2/s2. The targeting maneuver at 

apoareion (ΔVAPO = 73.0 m/s) sets up a Deimos approach ~20,000 km from Mars with 

540.7 m/s of ΔV expended to achieve a rendezvous (Figure 4.20). 

Compared to a conventional/direct transfer (ΔVDEIMOS = 1,754 m/s), the ΔV reduction 

from Earth departure to Deimos rendezvous via a LET is calculated as: 

 

LET case: 

ΔVTOT  = ΔVMOI + ΔVAPO + ΔVDEIMOS                                   4.8 

ΔVTOT =  623.8 m/s + 73 m/s + 540.7 m/s = 1,237.5 m/s              4.9 

Conventional/Direct case: 

ΔVTOT  = ΔVDEIMOS = 1,754 m/s                                     4.10 
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Reduction in ΔV: 

ΔVREDUCTION  =    [1 – (1,237.5 / 1,754)] X 100% = 29.4%            4.11 

Of note is these ΔV reductions can be applied to spacecraft approaching Mars with 

hyperbolic energy (i.e., C3Mars
 > 0), which is the case for an Earth-Mars cycling craft as 

detailed in [120], [186], [187], [188], and [189]. 

 

Figure 4.20 — Deimos rendezvous via Quadrant I Sun-Mars LET. View is in the 

Mars-centered, Sun-Mars rotating reference frame. 

4.1.8 Summary of Delta-V Reduction Percentages 

The trajectory sequences presented in this section, with relevance to ΔV reduction, are 

listed in Table 4.2 which includes: the minimum observed total ΔV for the LET, the total 

ΔV observed for the counterpart conventional transfer, the difference between these two 
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values, and the maximum observed ΔV reduction in terms of a percentage. The highest ΔV 

reduction percentage was observed for the Lunar Gateway sequences, which yield nearly 

ballistic transfers when geometry is favorably selected; thus, LETs are amenable to 

transporting cargo and time-insensitive supplies to/from the Lunar Gateway. Other ΔV 

reduction percentages are 12.7% or higher, except for the GEO to LLO sequence, which 

reduces the total ΔV by 3.2% due to the relatively low orbit velocity with respect to the 

Earth at time of GEO-escape. 

 

 

Table 4.2 — Summary of ΔV Reduction Percentages via LETs to/from a Variety of 

Destinations as Compared to Conventional Transfer Methods. 

Trajectory Sequences 

utilizing LETs 

Minimum 

ΔVTOT 

Observed 

(LET) 

(m/s) 

Counterpart 

ΔVTOT 

Observed 

(Conventional 

Transfer) 

(m/s) 

ΔVREDUCTION 

LPBC vs. 

Conventional 

(m/s) 

Maximum 

Percentage in 

ΔVTOT 

Reduction 

Observed (LET 

vs. 

Conventional) 

Earth (TLI) → Moon (100 

km Polar Circular Orbit) 

653.7 889.6 235.9 26.5% 

Earth (GTO) → Moon 

(Polar Circular Orbit) 

1,357.0 1,553.6 196.6 12.7% 

Earth (GEO) → Moon 

(Polar Circular Orbit) 

1,757.3 1,814.9 57.6 3.2% 

Earth (TLI) → Lunar 

Gateway (NRHO) 

12.0 441.0 429.0 97.3% 

Lunar Gateway (NRHO) → 

Earth (reentry) 

82.0 417.2 335.2 80.3% 

Moon (100 km Polar 

Circular Orbit) → Earth 

reentry 

757.9 890.0 132.1 14.8% 

Earth (TMI) → Phobos 

(rendezvous) 

1,532.9 1,819.0 286.1 15.7% 

Earth (TMI) → Deimos 

(rendezvous) 

1,237.5 1,754.0 516.5 29.4% 
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4.2 Space Mission Applications 

Multiple types of space missions can be executed via LETs. This section explores 

such possibilities with a focus on transfers that enable missions for lunar-bound spacecraft 

containing low thrust-to-mass ratios, Moon-Moon abort/contingency recovery scenarios, 

and deep-space crewed missions in support of Results #7 and #8. 

4.2.1 Low Thrust-to-Mass Ratio Mission to Lunar Polar Orbit 

Executing finite maneuver segments with a lunar ballistic capture altitude >10,000 km 

(much higher than the 100 km stated in section 1.2.1), low thrust-to-mass ratio LPBC 

transfer solutions were generated in support of Result #8. The utilized thrust-to-mass ratio 

is 1 mN to 14 kg, with a specific impulse, Isp, of 1,200 seconds, which is compatible with 

the planned LunaH-Map CubeSat [52]. Solutions are generated over a 360° range of SEM 

angles, but in increments of ~30° instead of ~12° stated in section 1.2.1. 

The presented trajectory from this low thrust-to-mass ratio solution set (from [42]) 

contains a SEM angle of 9.5° and transfer duration of 206 days. After the TLI is performed 

with iEarth = 28.5° (Figure 4.21, A), a trailing-edge lunar flyby is performed at 14,742 km 

perilune altitude and ϕB = -10.2° (Figure 4.21, B). 

Given the selected SEM angle and lunar flyby type (trailing-edge) the resulting 

apogee is located in quadrant IV at rEarth = ~1.6 million km near SE-L2 (Figure 4.21, C) 

which is amenable to lunar ballistic capture. Given the negligible propellant expended near 

apogee, the presented trajectory represents a ballistic Moon-to-Moon transfer. To decrease 

the C3 with respect to the Moon upon ballistic capture, a finite maneuver begins when the 
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spacecraft is near lunar orbit (Figure 4.21, D). The C3MOON
 at capture was calculated as       

-0.13 km2/s2 with a perilune altitude of 19,610 km and iMOON = 90.5° (Figure 4.21, E). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.21 — Low Thrust-to-Mass Ratio Trajectory Solution from TLI to Lunar 

Polar Circular Orbit via Ballistic Capture. View is in the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth 

rotating reference frame. From [42]. 

 

By targeting iMoon = 90.5° in the presented case, all thrusting near/after ballistic 

capture occurs in the (opposite) direction of the trajectory’s velocity vector with respect to 

the Moon. The lunar ballistic capture altitude is significantly high (19,610 km) compared 

to what is typically targeted for a high thrust-to-mass ratio propulsion system (e.g., 100 

km) due to the difficulty of controlling the unstable (temporary) orbit upon ballistic capture 

with a low thrust-to-mass ratio propulsion system. The high perilune altitude can reach up 

to ~30,000 km which allows a safe distance from the Moon to be maintained before 

eventual attainment of a more stable lunar orbit. 
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The author’s work in [42] assumed a 2,500 km polar circular holding orbit, which 

affords the ability to alter the orbital period with maneuvers at/above 2,500 km lunar 

altitude. Such control of the orbital period can be critical to avoiding potentially mission-

threatening eclipses of the Sun by the Earth, a problem that the LunaH-Map spacecraft may 

contend with [52]. If the holding orbit is lower then it may not be possible to alter the 

orbital period enough to avoid such an eclipse. 

In terms of stability, the 2,500 km holding orbit was analyzed with LAN values that 

varied from 0° to 360° in 30° increments at the epoch corresponding to the presented 

solution. It was observed that with no maneuvers performed the periapsis and apoapsis 

altitudes of the holding orbit varied by no more than 50 km after one year while the orbit 

inclination changed by no more than 0.7° [42]. Thus, there is relative stability with respect 

to lunar periapsis and apoapsis altitudes (and thus eccentricity) as well as orbit inclination.  

From ballistic capture to the attainment of the 2,500 km holding orbit, 128.3 days of 

anti-velocity thrusting is required with the assumed propulsion system. Note that the thrust 

profile first achieves a circular orbit after completion of yellow thrust arcs (Figure 4.22) 

before continuously thrusting to the 2,500 km altitude (magenta thrust arcs seen in Figure 

4.22). Also note that this sequence was extended to a 100 km LLO via green thrusting arcs 

in Figure 4.23. 

The total propellant calculated to the 2,500 km holding orbit was 0.92 kg which yields 

a propellant mass fraction of 6.5%. The transfer duration from TLI to lunar ballistic capture 

was calculated as 206 days, while the aforementioned spiral duration from capture to the 

2,500 km holding orbit yielded a 128.3 day transfer; thus the total transfer duration was 

calculated as 333.9 days which represents the longest total duration in the set from [42]. 
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Figure 4.22 — Low thrust-to-mass ratio spiral from lunar ballistic capture to polar 

orbit with 2,500 km altitude. Thrust arcs begin with yellow thrusting to circularize 

orbit followed by magenta continuous thrust sequence to spiral to the circular orbit. 

Views in the Moon-centered inertial frame, normal (left) and edge-on (right) to the 

spacecraft’s orbit plane. From [42]. 

 

 

Figure 4.23 — Modified spiral phase to 100 km lunar polar circular orbit. View is in 

the Moon-centered, Moon inertial reference frame. Modified from [42]. 
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Although solutions were not attempted for every lunar phase, the 23 solutions 

superimposed in one image (Figure 4.24) cover the entire 360° range of SEM angles. The 

minimum, AM, and maximum SEM angle gaps between solutions are 2.1°, 16.28°, and 

27.27°, respectively. 

 

   

 

Figure 4.24 — LPBC Transfers from TLI trajectories with 360° sweep of SEM angle. 

View is in the Earth-centered, Sun-Earth Rotating Reference Frame (edge-on to the 

lunar orbit plane). From [42]. 

As seen in Figure 4.24, the resulting low thrust-to-mass ratio LPBC transfer 

trajectories yield a variety of transfer shapes that exhibit characteristics of the family 

topology listed in section 1.3.5. The apogee altitude of the presented trajectories was 

observed to range from 1.06 to 1.61 million km (Figure 4.25), while the transfer duration 

varied from 71.1 to 205.6 days from TLI to ballistic capture [42]; both ranges are 

consistent with LPBC transfer solutions seen in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.25 — Transfer ellipse apogee altitude vs. SEM angle. From [42]. 

The propellant mass fraction was calculated for all 23 solutions and then converted to 

percentage values. It was observed [42] that propellant mass percentages range from 6.51% 

to 8.57% with an AM of 7.68% to the 2,500 km lunar polar circular holding orbit or ~10% 

to a 100 km lunar polar circular orbit. Relatively low propellant mass requirements can be 

an enabling factor for certain classes of missions such as those utilizing CubeSats [52]. 

4.2.2 Moon-Moon Contingency Trajectories 

LPBC transfer solutions and more general LETs can be used for purposes of 

contingency trajectory design. For example, NASA’s LADEE spacecraft (displayed in 
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Figure 2.1) successively executed its LOI maneuver in October of 2013 [39]; however, if 

LOI had been missed, the natural trajectory would have escaped the Earth and entered 

heliocentric space (i.e., a solar orbit with C3Earth
 > 0). To increase the chance of mission 

success, the author designed contingency trajectories in case of a missed LOI maneuver 

(Figure 4.26, left) using a similar procedure as that presented in section 2.5.4. 

 

        

Figure 4.26 — Comparison of Moon-Moon abort trajectories to LPBC transfer 

solutions. LADEE contingency trajectory solution set (left, from [39]) and the global 

LPBC transfer solution set (right). Views in the Sun-Earth rotating frame. 

 

The topological similarities between LADEE contingency trajectories and LPBC 

transfer solutions can be seen in Figure 4.26, which served as a motivation in constructing 

the primary hypothesis in section 1.2.1. In support of Result #8, the two sets of LPBC 

transfer solutions presented in Chapter 3 represent abort/contingency recovery trajectory 

possibilities for spacecraft that miss LOI on the Moon’s leading-edge or trailing-edge. 
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4.2.3 Deep-Space Crewed Mission Possibilities 

Given the relatively unfavorable free-return possibilities inherent to round-trip crewed 

Mars missions [190], [191], overall risk can be reduced by first flying crewed “bridge” 

missions beyond lunar distance. For example, a conventional transfer duration for a round-

trip crewed mission to/from the surface of Mars generally requires ~540 days [185], [192], 

while the maximum observed LPBC transfer duration from the global solution set (section 

3.1.4) was less than one year (i.e., 314.2 days for Solution T_13). Thus, LPBC transfers 

(and more generally, LETs) can be flown to bridge the gap between the Moon and Mars for 

crewed missions. 

Given the overlap in applications, a NEA was used in section 4.1.5 to demonstrate 

such an example. Two additional examples of crewed mission possibilities are explored in 

this section: 1) for purposes of servicing the planned James Webb Space Telescope 

(JWST), a modified LET allows a crew to rendezvous with JWST near SE-L2; and 2) for 

purposes of planetary protection, it may be required to store an extraterrestrial sample in a 

holding or quarantined orbit similar to an LPBC transfer, rather than return the sample 

directly to the Earth’s surface via atmospheric reentry. From an LET the sample may then 

be sent to the Moon’s vicinity for subsequent analysis by a crew. 

For the first example, a trajectory to SE-L2 was calculated from the planned Lunar 

Gateway in NRHO (Figure 4.27). Assuming the spacecraft departs the Lunar Gateway on 

January 26th, 2025 via an energy-raising maneuver (ΔV = 65 m/s), a 92-day transfer 

duration is required to reach the vicinity of SE-L2. 
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Figure 4.27 — Lunar Gateway to James Webb Space Telescope using LET. View is in 

the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 

 

No deterministic maneuvers are required after departing NRHO, thus the transfer to 

JWST is ballistic. In practice, stochastic trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs) will 

generally need to be performed during the transit to SE-L2 and for proximity and 

rendezvous near the JWST. Furthermore, rendezvous with JWST may need to occur at a 

specified true anomaly which can increase the ΔV needed for rendezvous [45]. While not 

shown, the transfer trajectory is symmetric which yields ~90 days required to travel from 

JWST back to NRHO (or Earth). 

In the second example, it is assumed that the extraterrestrial sample emanates from 

Mars. In this case, the spacecraft approaches the Earth with hyperbolic energy (C3Earth
 > 0 

km2/s2). Upon close approach of the Earth, the spacecraft may perform an aerocapture 
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and/or propulsive braking maneuver (ΔV = 1,027 m/s) to enter a highly elliptical Earth 

orbit similar to an LPBC transfer. A maneuver (ΔV = 17.8 m/s) performed at apogee in 

quadrant II (Figure 4.28), ~1.38 million km from Earth, will send the sample on a ballistic 

capture trajectory to the Moon. Closest approach of the Moon is targeted with 100 km 

altitude, 90° inclination, and C3Moon
 = -0.13 km2/s2. A crew can then retrieve the Martian 

sample near the vicinity of the Moon. The transfer duration from Earth capture to lunar 

capture is 106 days. If a 100 km lunar polar circular orbit is needed to hold the sample, the 

LOI maneuver would require 648.3 m/s of ΔV to enter the 100 km polar circular orbit. 

 

 

Figure 4.28 — Return of Mars sample to LPBC holding orbit and then to the Moon 

via ballistic lunar capture into 100 km polar circular orbit. Transfer duration = 106 

days. The LOI required to enter 100 km lunar polar circular orbit requires ~648 m/s 

of ΔV. View is in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

The existence of leading-edge and trailing-edge LPBC transfer solutions for all lunar 

phases was confirmed in section 3.1 in support of the primary hypothesis listed in section 

1.7 (Result #1). The numerical procedure used to support the primary hypothesis was 

introduced in section 2.5.4 (Result #2) and demonstrated in 3.1.1. LPBC transfer solutions 

were classified and sorted into families which share similar topological features, as viewed 

in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame in sections 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.3.1 (Result #3). For a 

lunar phase that yielded a transition between distinct families, at least one LPBC solution 

was created from each neighboring family in sections 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.3.2 (Result #4). 

Although there was a significant range in required ΔV in the global solution set, 

LPBC transfer solution T_10 yielded the minimum ΔV requirement. For a comparison 

with trajectories presented in Figure 1.2, solution T_10 is modified such that the LEO 

altitude at TLI = 167 km (vs. 185 km) which yielded 3,150.51 m/s of ΔV required from 

LEO to lunar distance. Then, the ΔV at apogee was calculated as 6.237 m/s while 647.43 

m/s of ΔV was calculated to achieve a 100 km LLO. The total ΔV required for LPBC 

transfer solution T_10, after this modification, was calculated as 3,804.177 m/s with a 

transfer duration of ~90 days; this solution is included in Figure 5.1 and denoted with the ⸙ 

symbol. While the goal of this dissertation was not to minimize ΔV, LPBC transfer 

solution T_10 requires a ΔV value near the theoretical minimum approximated by 

Sweetser [47]. 
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Figure 5.1 — Transfer trajectory ΔV and transfer duration from LEO to a 100 km 

circular orbit around the Moon, with LPBC transfer solution T_10 represented by ⸙ 

symbol. Vertical line represents maximum transfer duration considered by [46] while 

horizontal line represents theoretical minimum ΔV from [47]. Methods #1-7 

correspond to Table 1.1 entries. Modified from [46]. 

The numerical procedure was modified to generate LETs to reduce ΔV requirements 

to/from GTO, GEO, NRHO, Phobos, and Deimos (Result #5 in section 4.1 and Result #6 

summarized in section 4.1.8). The procedure was also modified to yield a Lagrange point 

orbit and intersections with interplanetary bodies that included the NEA 2009 HC, Mars, 

Phobos, and Deimos (Result #7 in sections 4.1.5, 4.1.6, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3). LPBC transfer 

trajectories were also applied to a CubeSat with a propulsion system yielding a low thrust-

to-mass ratio (~0.07 
𝑚𝑁

𝑘𝑔
), contingency scenarios, and crewed mission possibilities in 
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section 4.2 (Result #8). Finally, limitations resulting from utilization of LPBC transfers and 

the associated numerical procedure were presented in section 3.2 (Result #9). 

5.2 Recommendations 

Several recommendations are made regarding decreasing the ΔV requirements 

presented in Chapter 3, Appendix A, and Appendix B. First, the constraints imposed on 

these LPBC transfer solutions were relatively strict to simplify a problem that is inherently 

sensitive and complex. Now that the presented global solution set satisfying the primary 

hypothesis was shown to exist, the constraints can be relaxed to improve the solutions.  

In particular, the constraints on the lunar B-plane angle and altitude can be removed, 

thus making ϕB and HperiluneDEP
, respectively, free variables. Also, permitting multiple 

revolutions around the Earth will generally reduce the ΔV required for LPBC transfer 

solutions at the expense of additional transfer duration. Per the maneuver strategy, 

simplification of the procedure was realized given the minimal number of deep-

space/targeting maneuvers. By allowing multiple deep-space maneuvers in an LPBC 

transfer trajectory and the freedom for these maneuvers to be executed anywhere along the 

trajectory, the total ΔV requirement may be reduced. While automation of the entire 

numerical procedure would be considered valuable, strategic selection of constraints can 

help convergence by limiting the plethora of possible control variables and results. 

Trajectories that utilize spacecraft with low thrust-to-mass ratios to incrementally 

raise perigee through the Van Allen radiation belts to lunar distance, similar to that flown 

by Small Missions for Advanced Research in Technology-1 (SMART-1) [193], were not 

analyzed in this dissertation. However, advances in radiation protection technology and/or 
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missions that require analysis of the Van Allen radiation belts could benefit from further 

studies on low-thrust spiral thrusting to the Moon. 

Future work can also be performed with regard to LETs that are periodic in the Earth-

Moon system. An example of such a transfer is presented in Figure 5.2 and is considered to 

be purely ballistic since no ΔV is required to reach a temporary lunar orbit after TLI. It is 

interesting that this transfer does not escape the Moon’s SOI directly through Earth-Moon 

L2 as observed for a BLT with apogee beyond lunar distance [82], [83]. Instead, the 

trajectory escapes through Earth-Moon L1 which then yields a periodic orbit viewed in the 

Earth-Moon rotating frame (Figure 5.2, left) before transiting back toward the Moon and 

through/near Earth-Moon L2 (Figure 5.2, right). 

 

   

Figure 5.2 — Earth-Moon Periodic LET. View is in the Earth inertial (left) and 

Earth-Moon rotating (right) reference frames. 

Finally, a Moon-Moon cycler orbit is theorized to exist given previous work by the 

author [125] which indicated that each ballistic capture trajectory can be mapped to nearby 

Moon-Moon transfers of simpler dynamical models in a continuous fashion. The method 
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used in [125] applied a continuation parameter, ϰ, to Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 with the 

latter expressed as: 

                           �̈� = −
𝜇𝐸

𝑟3
𝒓 − 𝜘𝑚

𝜇𝑚

𝑟𝑚
3 𝒓𝑚 − 𝜘𝑆

𝜇𝑠

𝑟𝑠
2 �̂�𝑆                               5.1 

where �̂�𝐒 represents the rotating position unit vector from the spacecraft to the Sun with a 

period of one year in an inertial frame The continuation method from [125] is depicted in 

Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 — Conceptual Layout of Continuation Mapping Procedure and 

Association to R2BP Fixed Points. From [125]. 

When mapped to the Sun-Earth rotating frame, as shown in Figure 5.4, these 

trajectories exhibit many of the qualitative characteristics observed in Chapter 3 (i.e., 

solutions have differing quadrants for apogee, some approaching the SE-L1 and SE-L2 

distance ~1.5 million km from Earth). This may indicate that the gross class of behaviors 
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observed in the rotated frame are inherited from the simple nearby 2BP candidate 

solutions. Among the solution candidates, a subset contains 𝐶3 < 0 with respect to the 

Moon and therefore represent possible lunar ballistic capture trajectories. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 — Families of Moon-Moon transfer trajectories solved in the 2BP. From 

[125]. 

Initial numerical results of this continuation procedure identified multiple lunar return 

trajectories, some of which are clustered around existing cyclical trajectories that represent 
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fixed points in the Poincaré section, as shown in Figure 5.5. If 𝕊 represents the set of all 

ballistic Moon-Moon transfers, it was observed that acquiring a minimal cover of 𝕊 was 

not feasible without including non-zero ϕB components to help distinguish solutions. 

 

Figure 5.5 — Mapping of Positive B-Plane Lunar SOI Return Trajectories in 4BP 

with 2BP Initial Solutions Overlaid. From [125]. 

The development of an optimal procedure for conducting the trajectory differential 

corrections while reducing return 𝐶3 is an open problem. If such a Moon-Moon cycler orbit 

exists, it may be utilized to deploy an asset to intercept an asteroid, comet, spacecraft, or 

other object of interest without the need for a dedicated launch from the Earth’s surface. 
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Appendix A  
Catalogue of Leading-Edge LPBC Transfer Solutions 

Table A.1 — Data from TLI Transfer Trajectory (Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby 

Solutions).  

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

# 

Family Type Epoch of TLI (UTC) C3
Earth

 

(km2/s2) 

RA 

(deg) 

DLA 

(deg) 

Λ 

(deg) 

L_1 1 Ellipse QII 27 Nov 2024 17:55:36 -1.8837 260.57 -28.09 84.99 

L_2 2 Ellipse QII 28 Nov 2024 16:56:12 -1.9133 274.70 -28.38 92.74 

L_3 3 Ellipse QII 29 Nov 2024 19:59:41 -1.9133 289.47 -27.17 98.94 

L_4 4 Ellipse QII 30 Nov 2024 22:08:35 -1.9119 303.81 -24.43 105.16 

L_5 5 Ellipse QII 1 Dec 2024 23:49:18 -1.9133 317.57 -20.34 110.41 

L_6 6 Ellipse QII 2 Dec 2024 23:34:19 -1.9295 330.47 -15.26 114.37 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 2 Dec 2024 23:34:19 -1.9260 330.48 -15.25 114.37 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 3 Dec 2024 04:15:14 -1.9752 340.95 -10.37 116.69 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 4 Dec 2024 14:03:08 -1.9842 354.20 -3.48 118.31 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 6 Dec 2024 06:48:17 -1.9263 8.32 4.15 118.24 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 7 Dec 2024 10:29:24 -1.9116 21.55 10.96 116.48 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 8 Dec 2024 09:49:47 -1.9448 35.03 17.03 113.20 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 9 Dec 2024 09:33:35 -1.9588 49.35 22.17 108.42 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 10 Dec 2024 08:23:25 -1.9675 64.66 25.99 102.14 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 9 Dec 2024 19:53:18 -2.0395 75.75 27.66 97.17 

L_16 14 Ellipse QIV 10 Dec 2024 06:29:59 -2.0371 77.06 27.79 96.57 

L_17 15 Ellipse QIV 12 Dec 2024 01:38:17 -1.9669 96.20 28.28 86.30 

L_18 16 Ellipse QIV 12 Dec 2024 14:50:06 -1.9784 110.61 26.96 80.40 

L_19 17 Ellipse QIV 12 Dec 2024 23:45:34 -1.9548 123.73 24.38 74.77 

L_20 18 Ellipse QIV 14 Dec 2024 03:23:00 -1.9091 138.04 20.08 69.34 

L_21 19 Ellipse QIV 14 Dec 2024 19:30:30 -1.8802 149.84 15.43 65.74 

L_22 20 Ellipse QIV 15 Dec 2024 11:10:31 -1.8466 160.86 10.29 63.28 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 15 Dec 2024 11:07:57 -1.8436 160.85 10.30 63.28 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 16 Dec 2024 11:00:45 -1.8198 171.90 4.59 61.84 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 17 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.8148 183.43 -1.64 61.54 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 18 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.8164 193.91 -7.23 62.36 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 19 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.8270 204.60 -12.55 64.20 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 20 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.8481 215.67 -17.40 67.07 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 21 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.8738 227.42 -21.66 71.01 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 22 Dec 2024 21:19:38 -1.9027 239.99 -25.07 76.00 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 24 Dec 2024 00:57:58 -1.9273 253.85 -27.47 82.08 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 24 Dec 2024 07:52:15 -1.9422 266.13 -28.39 87.36 

L_33 29 Ellipse QII 25 Dec 2024 00:57:58 -1.9421 267.99 -28.44 88.08 

L_34 30 Ellipse QII 26 Dec 2024 00:57:58 -1.9633 282.53 -27.95 84.22 
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Table A.2 — Data from Initial Lunar Encounter (Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby 

Solutions). For all solutions, ϕB = 180°.  

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase # 

Family 

Type 

Epoch of Initial 

Lunar Encounter 

 (UTC) 

Hperilune
DEP

 

(km) 

B C3
Moon

 

(km2/s2) 

L_1 1 Ellipse QII 1 Dec 2024 20:00:00 790.0 6,415.5 0.71274 

L_2 2 Ellipse QII 2 Dec 2024 20:00:00 500.0 5,993.0 0.70968 

L_3 3 Ellipse QII 3 Dec 2024 20:00:00 500.0 5,909.0 0.73352 

L_4 4 Ellipse QII 4 Dec 2024 20:00:00 551.7 5,927.4 0.75086 

L_5 5 Ellipse QII 5 Dec 2024 20:00:00 449.8 5,737.8 0.76216 

L_6 6 Ellipse QII 6 Dec 2024 20:00:00 300.7 5,527.0 0.75715 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 6 Dec 2024 20:00:00 577.7 5,939.5 0.75867 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 7 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,125.4 8,321.0 0.69733 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 8 Dec 2024 20:00:00 1,309.8 7,143.0 0.71570 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 9 Dec 2024 20:00:00 125.7 5,087.7 0.81514 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 10 Dec 2024 20:00:00 50.0 4,867.2 0.85510 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 11 Dec 2024 20:00:00 78.0 4,952.8 0.83829 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 12 Dec 2024 20:00:00 104.9 5,007.4 0.83307 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 13 Dec 2024 20:00:00 493.4 5,635.5 0.81677 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 14 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,511.5 8,635.6 0.73714 

L_16 14 Ellipse QIV 14 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,043.3 10,566.9 0.72447 

L_17 15 Ellipse QIV 15 Dec 2024 20:00:00 1,865.3 7,738.3 0.75323 

L_18 16 Ellipse QIV 16 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,639.3 8,962.9 0.70152 

L_19 17 Ellipse QIV 17 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,595.0 10,255.1 0.68143 

L_20 18 Ellipse QIV 18 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,616.3 10,424.2 0.65621 

L_21 19 Ellipse QIV 19 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,937.1 9,679.3 0.63806 

L_22 20 Ellipse QIV 20 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,888.8 9,686.2 0.62637 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 20 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,436.4 10,380.8 0.62638 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 21 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,579.5 10,691.2 0.60600 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 22 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,437.7 9,328.4 0.58832 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 23 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,103.4 8,905.4 0.58341 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 24 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,064.9 8,844.9 0.58462 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 25 Dec 2024 20:00:00 1,798.2 8,438.2 0.59058 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 26 Dec 2024 20:00:00 1,808.0 8,389.7 0.60129 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 27 Dec 2024 20:00:00 1,801.3 8,301.4 0.61533 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 28 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,102.1 8,588.7 0.63784 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 29 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,229.4 8,689.9 0.65068 

L_33 29 Ellipse QII 29 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,603.4 10,401.1 0.65745 

L_34 30 Ellipse QII 30 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,399.7 10,019.7 0.68068 
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Table A.3 — Data from Perigee (Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions).  

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase # 

Family 

Type 

Epoch of  

Perigee 

 (UTC) 

Hperigee 

 (km) 

C3
Earth

 

(km2/s2) 

ΔVPerigee 

(m/s) 

L_1 1 Ellipse QII 5 Dec 2024 04:14:04 96,124.6 -0.8053 35.240 

L_2 2 Ellipse QII 6 Dec 2024 03:13:07 124,401.7 -0.6327 0.000 

L_3 3 Ellipse QII 7 Dec 2024 01:54:27 111,466.8 -0.6894 0.000 

L_4 4 Ellipse QII 8 Dec 2024 00:36:35 100,472.4 -0.7472 3.100 

L_5 5 Ellipse QII 8 Dec 2024 23:31:33 103,594.3 -0.7194 1.505 

L_6 6 Ellipse QII 9 Dec 2024 22:28:54 122,111.0 -0.6064 19.993 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 9 Dec 2024 22:52:59 102,301.6 -0.7401 4.739 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 10 Dec 2024 23:56:22 109,228.5 -0.7640 9.395 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 11 Dec 2024 22:40:46 116,964.9 -0.7100 1.326 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 12 Dec 2024 19:44:52 110,748.8 -0.6678 2.492 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 13 Dec 2024 18:58:32 98,886.3 -0.7401 20.970 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 14 Dec 2024 19:45:41 109,837.3 -0.7094 24.115 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 15 Dec 2024 20:15:33 113,709.7 -0.7211 38.925 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 16 Dec 2024 22:00:32 96,417.6 -0.8950 94.268 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 17 Dec 2024 12:31:28 140,159.3 -0.6861 60.319 

L_16 14 Ellipse QIV 18 Dec 2024 02:11:23 69,608.1 -1.1978 88.175 

L_17 15 Ellipse QIV 19 Dec 2024 02:02:56 67,182.7 -1.2052 81.467 

L_18 16 Ellipse QIV 20 Dec 2024 05:48:17 83,224.9 -1.1255 71.870 

L_19 17 Ellipse QIV 21 Dec 2024 08:15:37 96,836.5 -1.0345 53.970 

L_20 18 Ellipse QIV 22 Dec 2024 10:06:39 85,513.1 -1.1106 73.694 

L_21 19 Ellipse QIV 23 Dec 2024 11:38:56 125,903.3 -0.8648 40.034 

L_22 20 Ellipse QIV 24 Dec 2024 11:57:06 146,523.3 -0.7378 6.377 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 24 Dec 2024 12:45:18 126,313.8 -0.8428 31.353 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 25 Dec 2024 13:44:54 118,956.9 -0.8726 35.378 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 26 Dec 2024 13:58:41 126,954.1 -0.8249 28.480 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 27 Dec 2024 13:13:44 135,556.3 -0.7588 17.670 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 28 Dec 2024 12:22:47 131,750.4 -0.7529 21.100 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 29 Dec 2024 10:38:30 139,262.0 -0.6876 11.696 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 30 Dec 2024 09:10:11 135,025.2 -0.6841 19.486 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 31 Dec 2024 07:30:28 133,028.4 -0.6716 26.574 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 1 Jan 2025 06:14:34 106,382.1 -0.8047 72.500 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 2 Jan 2025 03:01:54 148,698.4 -0.5346 14.272 

L_33 29 Ellipse QII 2 Jan 2025 04:15:14 61,623.9 -1.1046 74.490 

L_34 30 Ellipse QII 3 Jan 2025 02:51:07 66,021.6 -1.0634 65.619 
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Table A.4 — Data from Epoch of Apogee/Deep-Space Maneuver (Leading-Edge 

Solutions).  

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase # 

Family 

Type 

Epoch of Maneuver 

near Apogee 

 (UTC) 

Hapogee 

 (km) 

C3
Earth

 

(km2/s2) 

ΔV 

(m/s) 

L_1 1 Ellipse QII 31 Dec 2024 23:06:44 1,139,969.8 -0.6148 57.265 

L_2 2 Ellipse QII 31 Dec 2024 17:53:35 1,076,186.9 -0.6372 79.289 

L_3 3 Ellipse QII 2 Jan 2025 08:10:28 1,054,208.1 -0.6230 14.735 

L_4 4 Ellipse QII 3 Jan 2025 11:33:02 1,020,947.5 -0.6421 74.200 

L_5 5 Ellipse QII 14 Jan 2025 23:13:16 1,157,933.0 -0.5569 99.177 

L_6 6 Ellipse QII 27 Jan 2025 16:04:46 1,251,174.0 -0.4676 157.10 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 28 May 2025 22:38:50 1,570,937.7 -0.4494 117.73 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 3 Feb 2025 23:59:17 1,386,088.5 -0.4946 180.58 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 20 Feb 2025 06:03:47 1,459,214.3 -0.4843 137.78 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 28 Feb 2025 00:16:20 1,582,495.7 -0.4648 110.68 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 26 Feb 2025 04:21:12 1,615,744.0 -0.4863 31.021 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 28 Feb 2025 22:08:56 1,647,145.1 -0.4813 148.07 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 2 Mar 2025 23:29:32 1,666,225.9 -0.4719 230.76 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 6 Feb 2025 08:05:45 1,756,184.1 -0.4391 78.060 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 27 Mar 2025 12:01:44 1,790,014.0 -0.4438 39.779 

L_16 14 Ellipse QIV 12 Jan 2025 12:56:08 1,116,657.8 -0.6357 105.69 

L_17 15 Ellipse QIV 14 Jan 2025 10:28:09 1,104,460.0 -0.6218 78.601 

L_18 16 Ellipse QIV 15 Jan 2025 21:53:21 1,072,337.5 -0.6223 20.084 

L_19 17 Ellipse QIV 16 Jan 2025 17:33:07 1,029,678.6 -0.6367 48.652 

L_20 18 Ellipse QIV 12 Feb 2025 23:12:52 1,335,928.2 -0.4364 174.67 

L_21 19 Ellipse QIV 15 Feb 2025 18:59:47 1,275,780.6 -0.4231 166.38 

L_22 20 Ellipse QIV 31 Jan 2025 10:14:30 1,114,786.3 -0.5557 87.654 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 16 May 2025 10:56:29 1,537,212.3 -0.4481 106.39 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 17 Mar 2025 06:41:06 1,486,769.5 -0.4343 132.39 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 21 Mar 2025 10:54:43 1,546,962.9 -0.4404 158.83 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 20 Mar 2025 01:53:55 1,579,503.6 -0.4499 136.96 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 20 Mar 2025 01:31:26 1,632,352.2 -0.4588 99.741 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 15 Mar 2025 01:59:19 1,614,770.0 -0.4785 108.99 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 19 Mar 2025 00:30:56 1,668,463.0 -0.4734 115.59 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 18 Mar 2025 09:33:14 1,675,029.6 -0.4734 190.52 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 11 Apr 2025 13:36:42 1,821,568.5 -0.4357 25.391 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 4 Apr 2025 14:07:06 1,710,814.7 -0.4634 100.54 

L_33 29 Ellipse QII 28 Jan 2025 17:43:28 1,175,717.6 -0.6193 129.81 

L_34 30 Ellipse QII 29 Jan 2025 19:39:46 1,149,107.7 -0.6130 48.398 
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Table A.5 — Data from Lunar Arrival (Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions). All 

solutions contain Hperilune = 100 km and iMoon = 90°.  

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

Number 

Family Type Epoch of  

Lunar Arrival 

 (UTC) 

𝝀𝑴𝑶𝑶𝑵

at LOI 

𝝎𝑴𝑶𝑶𝑵

at LOI 

C3
Moon

 

(km2/s2) 

L_1 1 Ellipse QII 18 Feb 2025 17:35:01 -4.07 353.22 -0.023723 

L_2 2 Ellipse QII 8 Feb 2025 11:49:07 -20.73 338.24 -0.157388 

L_3 3 Ellipse QII 18 Feb 2025 08:12:17 -14.90 342.42 -0.051651 

L_4 4 Ellipse QII 20 Feb 2025 16:27:58 -27.68 330.36 -0.061115 

L_5 5 Ellipse QII 12 Mar 2025 08:21:34 -7.54 355.04 -0.058001 

L_6 6 Ellipse QII 9 Mar 2025 00:37:05 -13.45 349.26 -0.040001 

L_7 6 Halo SE-L1 5 Oct 2025 02:22:03 -23.44 334.20 -0.044150 

L_8 7 Halo SE-L1 7 May 2025 14:00:09 10.54 167.25 -0.042000 

L_9 8 Halo SE-L1 19 Jun 2025 10:49:34 58.68 61.32 -0.079999 

L_10 9 Halo SE-L1 8 May 2025 03:43:24 19.20 21.12 -0.017493 

L_11 10 Halo SE-L1 4 May 2025 15:08:42 12.43 15.25 -0.010509 

L_12 11 Halo SE-L1 19 May 2025 09:14:42 -73.17 255.79 -0.009529 

L_13 12 Halo SE-L1 5 May 2025 15:16:04 40.63 136.82 -0.005881 

L_14 13 Halo SE-L1 11 Jun 2025 00:44:31 -16.93 341.60 -0.113905 

L_15 14 Halo SE-L1 10 Jun 2025 07:53:42 -26.68 209.05 -0.150474 

L_16 14 Ellipse QIV 1 Mar 2025 02:42:59 -42.11 320.18 -0.035001 

L_17 15 Ellipse QIV 2 Mar 2025 02:31:22 33.48 36.22 -0.045279 

L_18 16 Ellipse QIV 5 Mar 2025 08:41:33 14.72 163.06 -0.055207 

L_19 17 Ellipse QIV 4 Mar 2025 18:17:43 56.81 120.94 -0.029595 

L_20 18 Ellipse QIV 23 Apr 2025 15:30:26 -1.46 184.25 -0.023990 

L_21 19 Ellipse QIV 27 Apr 2025 21:45:28 -13.87 345.02 -0.023999 

L_22 20 Ellipse QIV 28 Mar 2025 07:14:43 11.37 171.34 -0.023998 

L_23 20 Halo SE-L2 17 Sep 2025 20:56:10 16.67 19.29 -0.024002 

L_24 21 Halo SE-L2 21 Jun 2025 04:12:27 -51.40 309.85 -0.009999 

L_25 22 Halo SE-L2 22 May 2025 23:55:17 -19.50 199.58 -0.024003 

L_26 23 Halo SE-L2 23 May 2025 17:30:59 -17.08 199.06 -0.024000 

L_27 24 Halo SE-L2 21 May 2025 03:59:43 -13.91 196.54 -0.024002 

L_28 25 Halo SE-L2 22 May 2025 02:08:27 -37.90 319.83 -0.023999 

L_29 26 Halo SE-L2 9 Jun 2025 13:30:16 -18.73 342.83 -0.047843 

L_30 27 Halo SE-L2 21 May 2025 03:33:09 -11.73 194.39 -0.024007 

L_31 28 Halo SE-L2 24 Jun 2025 00:50:50 72.80 104.40 -0.104012 

L_32 29 Halo SE-L2 24 Jun 2025 01:55:05 52.59 55.13 -0.077108 

L_33 29 Ellipse QII 18 Mar 2025 18:56:51 -11.89 348.57 -0.118364 

L_34 30 Ellipse QII 18 Mar 2025 10:57:17 -9.78 347.67 -0.047864 
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Figure A.1 — Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Ellipse 

Quadrant II. Lunar Phase Numbers: 1-6, 29, & 30. View in Sun-Earth rotating 

reference frame.  

 
 
 

 

Figure A.2 — Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Halo SE-L1. 

Lunar Phase Numbers: 6-14. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame.  
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Figure A.3 — Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Ellipse 

Quadrant IV. Lunar Phase Numbers: 14-20. View in the Sun-Earth rotating 

reference frame.  

 

Figure A.4 — Leading-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Halo SE-L2. 

Lunar Phase Numbers: 20-29. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame.  
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Appendix B  
Catalogue of Trailing-Edge LPBC Transfer Solutions 

Table B.1 — Data from TLI Transfer Trajectory (Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby 

Solutions).  

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase 

# 

Family Type Epoch of TLI (UTC) C3
Earth 

(km2/s2) 

RA 

(deg) 

DLA 

(deg) 

Λ 

(deg) 

T_1 1 Halo SE-L1 27 Nov 2024 19:47:04 -1.982 258.74 -27.45 97.99 

T_2 2 Halo SE-L1 29 Nov 2024 11:40:03 -1.826 274.85 -28.21 94.26 

T_3 3 Halo SE-L1 29 Nov 2024 22:35:45 -2.001 288.01 -27.37 98.28 

T_4 4 Halo SE-L1 30 Nov 2024 22:21:20 -2.013 302.32 -24.79 104.54 

T_5 4 Ellipse QIV 1 Dec 2024 00:00:29 -2.013 302.19 -24.81 104.49 

T_6 5 Ellipse QIV 2 Dec 2024 11:52:51 -1.891 317.16 -20.47 110.27 

T_7 6 Ellipse QIV 3 Dec 2024 13:15:16 -1.899 330.11 -15.41 114.27 

T_8 7 Ellipse QIV 4 Dec 2024 06:42:25 -2.007 341.95 -9.87 116.87 

T_9 8 Ellipse QIV 5 Dec 2024 16:22:40 -1.899 355.14 -2.98 118.35 

T_10 9 Ellipse QIV 6 Dec 2024 21:42:02 -1.808 8.14 4.04 118.24 

T_11 10 Ellipse QIV 7 Dec 2024 18:59:06 -1.912 20.45 10.41 116.68 

T_12 11 Ellipse QIV 8 Dec 2024 19:00:40 -1.940 33.89 16.56 113.53 

T_13 11 Halo SE-L2 8 Dec 2024 18:52:11 -1.940 33.92 16.57 113.52 

T_14 12 Halo SE-L2 9 Dec 2024 18:49:41 -1.959 48.32 21.85 108.77 

T_15 13 Halo SE-L2 10 Dec 2024 22:06:45 -1.880 64.26 25.91 102.31 

T_16 14 Halo SE-L2 11 Dec 2024 23:12:31 -1.826 80.67 28.11 94.92 

T_17 15 Halo SE-L2 12 Dec 2024 17:14:37 -1.930 96.14 28.16 85.45 

T_18 16 Halo SE-L2 13 Dec 2024 14:16:13 -1.930 111.68 26.78 79.86 

T_19 17 Halo SE-L2 14 Dec 2024 08:17:35 -1.954 125.96 23.79 73.83 

T_20 18 Halo SE-L2 15 Dec 2024 04:29:38 -1.930 139.34 19.60 68.89 

T_21 18 Ellipse QII 15 Dec 2024 01:15:41 -1.970 138.83 19.79 69.06 

T_22 19 Ellipse QII 16 Dec 2024 05:01:57 -1.880 151.64 14.63 65.26 

T_23 20 Ellipse QII 17 Dec 2024 03:39:29 -1.850 163.05 9.18 62.90 

T_24 21 Ellipse QII 17 Dec 2024 23:15:49 -1.864 173.48 3.74 61.73 

T_25 22 Ellipse QII 18 Dec 2024 21:53:45 -1.862 183.78 -1.84 61.55 

T_26 23 Ellipse QII 20 Dec 2024 02:56:36 -1.805 194.48 -7.52 62.43 

T_27 24 Ellipse QII 21 Dec 2024 02:01:41 -1.826 205.11 -12.78 64.31 

T_28 25 Ellipse QII 22 Dec 2024 02:06:14 -1.848 216.19 -17.61 67.22 

T_29 26 Ellipse QII 23 Dec 2024 02:08:06 -1.874 228.12 -21.87 71.26 

T_30 26 Halo SE-L1 23 Dec 2024 02:05:23 -1.874 228.13 -21.87 71.26 

T_31 27 Halo SE-L1 24 Dec 2024 02:41:30 -1.903 240.88 -25.27 76.35 

T_32 28 Halo SE-L1 25 Dec 2024 03:49:15 -1.927 254.60 -27.55 82.41 

T_33 29 Halo SE-L1 26 Dec 2024 05:34:03 -1.942 269.13 -28.48 88.78 

T_34 30 Halo SE-L1 27 Dec 2024 06:16:27 -1.963 283.92 -27.73 96.86 
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Table B.2 — Data from Initial Lunar Encounter (Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby 

Solutions). For all solutions, ϕB = 0°. 

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase # 

Family Type Epoch of 

Initial Lunar Flyby 

(UTC) 

Hperilune
DEP 

(km) 

B C3
Moon

 

(km2/s2) 

T_1 1 Halo SE-L1 1 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,136.2 10,848.8 0.69227 

T_2 2 Halo SE-L1 2 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,076.3 12,107.7 0.89568 

T_3 3 Halo SE-L1 3 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,099.7 9,493.2 0.71083 

T_4 4 Halo SE-L1 4 Dec 2024 20:00:00 2,364.8 8,568.5 0.71079 

T_5 4 Ellipse QIV 4 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,919.5 10,444.8 0.71952 

T_6 5 Ellipse QIV 5 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,500.2 10,448.1 0.87059 

T_7 6 Ellipse QIV 6 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,799.8 11,857.5 0.88205 

T_8 7 Ellipse QIV 7 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,894.2 11,321.8 0.77224 

T_9 8 Ellipse QIV 8 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,749.2 12,742.6 0.92103 

T_10 9 Ellipse QIV 9 Dec 2024 20:00:00 8,000.2 13,640.1 1.04663 

T_11 10 Ellipse QIV 10 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,400.1 13,314.4 0.95543 

T_12 11 Ellipse QIV 11 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,400.7 13,361.2 0.94304 

T_13 11 Halo SE-L2 11 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,042.4 12,984.0 0.94088 

T_14 12 Halo SE-L2 12 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,069.5 13,059.6 0.92863 

T_15 13 Halo SE-L2 13 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,909.1 13,687.4 1.00317 

T_16 14 Halo SE-L2 14 Dec 2024 20:00:00 8,298.9 14,012.0 1.02934 

T_17 15 Halo SE-L2 15 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,525.6 12,678.3 0.87629 

T_18 16 Halo SE-L2 16 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,736.9 12,054.7 0.81933 

T_19 17 Halo SE-L2 17 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,389.5 10,918.6 0.73554 

T_20 18 Halo SE-L2 18 Dec 2024 20:00:00 3,505.1 10,077.0 0.69409 

T_21 18 Ellipse QII 18 Dec 2024 20:00:00 4,499.4 11,422.6 0.66779 

T_22 19 Ellipse QII 19 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,049.5 11,923.8 0.69239 

T_23 20 Ellipse QII 20 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,203.6 12,186.7 0.67830 

T_24 21 Ellipse QII 21 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,599.9 12,900.6 0.63901 

T_25 22 Ellipse QII 22 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,400.1 13,885.9 0.63028 

T_26 23 Ellipse QII 23 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,610.2 14,813.7 0.69403 

T_27 24 Ellipse QII 24 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,600.2 14,815.5 0.69202 

T_28 25 Ellipse QII 25 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,900.0 15,070.7 0.70394 

T_29 26 Ellipse QII 26 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,099.7 14,106.8 0.71669 

T_30 26 Halo SE-L1 26 Dec 2024 20:00:00 7,014.2 14,014.1 0.71629 

T_31 27 Halo SE-L1 27 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,740.0 13,608.9 0.73344 

T_32 28 Halo SE-L1 28 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,369.3 13,075.1 0.75533 

T_33 29 Halo SE-L1 29 Dec 2024 20:00:00 6,016.0 12,538.1 0.78308 

T_34 30 Halo SE-L1 30 Dec 2024 20:00:00 5,403.1 11,801.6 0.79302 
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Table B.3 — Data from Epoch of Apogee/Targeting/Deep-Space Maneuver (Trailing-

Edge Solutions).  

Unique 
Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase # 

Family Type Epoch of Maneuver 

near Apogee 

 (UTC) 

Hapogee 

 (km) 

C3
Earth

 

(km2/s2) 

ΔVApogee 

(m/s) 

T_1 1 Halo SE-L1 26 Feb 2025 01:36:50 1,692,540.5 -0.4689 23.800 

T_2 2 Halo SE-L1 27 Feb 2025 13:37:29 1,710,666.4 -0.4628 7.929 

T_3 3 Halo SE-L1 25 Jan 2025 15:18:08 1,866,449.1 -0.4205 34.560 

T_4 4 Halo SE-L1 29 Jan 2025 10:14:14 2,172,016.7 -0.3654 48.341 

T_5 4 Ellipse QIV 4 Jan 2025 10:51:57 1,319,184.6 -0.5369 170.96 

T_6 5 Ellipse QIV 14 Jan 2025 09:41:15 1,668,802.1 -0.4312 176.70 

T_7 6 Ellipse QIV 4 Jan 2025 04:47:02 1,212,189.6 -0.5417 129.64 

T_8 7 Ellipse QIV 7 Jan 2025 12:16:29 1,168,269.1 -0.5014 159.39 

T_9 8 Ellipse QIV 5 Jan 2025 10:46:14 1,099,237.1 -0.5643 115.01 

T_10 9 Ellipse QIV 7 Jan 2025 15:28:32 1,119,315.8 -0.5608 6.236 

T_11 10 Ellipse QIV 11 Jan 2025 06:36:56 1,127,654.3 -0.5606 82.592 

T_12 11 Ellipse QIV 19 Jan 2025 22:47:18 1,155,100.1 -0.5767 162.07 

T_13 11 Halo SE-L2 18 Aug 2025 14:16:07 1,420,241.4 -0.4473 186.49 

T_14 12 Halo SE-L2 12 Feb 2025 15:14:10 1,360,235.9 -0.5106 179.83 

T_15 13 Halo SE-L2 12 Feb 2025 23:39:03 1,507,255.7 -0.4882 17.192 

T_16 14 Halo SE-L2 15 Feb 2025 13:10:01 1,586,870.2 -0.4866 60.213 

T_17 15 Halo SE-L2 2 Mar 2025 14:57:35 1,644,020.3 -0.4825 264.55 

T_18 16 Halo SE-L2 14 Mar 2025 00:59:25 1,730,230.0 -0.4584 63.625 

T_19 17 Halo SE-L2 11 Feb 2025 00:03:20 1,778,315.1 -0.4323 146.92 

T_20 18 Halo SE-L2 10 Feb 2025 02:20:37 1,994,404.4 -0.3958 162.65 

T_21 18 Ellipse QII 9 Jan 2025 05:20:57 1,292,075.5 -0.5649 187.47 

T_22 19 Ellipse QII 23 Jan 2025 17:43:47 1,407,180.5 -0.5033 137.38 

T_23 20 Ellipse QII 24 Jan 2025 02:17:53 1,417,416.1 -0.4532 55.425 

T_24 21 Ellipse QII 20 Jan 2025 18:55:21 1,210,473.4 -0.5007 144.09 

T_25 22 Ellipse QII 17 Jan 2025 17:09:25 1,047,501.2 -0.5869 141.05 

T_26 23 Ellipse QII 20 Jan 2025 19:01:46 1,079,459.9 -0.5599 28.245 

T_27 24 Ellipse QII 24 Jan 2025 10:39:18 1,092,354.8 -0.5489 27.163 

T_28 25 Ellipse QII 22 Jan 2025 01:29:59 1,028,552.2 -0.6194 189.47 

T_29 26 Ellipse QII 18 Feb 2025 16:20:42 1,314,854.5 -0.5066 254.88 

T_30 26 Halo SE-L1 13 May 2025 04:04:48 1,389,448.9 -0.4877 236.31 

T_31 27 Halo SE-L1 28 Feb 2025 01:18:49 1,450,927.2 -0.4864 144.80 

T_32 28 Halo SE-L1 3 Mar 2025 22:58:48 1,538,223.6 -0.4897 22.985 

T_33 29 Halo SE-L1 5 Mar 2025 06:02:31 1,585,559.2 -0.4944 45.143 

T_34 30 Halo SE-L1 21 Mar 2025 17:26:36 1,641,985.6 -0.4825 59.581 
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Table B.4 — Data from Lunar Arrival (Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solutions). All 

solutions contain Hperilune = 100 km and iMoon = 90°. 

Unique 

Solution  

ID 

Lunar 

Phase  

# 

Family Type Epoch of  

Lunar Arrival 

 (UTC) 

𝝀𝑴𝑶𝑶𝑵

at LOI 

𝝎𝑴𝑶𝑶𝑵

at LOI 

C3
Moon

 

(km2/s2) 

T_1 1 Halo SE-L1 15 May 2025 00:19:58 -67.65 290.97 -0.078066 

T_2 2 Halo SE-L1 14 May 2025 19:30:05 -67.84 290.81 -0.045001 

T_3 3 Halo SE-L1 10 Jun 2025 08:28:10 -71.05 287.34 -0.031577 

T_4 4 Halo SE-L1 14 Jul 2025 00:00:41 -7.25 354.49 -0.019999 

T_5 4 Ellipse QIV 23 Feb 2025 18:07:29 75.95 106.70 -0.113269 

T_6 5 Ellipse QIV 24 Mar 2025 02:56:57 45.77 136.01 -0.160363 

T_7 6 Ellipse QIV 26 Feb 2025 18:52:51 17.02 18.01 -0.145473 

T_8 7 Ellipse QIV 7 Mar 2025 01:57:50 7.57 172.00 -0.101778 

T_9 8 Ellipse QIV 7 Mar 2025 05:05:39 -1.30 358.96 -0.085247 

T_10 9 Ellipse QIV 4 Mar 2025 20:14:29 -4.40 355.64 -0.133958 

T_11 10 Ellipse QIV 7 Mar 2025 14:52:21 32.36 146.70 -0.077661 

T_12 11 Ellipse QIV 22 Feb 2025 18:52:07 55.09 127.54 -0.014999 

T_13 11 Halo SE-L2 18 Oct 2025 23:09:49 18.37 161.10 -0.019999 

T_14 12 Halo SE-L2 4 Apr 2025 13:18:09 71.21 73.26 -0.009270 

T_15 13 Halo SE-L2 23 May 2025 20:16:41 -46.57 313.45 -0.034809 

T_16 14 Halo SE-L2 6 Jul 2025 08:31:34 -16.81 199.41 -0.067308 

T_17 15 Halo SE-L2 4 May 2025 09:19:08 -9.37 190.52 -0.067003 

T_18 16 Halo SE-L2 28 May 2025 10:56:22 72.19 106.75 -0.032320 

T_19 17 Halo SE-L2 21 Jun 2025 01:25:18 33.66 143.54 -0.122845 

T_20 18 Halo SE-L2 21 Jul 2025 05:26:19 18.52 159.81 -0.083656 

T_21 18 Ellipse QII 18 Mar 2025 09:09:07 -2.20 355.06 -0.016072 

T_22 19 Ellipse QII 13 Mar 2025 05:53:25 -31.56 210.94 -0.173601 

T_23 20 Ellipse QII 19 Mar 2025 16:26:00 -3.63 354.04 -0.020003 

T_24 21 Ellipse QII 18 Mar 2025 14:01:15 0.79 178.41 -0.105618 

T_25 22 Ellipse QII 31 Mar 2025 17:11:54 12.44 166.41 -0.181756 

T_26 23 Ellipse QII 17 Mar 2025 01:37:04 23.72 157.90 -0.153387 

T_27 24 Ellipse QII 31 Mar 2025 15:13:44 -14.07 348.66 -0.002892 

T_28 25 Ellipse QII 29 Mar 2025 09:43:58 7.67 6.19 -0.153665 

T_29 26 Ellipse QII 20 Apr 2025 17:17:15 -6.27 189.06 -0.155117 

T_30 26 Halo SE-L1 8 Jul 2025 15:14:40 2.18 179.23 -0.020001 

T_31 27 Halo SE-L1 26 Jul 2025 07:04:58 18.04 17.20 -0.004209 

T_32 28 Halo SE-L1 5 Jun 2025 13:05:15 36.64 142.97 -0.018720 

T_33 29 Halo SE-L1 18 Jun 2025 06:51:36 36.35 38.94 -0.064679 

T_34 30 Halo SE-L1 11 Jun 2025 12:59:46 -61.17 296.10 -0.111011 
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Figure B.1 — Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Halo SE-L1. 

Lunar Phase Numbers: 26-30, and 1-4. View in Sun-Earth rotating reference frame.  

 
 

 

 

Figure B.2 — Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Ellipse 

Quadrant IV. Lunar Phase Numbers: 4-11. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 
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Figure B.3 — Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Halo SE-L2. 

Lunar Phase Numbers: 11-18. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference frame.  

 

 
 

 

 

Figure B.4 — Trailing-Edge Lunar Flyby Solution Set; Family type: Ellipse 

Quadrant II. Lunar Phase Numbers: 18-26. View in the Sun-Earth rotating reference 

frame. 


